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ABSTRACT , 
" 
, 
-, A COMPARISON OF STUDENT$ ENROLLED ' IN ACADEMIC, AND 
" . . .;' ' . . 
,,-
, PROGRAMS ON "~TTITUDE TOWARD SCHOO~, ATTIT'UDE TOWARD SE~F, 
.- PARTICIPATlbN IN ExTRA-CURRICULAR ~CTIVITIES 'AND -
. , .... 
, ," \' 
, fj .. ' .. ' ~, . .. • 
" Curricular differentiation as , practi.ced i~_ Ne':1fotindland high schools 
raises 'certain . q~e~io". a. to . the rela,~ve a~j,~itment to "~"rioui aspec;s 
of, school life of students in the Acad~mic, . di~'t.ri~ulati~n) gl:OUP as 
. 
'compared with students in the General (Non-Matriculation) ,group. Tl;te two' 
.curricular streams were compared,with respect to ,att~'tude tzw rd schoar; 
attitude .tgwal'd, seif, -partic.ipation in extra-curricular act' Hies, and 
, ' 
. \ "I ' . , 
teacher ratings of student s'ocial behavior. ' 
. . . ~ . 
• A review of related- literature.showed 'a scarcity of research 
'concernin~ streaming, particularly itl . New·fo~ndland. The available reseat::ch 
, '. ; . " " . . . ...... . . :.. '. .. . ., ., . 
,produced conflicting results 'concerning the cprrelates of streaming, thus 
. , _ . . ' • J ' . • ~. < , 
. fu~ther qtJesti~ning th~ eff,icacy and, necessity of. th~ tracking ,procedure. 
'This po<st-f~cto study iXcl~ded G;ade 11 stu4en:s in three Nelifound-
land ~ral high schoo~s. F~ftY:'four 'st:;udents enrolled ~~ the N~n-Matd.cu­
lation program and 125 d~i~g the Mat17ic'ulation co~rse took ' part in --the 
. . . , 
~ .. " 
s~u~y. ~ Data were gathered by means of a ~mantic differential _ ~ealing with , 
, attitude toward,~ scho~l and attitude toward self, a ',questionnaire concerning 
, \ 
~ ", ' 
: ~ . 
f.,.....~ , 
o"rP 
, 
" 
~: 
. I 
" -
" , 
>-11 .- l ' 
student participation extra-curricular- activities, and a rating scale · 
. . 
'on which , teachers eyaluat ... d student social' activity ~ ' 
, ' The ,data obtained ~~e_r~ ana1YZ~d 'by a ' c~mput~r program which provided 
, , 
the means, .medians, 'stanaard deviations aild analysis of variance for. the -
\ .~ 
Academic group ~nd th:"G~lterai~roup, males and females, and, in the case 
of' parcici,pation .in extra-curriq~lar activities, students from the . community' 
(" 
':. '--'Tn wh,ich ' their school was '. ' .' . . located \ and students 'transported into the town. 
\ 1 .. I 
In addition, 'correlations among ' dfi'ferent vati~b'ie~ for each curricular' 
. t . • 
grpup, significance of diff~rences. betwe~n correlations for the two groups, 
\~~j~'r~elatio~s amon,g three sOcia~, ratings of students by teachers were 
ca)culated. 
<?1 ' 
_ Analysis of the data revealed that the Acaaemic group received 
~ . L 0 
significant1x 'higher mean teacher ratings and took part in dignificantly 
~renon-sports activities than did the General group. No other significpnt ' 
. ~ ... ." I ' 
d~foferences were noted bet~~en the' two ' curricular streams. I,t was also foun4 
<> , . " . \ D • " ", • • 
that, in the total sample and w~th~n both cutricular,groups ~ ~ema1es partic-
ip~ted in significantly more non-sports .actiyities tfian did males. When 
transp~rted student.s . were compared with non-transported students, nO ' signif-
icant differences we~ found .between the participation ·scores of the two 
~ ~ 
-: groups. Int the Academic group, females received significantly higher mean 
. ~ . . 
, . 
I teacher ratin~s ' than, did male studentS. A ~uch ~arger percent~ge of 5ign1£-
~ ' 
J' icant correlations between variables was discover-ed for the ' Academic group, . 
. ,' : . . ~ 
than for .the General group. Over,75% .of the correlation~ between different 
~ 
teacher ratings of student social behavior ~ere statistically significant •• 
From the findings came conclusions and implications concerni~g. the 
. .. 
, placement of students in Academic ~nd General classes. It was concluded 
. 
that the expressed attitud,es of 'st,udents prese:.nted no apparent cause .for " 
/ 
,. ' 
" 
.) : 
- ,. 
'. 
\ ', 
,\ 
. , . 
I , 
.. ." 
, , 
_I. I'l 
, .. .",.... , 
alarm conceJ:'ning ', S treaming. ~hen,Student par~i~ipation ' 
. - , 
'in 'extra-curricu.lar activities ,as the ,student ~nd judgea by 
, '" , -, , 
'the teach~rs was considered; ' res~ 
. \ 
about cu~rlcular dlfferentiat~on 
. , 
were . raised. , \ 
, ".. 7 \ 
, Recommendations to school \ pers included th~ sugge~tion of a 
, . ' , , - I, \' '--, • ~ 
thorough.r'easdessinent"of streaming \prd~~dures and an enrichment;, of extra-
, \ ' . .- .; ,' , 
-curricul;r a~Civities progra~ in N~~foundland high scho~ls. ~ Pos'sibilities'--" 
G, ' 
, \ : 
,',for further study"are:. investigation 0\ various aspects o'f student adjust- , 
' ment in Grades ' 9 to 11; 7ompar~t.ive fO~1,w-up studies of stu~ents in the' 
., 
ft' ~ . . , 
two curricular groups after gra~uatibn from high 1;, st~dies of stu~nt 
. 
aspirations as related to' the program in-which a t 'is, enrolled; and I ' 
, 
comparative studies of the c,orrelates and effect~ of .. strea~ng as oppos.ed 
to non-streaming' ~n : Ne~foundland.hig~ ~chools. 
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CHAPTER 1, 
" 
iNTRODUCTION-, , ' 
'.' I v -' , 
This . chapter will-present a discussion of of the 
. , 
pro~iem being studied, various aspects of the . rationale for the study, 
• ~/' C"l 
research. qu.estions and' hypotheses, and def4.nitions. 
. '
r 
HISTORICAL BACKGRO~D OF CURRICULAR DIFFERENTIATION 
IN NEWFOUNDLAND HIGH SCHOOLS 
AB 'early as 1944, the problem of setting up an adequate ~urric'ular 
,Program in Newfoundland sch'ools was bei~g considered. In that year the 
Educational Policies Committee of the Canada and Newfou~dland Education, 
\', 
Assoeiation pointed out that: ( 
. Efforts ' have been made to , add other subjects of more general 
' : app~al to the program of the academic schools -- including art, 
music, shop work, home economics, and various extra-aurricular . 
activities. But owi~g to administrative difficulties these newl ' 
offerings have genera;lly been available only ir( the lower gtades 
of secondary schools, and as a rule only the larger urban schools 
have facilities, to pres~nt them adequately.1 , 
Similarly, in 1956, ' Frecker argued ,for, increased dive"rsificatio~ 
Rof~ the curriculum in Newfou~;dland ·in an attempt tg' cat~r to students " 
'(.)a!1ting to attend univ«:rsfty as well as to those wishing . to go' to voca-
, / 
J ' 
1 ' , 
Educational Policies Committee of the Canada and Newfoundland 
Education 'Association, Trends . in Education, A . Sur~ey of Current Ed9cational 
Developments ,ip the Nine Provinces of Canada' and .in Newf6undland, 22nd ' 
Convention of the Association, 1944 ' (Toronto: 1~44), p •. 29. ' 
. - . 
.. 'J 
. 'r 
I 
" 
.. 
JI 
,," 
,~ '~ 2 
~i~hOO~. ~~. enteri!,g the work force, inmtlm~:atI41Y' upon leaving school. 2 
. . 
A bri~rpresented to the Royal Co~~~ion on Education and Youth 
,~t- • ~ 
. in 1965 rjcommended that: , 
, ., ~ . 0 
.' 
. ' ,,?;, 'r.' ( .' 
Radical ch~nges be int;~~c.~t",f~cu~ric\flum policies, allowing 
greater flexibility wi~tlj.~~ti~~,..@.J2hoo~s and individual 
,grades so as to permit curriculum enrichment). tne satisfaction of 
spe~ial needs and interests, the develop~ent of individual 
pr'ogrammes of. study, subject promotion, and the ) .ike. 3 
The ttraft qlsq propps,~d, that a ,distinction. be made between~tri'culation 
. \ 
and Non-Matri'culat,ion students. 
In- 1966, the Curriculum Division of th~ Department of Education 
an~ounced that high school students could choose to do either the Univer~ 
4 
s'i'ty-Preparatory (Academi.c) course or the General course .. 
. ' CI. 
> , ' 
STATEMENl' OF THE PROBLEM 
'.'O( . 
," 
''1:-. 
/ -
Predictably, the'introduction of Academic and General programs in ~ 
N~wf~ur:tdland high sc~oo4; bro~ght certain' problems. Whether 01i~ not 'the' 
General-Academic dichotomy adequately prepares students for different 
. . 
careers or, indeed\ serves ~ny real pu~ose, has not been det~d, 
Furthermore, the possible. effects of placeme!lt in Academic or General:, 
courses have.not b~n considered.' For example, it is not known if one 
both groups of stu~tnts have diffi~ulty in adjusting to school or in 
or 
'\ " , 
2 ' \ G. A. Frecker, Education in ,the Atlantic Provinces (Toronto: W~ J. 
Gage and .. Co. Ltd., 1956), p. 92. ~ ,. 
, 3 . . , 
Memorial ~niversity of Newfoundland, Draft, of a Brief to be 
presented to ,the Royal Commission on'Education and Youth (~t. John's:. 
1965'), p. 46. 
o 
4 . , c 
Newfoundland Department of Education' Newsletter, XVIII (September, 
,1966) . ). 
• I 
"'\ 
' . 
\ ' 
.. 
, 
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r 
.' 
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, ' , 
.... , . 
3 
• 
'getting .involved" in various aspectEJ of school social life. 
. . 
' Do certain 
\ 
. . 
students feel left out of school life? Do students ' have a healthy attitude 
. , " ' 
.towar~ themselves and toward school? ', Do teachers give both , groups similar 
or' different ratings? While such co~siderations as. these may be crucial 
. ( ' 
,I ,to an und~rst,an:dini of student adjustment, lo.:ally, no study has been J;t 
'.-
" gi,Nen to them. Students are oft~~ placed in ~ particular course (Academic 
• 
I ¥ . ~.,. . 
o~ G~eral) on practically' an indiscriminate basis. Furt~ermore . , how ,t~W' 
fare after being placed in a certain course has often been overlooked' and 
,.' 
,left to chance. 
I ' , / _t.-
~', ': «The actual ef£icacy, or eJen t\e .necessyr, p.f the General-Academic 
- 5 
setup has, on occp.~~~m, been questione~. , Hunter pointed out that, in , 
~/ ~f , _ 
England, streaming has ,been ~ttacked bitterly and ~h~re is seriolis doubt . 
as o ~o whether or not ·it serves a~y real pu~pose. 'He we~t on 'toJsay that:· 
. 
> , 
It 1s '. , •• to be deplored if streaming in the high schools 
"should involve restr:I.ctions in choice of courses . so as to confine 
the highest - 'group to subjects leading to matriculation and set' . 
down other subjects ' -as appropria'te to the less - iritelligent. 6 
. 
. Whtle this ' rigid differentiation may not have. been the original intention ," 
. '. ' ~ 
\ 
of those who set up the dichotbmy', streaming in ' Newfoundland high schools 
. see~ to have taken this unfavorable coilrse. 7 
The essential problem is that little is known about the various 
affestive aspects of student develop~ent 'in relation to the General-Academic, 
• • ;.' ',I _ 
. . 
arrangement; The correlates, if any, of being plac:ed in a particular class 
'0, .. . 
5 · " A. C. Hunter, Brief Submitted~ to the Royal Commission on Education 
and Youth (St. Joh~'s: 1~65), p. 19. 
6I~id: 
7 " 
Opinion expressed 'by Dr. C. K. BroY,D-, Curric~lum .Director ~ • .. 
Ne~foundland Department of Education, personal interView, J1.me 6, 1973. 
.. 
,', 
... 
,. 
. . 
' r 
., . 
I .. 
I " 
I 
I . 
I 
~', 
.. ' 
-' 
" 
' ,' 
. - " 
-' 
' . 
.. 
1 -, 
.... 
need ,to be studied~ 
, ,~ 
" 
PURPOSE OF THE" ~TUDY 
": " I.' , 
" 
In view 'of the_ p;,ecedin'g discussion and in an attempt l!~' compensate 
"' in part for the lack of research on the topic u~der ~onsideratien, parti~-
, ularly in Newfoundland .. this, study co~pared Grade '11 students .enrolled in 
, ' , 
\ 
. . 
-..I. 
,'-
, , 
Academic . and General courses in three Newfoun8land rural high schools On 
.. I 
~he following varfables: (1)' attitud~ toward school, (-2) attitude toward 
'..... -
self, (3) ,participation in extra-curricular a~ctivitfes, and (4) teacher -
- " . . 
-
ratings of social beha~ior. An attempt was made to determine' s~me of the 
- , ' ,a. _ , __ "'" 
. po~sible' interrel~tions of placement' in Academic or General classes with 
these four' fai::t~rs t with, a view to' assessing how well the present sch,ool 
',pr~gram meets the needs of 'students with, respect to these· variables ~ 
" , 
, ' 
,SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
" ' 
" ' The 'inyestigation of the possible influen'ce of the variables 
~onsiciered in this research might well have ,implications for the -placement ' 
" 0/ • 
" 
, , 
of students into AC\ldemi_~ and , ~e~e.fal classes. ,For exa:ttlple, a generally 
neg'ativ~ attitude on the' part .of students toward self or school w~uld · 
. , , . II . , 
'.' . 
almost c~rtainly necessitate fu'rther investiga~ion before -placing' a student. 
. - ( ' 
• in a parti~ular group. ' The discovery of patterns of partic~pation in. 
.' . 
extra-curricular actiyities co~ld lead to a bettero understandin~ of 
," f.- ' . 
, students and, could, h,e helpful in class p.l.acement. In. the same vein, the 
, . 
• 
investigation of how teacher~, rate students leads to the inevitable question , 
. 
"Why?" and could lead to a reassessment . of placement procedures . 
.. 
. Indeed, the merit of th~ -division of high school classes iilto 
, . ,' ~ 
even 'be Ac~demic and General sections ~ght questioned. In any caSe, the 
" 
, -
~ 
..... ' .\~. . . . 
" . , \1-1 
.' 
'. 
",\ 
,"'-. 
" ,I 
'" , 
, , 
5 
\ . , ~ -
appears to be· present manner of setting up Academic and Ge~eL~ ~~asses 
, ques~ionable. As will be~ il1U~trate( l~~e~, there ~s very little curricular 
'. 
differentiation between Academic and General classes. Furthermore, while 
students do "have some say 'in placemenq essentially, "th'e less intelligent 
students, end up in the General classes and the more intelligent ones get 
placed in the Ac"ademic classes', / 
The role 0,£ the counselor in this becomes apparen,t 'when one lookS" 
I, 
at his possible' i~volvement in helping. decide into which classes students 
, - . 
should be placed. The case of each student should be considered individ-
ually. havi.ng due regard for his behavior, attitudes, involvement in " 
school social life, ,and oth~r relevant factors. 
. ' 
Genera~ly, then, information from this study coul~be enlightening 
and helpful in placing students in Academi~ or General classes, in se~ting 
up new programs, or revising, even deleting present ones. 
The 
1. Are 
RESEARCH QUE;STIONS AND HYPOTHESES 
basic questions being 
../ 
there any significant 
. " 
asked by this 
. , 
r ' 
, 
stu9Y 
differences he~ee~ 
are: 
students enrolled in 
the A"c<1demic program and th~e enrolled: i~ the General p]!'()gram on 
any or all of the variables be'ing studied? 
2. Are there any particular attitude, participation, or ' teacher rating 
patterns characteristic. of one or ,both groups? ' 
3. Does" t;he Gen~ral-A~ademic dicliotomy meet the needs of students with 
respect to the variables being considered in this study? 
,t"-
In .an effort to answer the above, questi6ns, the following hypotheses 
have -been 'put forward. 
Nuil f/l: Tl;1ere is no difference between students enrolled in the 
. 
f 
.' 
,' , 
, ' .. 
f) 
\ 
. \ 
\ .' 
... -; .. :~:",.". 
.e. 
..... • "'(,. ~II 
6 
Academic 
, \ 
, 
progrrum and those enrolled in the General program 
schoo~ ~s ~e~sured by the ~ttitude-tow~rd-~ I on attitude t~ward 
school part of the 
, , " ;8' ' ~ ' . 
semantic differentia~ used in this study. 
,-
Null #2: Th~re is no difference between students enrolled in the 
I' 
Null 113: 
.. 
\ ' 
'Academic .program and those enrolled in the General program' . 
I 
. , 
on(~ttitude toward self as measured by the attitude~toward-
.. 
se.1f ,pa(it of the semantic' differential. 
,There is no difference between the two curricular groups' in 
participation. in ~:~a-~urric~lar activ~ties as determined 
, 9-~' 
by 'the relevant questionnaire. ---... 
, N 11 J/4 Th i diff b ' h i 1 b hi' i 10 
. U If: ere. s 'no erence etween t e soc a e av or rat ngs 
teachers give students ' enrolled' in the Academic program and 
. 'the rat,ngs teachers give students enroJ1~d in the General ~ 
·program. .,.. '.-
DEFINITIONS 
Program is h~rein defined as that course of study set down by the 
Department of Edu~?tion as being appropriate "for Grade 11 students. The 
.' . 
term 'will be used interchangeably with ,course and, in a more limited sense, 
~:;.. 
with class. ,. 
The Academic or Matriculation program ,is defined as consisting of 
'the"following SUbjects: Eng1ish#Languag~, English Literature, Algebra and 
. , • p 
'Geometry, plus thr~e Dther ,subjects chosen from the fo1lowi~g groups, so 
, ' 
that the student does at least one subject ,from each group: Group A --:-.. 
p 
Geography; Hi.~tory, Economics, a second ' langua~e; Group B -- Biology, 
:~> ,,' 
9 '. ' 
Appendix F. 10 Append:tx G. ' 
, 0 
, , 
-- --'--~ -- ' 
, I 
j 
, 
I 
" 
.. 
• 
, , I 
, ' 
" 
, 
I 
• 
"1 
, ! 
" , 
"/ 
7 
0' Chemistry" Physics; Earth Science. Some s<;.hools ,offer a larger selection 
I • 
. 
of sub"jects. 
, . 
The 'General of Non~Matriculation program con~ists of the following 
c J 
subject~: General English, General Mathematics, ,plus three subjects , selected 
from the same subject gro'ups ~np in the- same manner as for the Academic 
program. , General ~ngli~ a combination o~ English Languag~ and Eng!ish U 
• f 
I 
Literature, and is supposedly not as comple~ or difficult as the sepatate ' I 
I 
• I subje~ts of ' I ' t. ' . ' "-Language and Literature off~red in the Matriculation program. 
'" .. "" ........ 
Also, Ge~era1. Mathemat,ics is presumably simpler and less involved tha,n the 
separ'ate Algebra and Geometry of. the Academic ,program. Theoretis:ally, 
General Mathematics is g~ared to 'students going to vocational school or 
. ~ " , 
going, to work immediateJ.y after leaving"high' ~chool. 
~ ~ 
A rural high school is/defined as a high school located in, or 
9 , 
within 'three miles of, a coUunuI.lit'y having a population of; ,less than 5,000 .. 
A rural student is defined 'as one ' attendipg- such a school. The population 
of the student's home tDwn does no~ ~nter into the definition. 
J Att'itude toward self is defin~d as a p~rson' s estimation of sEllf-
worth as measured b~e attitude-toward-self part' of the quest;(onnaire 
used in t~is study. 
AttitOde toward school is defined as that variable measured by the 
. l ( 
a~titvde-toward-school part' of the questionnaire employed in this research. 
Teacher'rating is d~fined as ' the rating teachers gave students on 
the rating scale used in this study. 
Extra-curricular activities are defined as- school-sponsored acti? ' 
, . 
vities, other than regular classroom activities., in which the student had 
r 
the option to participate. 
" 
,-
," 
8 
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE S'TUDY 
, . ', ' 
: I 
, . 
.... -. 
. The st'udy was li~~e.d,'to a cluster sample o~ all'the Gra'de,l.l \ , 
', ' 
, • .I'" 
'11 ' ,I • 
' .',r,-_' stttdents -and to ~ert;ain teachers in the three school.s included in the 
-;1<-...... :> . ,. • ' 
s-:~-+:;7study:, Thus it was felt that' these schools were sufficiently r~pres~nt- """ 
. f:~- " ' , ' 
"_~"~~ __ " .: . . ::ative to warrant generalization of conclusions to simf.lat s,?hoo:j.s in 
". 
, ' . 
II 
. , 
.", 
other areas of the pro'vince of Newfoundl.anci. and Labrador. 
The study was ~imited t:;o specif?-c aspec~s of students f' affective 
'"" . . . 
development a~d sc~ool involvemen~, n;mely: (!) 'attit~de tow~rd' school~ . 
. ' ~, 
.' (2) . a 'ttitude tOw°ard.~self., (3) participation in ~xtra-curricular ~ctivities, 
. , . ·and. (~) 'ratings ~f stpdents', by teachers. There ar'e numerous 'o'ther a~petts 
.of ~tudent ,-deveiopment Wh~Ch . could have been' con.id.~.~d •. butjt· was fel~ ( 
.. .. ... ' ... - " -
th~t a study of these variabl~s was feasible . and of adequate significance. 
~ .p 
o 
Limitations wer'e p,laced on the results by' the' instrum~nts emPloyed 
" 
~ 
in the research. Neve,rtheless, to the extent tbat,the instruments were 
similar to those us~d in: other re~earch', the results may 'be considered 
.. 
' . comparable to those obtained'in other 'studies. 
- " 
Another possibly limii:~ng factor was the time during which tne ' 
. 
research was ,conducted. This same restriction could have applied at any 
. time. However, it would seem' ~ogical t~~i: ~e_latively late in Ith~ schooi ' 
, ~ 
year, when this research was conducted, student and teacher aotituaes would 
'll ,' • 
be' well entrenched. Also, since ~ltnos t a whole school, year had elaps ed up . 
, .. ~~ , 
to the time of th~ data collection, the students 'should have had the 
,v ,.-
opportunity to part~cipate in a wide vari~ty of extra-curricular activities. 
f . a 
, 11 " " ~ , ' , 
... _ Three teachers in each school. who . deemed themselves), ~uffic~,ently 
fami.r with' the students tc:> r~e them on social behavior. \f 
) 
, ' 
'.J, . , 
j 
, 
... 
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SUMMARY ',' 
, ' 
, " J , ' 
t' I " 
" mli~le cur~icular 'differentiation was being c~nsi!1ered by Newfoundland, 
, " 
educators prior to Confedera'tion with Canadq,· it was not introduced into 
, , 
the province's h~gh schools on a relatively large scale until 1966. While 
J .' '.
" the~e m~ becert~in favorable asp~cts ' to this dHferentiatiot;l; i't!-',e'Hec-
'tiveness, consequences ~d correlates' seem to be open to questi~;:~ T,his . 
I . • ::.; : • 
study c0!lsidered ,some of the possible correlates of streaming" to ' see ho~ , 
~ " . 
~i. 
the two curricular groups c~mpared on certai~ att'itudes, involvement :i,n " , 
o 
school' li~e ' and ratings by teachers. The results ' of, t:ttis s 't1,1dy co~ld be' ", 
useful' in cla'ss) place~eh~ of students and in helping ~ss~s~ the prpsent 
, 
curricular setup: 
, . The' 'last 'tWo sections of this initial chapter dealt Jilth relevant "", 
" , 
definitions and some of the limitations of this , ~tud~. 
, , " 
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CHAPTER 2 . ~ ... 
I 
. " 
REvIEW-OF RELATED 'r.:erERATURE 
, ' , ' 
. ' 
l , 
1 
, 'f 
~. 
, . 
. 
c 
I ~, . , t 
The present chapter -contains a review of ,reported re's'~arch' and '., 
• • .' > d ' '1 ,I» . ' .,' 
othet literature related to various'stre~ng p~ocedured, It ~s organized .. . 
under the fOll0~ng topics: (1) ; Terminology in the LiterAtu're, (2) The 
Status of ~se~rch n~~ Str.eBming': (3)" sp~c~i': Resea~chl 'a~d ~ (4~ ~summa'ry" 
\ " 
TERMINOLO?~'I~ THE LITERATU~, 
. _.../ . 
~ I ~ 
, --...., , 
There appears to'be consiaerable conf~sion 
.. / 
varied 
cbncernin~ t~e marty 
, 
, 0 1 ..... R ~, 4 ., 
d~finitions and terms appit~d to t~e differentiation of students 
and 
for 
o .. ~ , • 
instructional purp~ses. This differentiatiQn h~s been refer~~d' tb , 
. ' , 
... , ". 
V'ariously as grouping, st;reaming: '. tracking, sel~ction" classificat~on, . 
f , <. • • • \ \ 
•• I) . ' 'tl 
a reasonably., sectioning, setting, and grade'placement. ' Sorensen'offered 
. . " '" . , e . . 
, , ..... ' a .~Q. 
ope!~tional definition when he sl:lid: . , . 
. . 
. ~ '" , 
I' Organizational differentiation ,of students is defined as the !.' ... division of a school',s s~l\dent beJay'into subgroups. (cl~l~J~.s't')\"· . 
. , ' ' . sections., ,stream£;) of {l x:er;ta,Hvely permanent ~~9ili~~tJ~f roi" ' 
, instructional purposes--. 1 . :,' . ''''''t¢~~ ' " .. 
Q .; t~;ttr:~~~-::;,"J;l';'r,I-;:t::.t-:: . . v 
. , 
" ".C~s stL'<~~r.~.,~~)S;J.S<"w1:el\":'E~e nietho~ of "different;la:t'ion often ;~mpio~e,? 
" . ,:, ':" ., .'"."""" ;" "'''''' ''''"''' '~''U''~<itt~(N'ewr~' ;;;;~;::~ high schqols ; ~nd . CODJm.f~Y . referred ':0 in the ' ~iteratur;"";" 
p., stream! g or tracl~ing. ' ," , , 
I '" '.. (' 7 v 
. Schools may be divLded·tUto tWo types, those util!zing-stre~ing 
<' .. G. • J 
, • (, - f],f" ,l. 
0' 
...... 
. <:> 
. ,lAage B. 'Sorensen, "Organizational, Differentiation of· Students and 
Educ~tion~l Opportunity," 'Sociolo~y' of Education, ~~r,I .(F~l" 1970),~ ~55. 
, 1G 
. . 
~ . , , 
: . , 
." 
'I 
o 
. , ~ ' 
1 ; 
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._-
' . 
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. , 
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. , 
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I , .' 
. ... . , . . 
programs and ,tho!illi! .t:tot m~ing use of 9uch programs. 
1-:'... 'p , a «I 
· 2 Yate~ referred to, 
:' , 3 
both:' -types in his report of st~eaming in B~iti~h schools. G:t;;iffin wi;"o.t~' 
_ ' 1../ . t •• ' • ' . _ ~ . Q ~f;;/fu'pr~hen~~ve· a~a grammar .:ChOO!S: ·with gr~~ .SC"O~lg offering a ),o're 
I,,,~pecialiied" edu~ation. '" ' " : The-~ctual bases f~{ the differen:iation of curricula are diverse • "'. . G. . . 
/ an4. the ,~,~rins used to' des,cribe , the differe~tiation a,~e often confusing and 
, : ,,' , .' " 4 " ,:' " , ' . 
contra~ictory.: Sorensen made 'a ' useful distinction between horizontal and 
. .C4· 
" • • ., (!a " 
ve~tical di'fferentiat'ion. H~riz~ntal, 4i££er~ntiat.ion aSEl.~gns ~ ~tudents\ to 
c1'asses o'n the 'basis , of cUl.ricula; v~rtic~l d~fferentiation ' use~ assUmed < 
.' . J. .... 0 
l~arning cap~city as a means of grouping students. " It 'app'ears that oboth' 
-' 
th~se type~' of dif£erentiati~n ar~ing 
• co , ~ . . . 
. , 
used almost indistinguishably in 
\ .. 
N~wfound-lilltd 'high schoo~. While 
. ' (- . 
st~dents, are grouped according ,to' , 
o , ., • 
. £~rt~cu~um ~Acadetid.c or General), the, basi~ for groljping ~s often, a~adeUlic 
, , 
ac~ievement~.t-<~ith, ti1e br:l.ghte: sttl~ents be~ng placed in the A~ademic. , 
, . , 
.... to I . • • 
classes an~ the less brighf students being assigned to the ,General ~lasses~ 
• ... . . • __ . '" . '. AI 
" ' 5 Q ' • ,,: ' -
,Ha~lainen ~istinguisIwd between homogeneou's and heterogen~ous 
I • ! 
, -group~n~i ;'.,Homogeneous grouping 'refers to ,the grou~ing of ' students )lavitig , 
rJ eo • \I . ' . • • 
certain comm~n characteristicif; · hetero~eneous grouping is the gro~ping 
tr 
( togethe't !~f stl1dent~ who possess certain 'different characteristics. · On 
~ 
• • •• 1 , " 0 ~ 
. I ~ '. 
,.. 
2 ' • 
:' Alffred, Yates, th~ ,Organization of Schooling (London: .Routledge and 
K~gan , Pau1. 1970). ' ~ 
; ' . J' , , r .. " .. . 
,.; . .' 3 A. Griffin,. "the Effects of 'Secondary School Organiz"'atio'n' on the' 
, Development of Intelligence-, , Attainment in ~riglish and Attitudes to School," 
.. Brit~sh Journal of Educational, Psychology, XXXIX '(Jun'e, ~969), 191. " • 
. ,,' '+ • ,' .. IJ 
• ' , Sorensen, OPt cit. 
' . - . 
, ,] 0 '5 ,- .' , . 
~, Arthur E. \Hama-1ainen, 
Na'rmaUod..a1. s'itui:i't:ions,'" The 
. " 
a ' " I 
. , 
. , 
f 
"Method ~'f Grouping Pupils Should 'Provide , 
N'ation's Schools, ,XLV (June, 1950),' :}4-35: 
T, 
,1-;0 " • 
" 
, , 
o 
, 
.~ 
". 
, , 
, " 
I 
t' 
> 
", 
~ , \ 
that basis,' grouping in Newfoundl~d high schools could be classed as 
... t • • • ~ 
hom~geneous .' , 
The 'whole matter of definitions pecomes even more confusing in thea 
'use of such terms ~'s academic ~nd/genera~ education 'in (iiff~rent areas 
whe're str~aming,is p~ac~n ~ewf~undland, st~~ents' enroJ...led' in the 
, , ..../ '. . 
Academic prqgram~e supposedly oriented.toward entrance to university; 
~ --I 
students J:.B:King the General course are pres.tltnably pi:'epared for eptrance' to 
_, ~al or vocational institution. 
6 Alp:;,en used the t.erm general in much the, same wrY' that the term 
academic is used in Newfound'land. 7 ~rug used the te~s gene~al, liberal, 
and academic ,synonomously . He referred to other types ot education as 
8 -
vocational or practical education. ,Schafer, made reference to college-prep 
and non college-p.rep students. Similarly, students d,oing .the Academic 
~- ':~' ;) 
program in Newfoundland are often knoWn as Matriculation students; students 
- • • ~p-. ~ • • 
j " enrolled in the General program are'~eferred to as Non-matriculants. 
Morgan9 identifi~d three'bro:d courses Canadian high ' schools offer 
. ... ' 
" 
today's students -~ one program for tho~e needing university pr~paration 
or wanting that k~nd of , secondary education; one for non-university pros~ 
peets ready to make vocational or training choices; and one for those 
, I 
, / 
Ohio: 
6Morton', Alpreh (ed.), The Subject. Curriculum: Grades K-12 GColumbu8, 
Charle~ E. Merrill Books, Inc., J96¥). 
, .. I '. 
t··~··: .. ~·~:-:.· 
7E• A. Krug, Curriculum Plaftning.(New.York: Harper and Brothers, 
~: 
\ 1950) • 
8 Walter E. Schafer and Carol ,Olexa, Tracking and Opportunity 
(Scranton: . Chandl~r ~'Publishing ' Company, 1971)., 
9 . 
E. H. Morgan, ~ISecondary. Education," 'canadian Eduoation Today, 
ed. ' Joseph' Katz (Toronto: McGraw-H~11 Co. ,Canada Ltd., 1956), pp. 114-125. 
• 
o 
n .,. " 
. , 
I' , j , 
o " 
... 
\ 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. , 
. 
" 
13" 
students seeKing a broad general education without the idea' of univers~ty 
o 
". 
, .' 
or vocat~onal training. 
10 . 
Hansen referred· to four tracks commonly found' in American high 
. 
.' 
schools: p(1) Honors for the exceptionally able, (2) Regular College 
• • 0 • 
Prep -- for ave,rage students pl~nning to go to university, (3) Genera~ 
,Track ,-- for those not planning, or ,not qualified to go· to university, and 
(4) Basic Track -- for the severely academically retarded. 
Obviously, then r there is no standard set of terms employed in • J 
'relation to the tracking process. Various areas'where streaming is, 
practic~d have developed their own term;nology to refer to certain aspects 
of th~ procedure. 
" 
, 
,'il't-
THE STATUS OF RESK&RCH lNTO ST~ING 
.. " 
'This part ·of the chapter will illustrate th~ fgeneral l~ck of 
' . . .... --
.. "'research concerning the various aspec ts of the t~racking process. 
, . 
The Situation Generally 
The scarcity I of -1:esearch into streaming, especi~lly with regard to 
variables other than ach~evement, has been' poip.ted out by several authors. 
" Chet~uti illustrat~d this point well in the following s~atement. 
• • . most of, the researches carried out to find the effect 
'of streaming have used attainment as their measuring rod. This 
has proved inconclusive because the gap between intelligence and 
j,ttainment can be filled with many variables -- personality , 
.factors, social climate, pupils' and teachers' attitudes, 
teaching methods, etc. -- and. many of these ha~e ~een disre-
"'" ....... . 
, 
.,.,' ,., 
10Carl F. Hansen,-The Four-Irack Curriculum in Today's High Schools 
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.': Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964). 
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garded. 
14 
Chetcuti's statement has been supported py other writers4 ' Of the 
. . 12 
33 experimental studies reviewed by Ekstrom only one 'dealt with social 
and personal adjustment of 13 studentr .. Byers found only eight studies prior 
to 1960 ~orthy of revie~. Miller and Otto14 conclud'ed th'at none of the 
'studies concerning streaming have ny outcomes other. than. 
academic achievement. rch might indicate that the 
practi~e of homogeneous grouping is justified by the possible social and 
. psychological advantages. The lack of research into the f!.on-academic 
15 ' 16 
aspecrs .of streaming. W?S also noted by Franseth. Similarly, ayeI,'s 
.. 
concludeeJ that· the social and emotional effects of grouping, have' not 
received much consideration. 17 . According to Ogletree. most of the research 
, 
into streaming has' been carried'out at the junior high level. . " 
.ff' 
. j.ft, 
11:C.\I~·· I 
..,. ..... ;.~:i.Jj:.~I.Chetcuti, 'A Study 'Of the Morale of A Stream and C Stream 
PUpil6·ti.~ Secondary School!? with SpeCial Reference to Any Differences in 
...... the'. Atti t.ooe and Behavior -of Their Teach~~·'.' Educational Review. xlV 
oJ,,";' '(Nci~ember, 1961),49. .' . . , ' 
;. t .. ~~~ 
~ ... , . , .~ .. 
12Ruth B. Ekstrom. "Experimental S'tudies of Homogen~ous Grouping: 
A Cri~ical Rev=!-ew," School Review (Summer, 1961),216-226. 
13 Loretta Byers, "Ability Grouping -- Help or Hindrance to 'Social 
and Emotional ~rowth?," School Review, LXIX (Whiter, 196-1)., 449-456 • . 
14 . . - 1 • -JJ 
. W. S. Miller and H. J. Otto, "Analysis of Experi1l\ental Studies 
in Homogeneous Grouping," Journal of Educational'Res'earch, XXI, 95-102. 
15 Jane Franseth, "Does' Gl:ouping 'Make' a Difference in · Pup'{l 
Lea~ins? ,". Grouping in the Elementary School, ed. Anne Morgenstern· (New 
York: Pitman~ Publishing Corp_, 1966), p. 20. 
" 
16 
Byers, loco cit. . . ' '" 
. l7Eari Ogletree, ';HOmOgenf\!ous Abilit) Grouping -- British Sty1e/' 
Pe~body Journal of Education, XLVII (July, 1969), .. 20-25 . 
.... ::" 
" 
, , 
" 
, ' , } 
Research in Newfoundland , 
There has been little or no research in Newfou~d1and into the Ii 
variables considered in this study in relation to the General-Academic' 
classification. The scant IQcal literature concerning the' topic, consists 
' ~ , , ' 
, , 
mainly of opinion and speculation and 'deals with ~he development of the 
streaming trend Itn this province-:-' This historical aspec~ was dealt with 
J in the preceding chapter, 
The only noticeably strong opinion concerning streaming in ' 
, , 
18 
' Newfoundland ~igh schools was that expressed by Hunte~, He appeared to 
have reservations about the procedure, saying that 
, ' , 
.' . . if the division is arhitrary1, each group containing its 
natural proporti~n of the various types of 'juvenile capacit1, and 
if the teachers involve~ are ot equal competence, little exception 
need be t~ken. but if the ,grouping is according to .supposed 
ability it falls under grave ,suspicion. 19 , ' 
Clearly, then, there has been little research into the various 
"'Oon-academic factors which might bear, some relation to streaming, 
~ 
SPECIFIC RESEARCH 
This section will deal with research which has been carried out in 
specific topical areas falling within the scope of this, study. 
Attitude To~ard School 
Borg reported that "almost no research has heell reported that is 
diFectly perUnent to pupil atti'tudes toward school in ability-grouped 'and 
! 
18 
. A. C. Hunter, Brief Submitted to the Royal Commission on Education' 
and Youth (St. John's, 1?65). 
19Ibid ., p. 19. 
-,. 
, I 
\ 
'., 
• 
J t 
,16 
20 ' 
random-grouped classrooms." He conducted a study in Utah, comparing 
# abili"ty-grouped 'and . randomly-grouped students on certain attitudes. 
• 
~ He found~o significant differences on acceptance of selflor concent of 
self. 
, , 
. 
In a ptud~ of college' prep' and'non-college prep students, Schafer 
, , 
reported that non-college prep students tended to dev~l?p negatiy~ a~titudes 
and behavior toward school. They saw no point i~ remaining in school; but, 
"for the copege prep student-, good grades. s.tayi~g out of trouble. and 
, , '. ' 21 
,accumulating a ,gooa record diq se~m important for the 'future." Simila!lY. 
22' - , 
Chetcuti 'claime~ that streaming has a tend~ncy to lower morale in' ,th'e 
,1 
du~ler s t.reams . His study incl,1:lded 509 boys in ' three secondary Britis~ 
" , 
schoOls, two of which ' used streaming. ,It 'was ,founq that boys in the lower • 
streams rated their stream lower than did boys in the higher streams. 
Presenting ~ different argument after his' study of' eighth graders 
4 in New York, Wilcox repor.ted that 
,, ' 
' " . 
Ability grouping without'curricular difIerentiation has , a 
significant and,positive effect upon the attitudes of' low normal 
and low ability pupils tdward self.. school, ' and peers and a sig-
nificantly negative effect on pupils from upper socio-economic 
level ~omes.23' ,: , 
20 fl • 
Walter R. Bo:rg, Ability Grouping, in the Public Schools 
(Madison', Wisconsin: Dembar Educational Resear~h ~ervices, Inc.,' 1966) , 
p. , 43. '. 
21 Walter E. Schafer and Carol Olexa, Tracking and O~ortunity 
(Scranton: Chandler~Publiphing Company, 1971), p. 64. 
22 ' 
- Chetcuti, 'cp. clt., p. 51. -
23 
, J. Wilcox, "A Search for the Multiple Effects of Grouping Jun:1-or 
High Sc~ool Pupils ,1' Peabody Journal -of Education; XLI .(January, 1964" 
225. . ~ 
, .. ~. ~ 
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' 24 . 
Yates ' pres~nted a similar finding upon reviewing studies of 
... 
streaming at different grade levels in Britain and , the United, States. He 
. . ~ 
d:l.scovered that, generally,. average and below avera~e ability students in 
.I ,' . 
sc~ols not ' ,employing 'streaming had ~ore favorable attltudes- to school work _ 
and better relations with teachers than did similar -students -in schools 
which us'ed streami:ng. 
' . 
Thos, it seems ·that the evidence concerning the advant,ages and 
'. 
of streaming as it might relate to attitude toward school is 
-~ " ' 
Different auth~,~s argue for:. its e.ffectiveness or ineffective-
) , 
ness for diffe"~e~t gr,?U;j of students. , Much" of the avail~ble evide~ce 
seems to be against~ strea~ng, especiall~ for the lower 'groups, 
;.$' " 
Attitude Toward Self 
This attitude , has been known by various . other names , !iuch as self-
~steem and self-concept, ,Rosenberg defined high self-esteem as 
the feelipg that one is good enough. The individual simply. 
feels' that he is ,a person of worth; he re~pects himself for 
what he is, but he doe~~ot stand in awe, of himself nor does he 
", expect others ,to stan1 in awe ' of him. 25 , ' , , 
I , ',.. 26 ' , ' , , ' .. , 
" Frazier .f'e~t that research into' the ~elf-.concept is an , importan~ ' 
I ' 
aspect of educational research. 'This import;ance was underscored by Gamba ~ 
" . , 
, " 
,Who expressed the opinion that a person's view of hi~elf. has implications 
I, 
~4 Al f ~ed lte~ " Tbe ,Organization 'of 1lch~O LLng 
. and ' K~gap P~ul,.}970). ' 
25 ' 
Morris Rosenberg, Society and the ,Adolescent Self-Image <prin~etoh, 
New Jersey: Princ~ton " Uriiversi_ty' Press, 1965) V. ~. ' 31. ' 
", 26 Al~xande~ , Frazie;, "Curriculum Research -- New Horfz~n~ in field 
Research," Educational Lea'(lership, XV, No'. 1 (O'ctober; 1957), 39. 
, ~ . 
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. 
. for 'many aspects of 'his behavior. 'The ~elf-concept, he , thought, is a 
" , . 
, \ 27 
, p'rimary factor , in deterlnining an individual's adjustment; 
The idea that ' a' person' ~ self-concept is positively related to the 
, '.' U 
' " -.' 
image he .perceives sigrtifica?t others, including teachers, ' hold of him, 
, ' . 2& ' 29 
was e~pressed by Brookove!. In' a'similar vein, Evans; in reporting 
Brownfain's study oflthe self-concept, note~ that, among men students, 
s'table self-concept is , r~I'ated to ' such factors as populari,ty, fewer infer-
iority feeHngs. -- generally better ~djustment. 
, , \.,. 
Schafer and Olexa sugge~t~d that the negative educationa~ ..... o.utcomes 
they found among non-college prep students could be pue in part to the 
stigmati'zing effect' of being piaced i~ the non-p~ep track. " ThiS placement, 
, , 
they telt, erodes both seif-esteem.and dedication to the goal of school 
, ' 
'P!!rformance, Furthermore, the individual may tnternalize and rebel, against 
th~ laliels imposed on him, ,with this resentment oftenI' generalizing to t~ 
'30 
whole system. Yates supported , the above view. ' He felt that "those 
,assigned to the tower 'streams de\elop a 5'ense of inferiority w~ch reduces 
31 their motivation and hinders their progr~ss." 
! " 
.: 
>, " , / 0 Q 
27 ' - ' , ' 
Arthur- W. Combs, ' "NeW' Horizons in 
Concept ~" Educationcrl Leadership, ' XV, No. 5 
: \ , ' 
Field Research:·The Self 
(February, 195~), 315. 
, , 
28 ' , 
, . W. B. Brookov~r et aI., Self-Concept: of Ability and School 
Achievement 1Michigan S'tate University, East Lans~n~: Educational Public(l~ 
tion' Services, 1962), p. i4. , \ ', 
29 ' ". ' ' 
... K. M. Evans, ~ttitudes an<\.. IjtVests in Education (London: 
R01JUedge and Kegan 'Pau1, 1965)', p. 74'l , " ' 
• '. ,.. ~ • I 
30 • Schafer and Ol~xa, op.", cit., p. 61. 
31Yates, O'p~ cit., ( ' 82.,-
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,\ 32 Findley reviewed the most 'prominent studies of ability grouping 
, ~ 
of different kinds and cortcluded that it reinforc'es favorable self-concepts 
of ,th6se children in high achiE!vement groups as well as unfavorable self- ' 
, , 
concepts 'of ' those in low achievement ' groups. Maxine Mann caine to virtually 
the same cORclusion. ' She sa~d that "ab1lity grouping is crue~ to all but 
\ 33' , 
the top students." ( " This idea that grouping is detrimental to students 
in the lower ~treams, giving them ' a se~e of 'failure" was also expressed 
. 34 ~~--" ,;. '" by Ogletree. ' ~' 
Dyson, arguii1.g ~ifferently (rom the above authors, concluded from 
a study of seventh 'grade pupils that "ability grouping alone does not 
,-, 
appear to have a , significant effect on either r 'eports of acceptance of "self 
,,35 . 'l d or academic self-con~ept. , A somewhat similar cone usion was arrive at 
• 
by Borg ,and ~epich. 
it~ 
In a controlled study of slow-learning (I.Q. 70-90)' 
10th graders at a Salt Lake City high sch?ol; they rep,orted th?t there were 
, c 
no significant differences ,between the groups in either -self-concept or 
attitudes. 36 ~ 
.. '32 , 
_ ,W. G. Findley 
Impact and Alternatives 
ment, 1971), p. 3. ' 
:- ~ . 
and M. M. 'Bryan, Ability Grouping, 1970: Status, 
(Athens, Georgia: Center for Educational..lmprove-
33' d) ' . " 
Loretta Byers" "Ability Grouping Help or Hindrance to Social 
and Em~tional. Growth?," School Review, LxiX (Winter, 19~1), .449-456. 
34Earl O~letree" "Ho~oge~ous Ability Grouping -- British Style," 
Peabody Journal of Education, ,XL~II <,July, 1969), 23. 
35 ' " . 
Ernest Dyson, "A Study of the Relationships Between Acceptance 
of Self, Academ:Lc Self-Concept, and Two Types ,of Grouping Procedures Used 
With Seventh Grade Pupils,'~ Dissertation Abstracts, pvI (September,. 1965) , 
1476. ' , -
36 
"Findley and 'Bry~n, op. cit., p. 34. 
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It is evident, then, that there is a
o 
scar'city' of research concerning 
, ' ~ 
the s~lf-concept and its possible relationship to various methods of 
~rouping , students. The need for studies'of this type has been stressed by 
a number'of authors. 
G' ,A.!? 
The studies which have be:en conducted in the area of the, self-
concept have certainly not produced unequivqfal, una~imous results. Never-
, \" th~less, generally the argument appears to be that s treanling may 'be bene'" 
ficial to students in 'the top streams ,but' detrimenta;L or of no .use ~o ~hose 
In Newfoundland, students enrolled in the Academic 
'" course constitute the , top stream; those doing the General program make up 
the lowe~ stream. .. 
I ' 
'-
Participation 'in Extra-C~rricdlar Activities 
The limited reported, 'research on this topic containsO a ntimber of 
, , 
conf1icting'views as to whether or not participation in extra-curricular 
activities is related to a~ademic streaming., 
Ferri found, that, in British schools ~ students in streamed classes 
. . ' . ( 
were not as active in these events as were students' in non-streamed classes. 
I' 
f.).The greatest differences were found among average and below aye rage ability 
, children from lower social ~lass ~ 37 homes. 
\.. 
Concerning difference,s among 
38' , 
various streams, ~onks reported that 
hig~ ability stu4ents in British secondary, schools tended to participate . 
<c, 
most ii extra-curricular activ~ties ,and the degree of p'artlcipation 
. , 
, f 
37 ' Elsa Ferri, Streaming: Two Years Later (Slough: National Founda':" 
-
tion for Educational Research in England and Wales, 1971), p. 42. 
'f. 
38" ' 
T. G. Monks, Comprehensive 'Education in Action (Slougp: National 
Foundation for Educational Researl:h in England and Wales, 1970), p. 148 • 
.. 
, 
. :Y ~~ __ • 
, 
'f 
J 
.. 
" 
. , 
" 
" , 
decreased .as the stude~t's ability. decreased, Som~'-1~a: similar fina~ngs 
• . l .. ' • 
were reported ~by Scha~er and Olexa. In their study of two mid~esterri " :;, 
~ 
" 
21 
American schools, they found that 44% of the College prep student~, compared 
.' " 
with' onll 11% of the non-college l'rep students, participated in three or 
. . 
more extra-curricular activities. The two researchers summed ~p their 
,. 
findings and specu~ations ,:f.::n the followin~ statement. 
Several writers have observed that within the school, non-
college prep'students are more likely to be outside the main-
stream of ' student lif~, part~y because they feel marginal ,and 
put down and partly because by this time'they have developed 
friendships ~ith others who feel equally mar~inal and whose 
social life and interests revolve about other places, and 
ac ti vi ties. 39 
In'cft.ontrast ~o the differences report!!d ,by the above authors, 
I 
. , 
Matteson concluded from a study' of 300 entering 'college freshmen at ' 
" J ,.. ; 
Michigan State University that "strong recreational interests do not appear ', 
" .. 
", ,40 ' , 
to characterize any of the curricular groups." , 
, ' 
Snyder conducted a , longitudinal study 'of student ,values and socihl 
~ , ~ 
partiCipatiE>n among students in the midw~ste~ United States. .Not surpris-
,ingly, he reported that students who were oriented toward athletics and 
, " 
acti:vities wet;e more li~y to , fake an ,?ctive part in various 'school ;, ·0' . 
, '. " , 41 
org~nizations and activities, including athletics. 
Havj.ng revie~ed many of the prominent ,stu'dies concerning social 
p 
39 
, ' WaIteI' E. Schafer and Carol Olexa, 'Tracking and Opportunity 
(Scranton: Chandler Publishing 'Comp,any, 1971), p. ,42. 
40R• ·W. Matteson, "Educational Experiences, Academic Interests, alid 
~urriculum Choices," Personne~ and Guidance Journal, XXXIX (May, 1961), 720. 
I 
41 " . .. ' "G 
, E. E. Snyder, itA, Longitudinal Analysis of the Relationship , 
Between High School Student Values, Social' Participation, and Educational-
Occupational Achievement ,1' Sociology of ,' Edu,eation, XLII (Summer, 1969), 265.· 
• i 
l1 
o } • 
• 
, . 
' { 
, 
( 
" 
'. 
., 
, -.,. 
parti'cipation of students, Schafer and Olexa concluded ' that students who 
'p 'articipate in extra-curricul~r a,ctivit'ies~are more likely to aspire t~ 
• 42 
college because of influence from various sources. In view of this, 
then, it was to b~ exPected that a large percentage of the students who 
22 
participated in a fair number- of activifies were enrolled in the Academit 
• I 
program in the three schools included i'n this study. 
I t can thus be seen that the limited research which has been 
conducted into s'tudent participation in extra-curricular activities has not 
, - ~ 
reBult'ed in a consensus concerning 'the ~s of thil? p~rticipation. 
Some authors contend that this part'icipation is characte'ristic of certain 
student groups; others contend this is not'the case. 
() , , 
.. , 
Ratings of Stude~fsl by Teachers ' 
- ~~. 
There appears to be general a~reement among v~riou' researchers 
that teachers 'rate individual ~tudents differently. it -is almost'univer-
, . 
"l-
sally felt that teachers have more favorable attitudes toward "bright',' 
students than' toward ','O'ull" students. Chetcuti offered support for this 
• I 
idea: In his study of -secondary schools in Brital.n~ he ais·covered ' that 
. ... " . ' . " 
- . 
I • . .' 
teachers showed 'more fav6rable ,attitudes towards boys in higher streams 
than towards those in lower streams. .~e added that stude~ts easily 
perceived the different • attitudes teache'rs held towards them. These 
• 
teacher -op~nions and feelings affected the'morgle of the students ~ with 
, , 
the "duller" students having ' the lower morale. 43 -
42 -Schafer and Olexa, op.' cit. ~ p. 43. 
43' ,,' " ' F. Chetcuti, A Study of the Morale of A Stream and C Stream 
Pupils , in Secondary Schools wi.th ~pecial R~ference tcf' Any Differences in 
the,Attitude and Behavior of Their Teachers," Educational Review, XIV 
(Novemb,er, ,1961), 51. 
I ' 
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Reiated to these i4eas brought out in Chetcuti's stu~ was Brook-
.' ~ -,! 
• e • 
, over's 'coJ;ltention that the self-concep.t is related to the image' the stude~_~ -
feelis others .~~ld of him.44 This idea' is , s~mil~r to , the Origin~i-. -~;~-- , .. J 
- "45 
fulfilling prophecy hypothesis of Rosenthal and Jacobson. That .students , 
.. , 
- . tend t.o live ;up to teacher eXJtectancies was also endorsed by Schafer and 
Olexa who summed up' the matter ,in ~he following statem~nt. 
It is likely that non-college prep students were low in moti-
va~n, c?mmitment to school, grades, involvement, conformity. a~d 
_attend~nce, . partly b,ecause teachers, counselors, and othel's . 
. ~xpected,them to be that .way. ,In short, these students w~re -
p1:obably ens~ared - i? ~ negativ~ sel,..f-fu·lfilling proph~cy.46 
.. .(. ,: 
l 
Schrank. was of the opinion that the teacher is the maln figure in the .. 
'. . 47 . 
stigmatizing a~d labe~ing effect of sfreaming. ' " . . 
To sum up, then, there appears to be fairly uniform support among 
various researchers."for the sugge'stion that teacher' ratings ~f ' stud~nts 
, • . - _ G' . ' . , 
•. differ with the supposed ~bility ' or" the stud~nt. ' Th~se' 'ratings' 'are' 
. . ~ " 
reflected in ·the exPressed .self-concepts of the students , and there is a 
tendency far students to live up (or do~) to.t~e expectancies 'of' teachers • 
General Correlates of Various Grouping 
Procedures 
.. ;, . 
Several writers have reported comparative studies of streaming·: 
. 
. , 
44 .' ., 
, W. B. ~rookover et a1., Self-Concept of Ability and' School 
"" 
Achievement (Michigan State University, East'Lansing: Educational Pub1ica-
ti:o'n .Servic~s, 1962), p. 74 • 
45 '" v' ' ~ 
R. Rosenthal and L. JacobsQn, PYgmalion in the Classroom (New~ 
York: Holt, -Rinehart "and Winsfon, Inc., 1968)., .. , 
' -~-:: .46 . 
... .. ~. Schafer and Olexa, Ope cit.; p. 54. 
47W• R., Schrank, "A Further Study of the Labeling Effect of Ability 
Grouping," Journal' of Educational' Jiesearch, Uq:II (April,- .l970ft3~8-3~O • 
• , t. 
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24 
'vers~ non..l ,st,reanilfl~t:, While this~ sttidy: 'did , not deal ~ith: the -~on-Btreamirig 
, " 
o ' 
,p, 
situation~ it ' i~ felt that rese~rch of str~aming ' as opposed to no~-streaming 
'" . . . 
~an help est~blish a ~asi~ .for researfoh ,into som~ _ c.?rrel~te~ of streaming, , 
_. In a - 196? ~i:udy of 'ninth and ,eleventh grade students in" Cal~f.o~ia, 
.' ./. 
Olivarri used th,e Goncep,t;. .of S!!lf-as-'a-Lea~er Scal~to . di~co~er h~W 
students felt after twp years 'of homogeneau~ or qeteroge~eous gro~ping, 
• He ;fO~ generally. b,etter' f.~elingS . of . S~lf7wort;'~.among . iower ~~ility ij"OUPB .. 
in 'the homogeneous situation, while the higher ability students onl,y .1 " 
-, ' '''L ' " ' 48 - .I :-.-
~li&htly , favored ' this setting. , '-
• - . J 
- \ . 
Griffin, {n-pa, study of Bri'tish schools, found that childre.n in 
'" 
schools wi~hout, - Btr~aming p~ograms h'ad more piSitiv~ attitl!-de~ _ toward 
, , , . 49 
school ,than did _children in . sc~ools which used streaming programs. 
Q • ----- . , 
Schafet' and 'Ole~a: ,while qua'lifying 'theIr. argument, -gave' streaming 
• • I <l 
' , ' . '.' ' 
. . ~ . \ . I . 
a' low evalbation in the fo~lowing s~atemant, . 
, _. I 
., 
- .. ' 
-; 
~ ~'O . .. . . ' . 
, The evi~ence points tio the conclusion' that the" track. systeD! .... -
, __ -_____ -1.--;---
P. is an effective organizational: instrument fQ.r educ'ational selec-, . 
tion (-that is, screening out),- but an inneffect'ive educational 
'inst-rument,-' at least for stuoentsa'Ssigried: to- non college-prepar-
, ~tory tracks,50' ' . . " .,. 
, '. , 
They went on to suggest that the track system s~es to ,reduce equality o£ ' 
. ' ~ 
r 01 ., ~ ~. .... ~1 " 1:I • ~,, '. • , ; 6 
e~~cational opportunity .. and inprb,its. ta~.~nt and motivation for' learning,Q' ' 'i ( 
, • t ., ~ • • o. 
Findl&y and Bryatr reported that the'effect of , grou~ing , is to lump, 
• 0 .. • •• 0.. ~ . .. _ t , 6l, • 
low'achievers from various backgrounds ' together, thus depriving them of the 
" , 
' 0 . " 
stimulation of meeting children from' h~gher socio-economic backgro~nds, 
, -
\. 
48Findley " ~nd' lJryan, op. cit,', p. 35,' • , 
, , 
, 'T ' 
..... -------.--, 49 Griffin, loc, Icit .. .. ---
..... --'.~ .. -
'. ' 50 ---~'- ;" -.------- - ---
.:.-~-- Schafer and "Olexa, op. c:f. t., p. 'xi, " , ,' 
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, , ' 
The,se ~o authors' noted , C:(~rk is 'suggestion that 
" • 0" .: . ' .' ~ • 
children' thus segregated , 
, ' 
lose their' 'tncl~Yi,d~ality an4 'are 'seen ,in terms 
~. . . ~ . 
r ." . .I _ r' .: • :_ 
of ,group .charp.cteristtcs 
o. > •• .'. 
, :' " , ' 51 
ratQer than as unique,lndividuals. , 
~ . 
• , 
, ' ! ~anS'~n' ,argued :, in favor of heterogeneous grouping (i,.e., non-
, . , Q 
. '. He felt that 'otherwise the child,'s learning and social exper-' 
" :.. " '0 , 52 
, iences are~ gre;;ttly resl:rict~d. " J ' 53' , Similarly, Hamalainen ' suggested that 
, ,. 
", ~ 
'placing cbi~dre'!l , ot' varying ~bilities ' ,in" the, ganie class is highly' favored , 
" ' 
by today' s ' educa..ti'on~liBts. 
• • - I • '. " 
,r ... 
'He felt that ~hi;pro~edu~e offe~B ~'~ore 
normal social ~situation " for eleme~tary ' school children,. The id,ea of Jr 
" , . ".' I ,," .. • .. 
het~rdgEmeous grouping~ was al~o strongly ~pported ,py Eash., He ·said there, 
, , ' 
0 ' _ 
, 
. '" . , ,~ ' , , . ' 
is, fairly conclusiv'e,~videI?-ce that ' grouping does influence' certain affective 
~ 
aspect's' of child devel~pment' and sug'geated tliat children need to have the ' 
, " 
, . ., 54 chanc~to work 'with a wide variety of people. 
t. '<I , I • 
Yates also 'co~ciuded that, 
. -) . 
if 'non-academic fac,tors are considered'; non-stre,anlirtg ~s prefera~le ,to ' 
str~~ming, largely 1:i~~use. ~~ the . detrim~ntal effect~, streaming app'ears to 
• ' , 55' 
have on t~e "affective develop~erit , of children. 
" p 
Being , more ,cflutious and less definite than",the above authors, 
Fr~nBeth expr.essed the view that ability grouping,may produce unde~irable 
. 
. 
" 
i 
51'Fi dl' ---'d' B " i ' 3". 
,1) ey an ryan, 'OPe C t. , . p • 
. , 
. 
- 52' , , 
~ansen, Ope cit., ' p: 27. 
53' , I " " , 
, Hamalainen, o~. ci t ., p. '~4. , 
()' 
.. " 
, , 
--. ,-' 
54 l' h " ' , " . 
" Maur~ce J. Eas, Grouping: What, ~~ve We.~earned?~ Educational 
Leadership, . XVIII (April, 1%~), 429-434.-
. " 
. ' ·~'55 .';~ 
~~ ____ ~ ____ ~"~ __________ Y~a~t~es, op. cit., p~ -84. 
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learning 'effects'- , Even more neUtral. was ~~~' con~lusion that ~'homo-
,;' 
• ,." • 1. _ ~ • • • ." fl • 
geneo~s classe~' appeared tQ ha~ little advantage ove~ h~terqgeneous 
. ,. • ,.r I . " .~ 
-.~ 
" I ,c,4t~~es' for the average~ student, as j 1:ldged by teach~r, peer, and self": . 
ratings. ,,57 
, V, , <'_"'; 
Miller. and', Otto, considering' the arguments both for and 'against 
. \' L 
d.ifferent forms of ability ~roup:j.ng, concl~ded that the eYic!~nce . conc~rning 
. . ' ..' 
tne matter is contradict,ory. They'suggested that abil~ty. grouping is not 
effective u~less accompanied'by prope~ ~odification~ in instructiortal 
, 58 
techniques. 
As the literature indicates; th~ resu~ts and conclusio~s 'of studies 
, " • to 
into streaming have bften'been contradictory. 'But, on the whole~ there 
appears to 'be considerab~e,suppo~t for non-str~aming, si~ce the evidence 
I 
seems to 'indicate th~t' ,streaming is 
~o th~ child ~ s overall ~evelop~~~'t.' 
generally not beneficial ,in relation 
... ' 
• • ~ I S'" 
,St_!eamin&. may b.~ an effic~ent bure~~-
• I ' 
cratic procedur~ but that appears 'to be, the extent.of it~ 'effectiveness,. 
• i 
r 
SUMMARY '. 
This chapter, ,has dealt with reported research and otller 'literature 
, ' ... 
concerning variOUS, t;pes of gro~p~ng ahd'so~e ~f ,the f~ctors ~hich ' ~ight 
.~':\ ... 
....,. • 
. be related to this procedure .. Iti~luded are an atte~p~ed clarification o~ 
, , 
some of the' co~fusing terms often used in rel'ation .to streaming, a general 
, , 
" 
56 .' ,-, 
p Frans,eth, toc. ci't. 
. , 
'" 
57" , , , 
M. L. Goldberg,- A. 'H. Passow, ,'arid JOSeph Justman, The Effects of 
Ability Grouping (New York: Teacher's 'College Pre~s, 1966),. p. 16', 
,'. 
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overview' of research both in and outside the province of· Newfoundland, and 
repf>rts ~f'specific researches concerning at~ttude toward 'school, attitude 
, " 
.., ..... ' . . . 
toward self, participati~n'in , extra-curricular activities, ra~;i.ngs teachers 
v 
giv.e. students, and some o,f the general correlates of ' btreamin'g', 
... . . 
While th~ controve.rsy surrounding streaming ha·s. by no means been 
. ~ 
settled, a substa~tial number.of researchers and "writers seem to have 
. 
. serious reservations about the procedure, essent.iallJ: because 1=.hey feel.it 
. 1' 0 J 
can have harmful effect§ on the affective ,development of students. 
J t} '. 
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. . CHAPTER 3 
This 'chapter presents 
I 
• 
of the design 'of" this study 
. '" 
and the procedures employed in ~onduc ing the r~search.. The ch~pte~ is 
. . 
divided into the following eadi~s:, (1) General Design of the 
Study, (2) The Sample, (3) Variables and Instruments, (4) Data 
q • _. l t~ 
. ' I ' Colle~tion, '(5) Statistical Proce ures, and (6) , S~~ary \ 
, , 
I • 
GENERAL DE lGN OF THE STUDY 
" 
This study was a compara ive analysis of Grade 11 students 
enrolled in the Academic or Gener 1 program iJ three rural Newfoun'diimd" 
high schools. The variaQles stu ed were: ,(I) attitude towa~d~school, (2) 
attitude toward self, (3) partie pation in extra':"curFicular ~ctiv~ties, and 
(4) 'ratI~s of students by teach rs.' ~t was felt.that a study of these 
four factors offers a"meaningfu and significant way of c~mparing the two 
- different curricular ~treams • 
. -.! 
I, The design was essentially a 'post-facto one" consid~ring some of 
I 
. , 
the possible correlates of student inclusion in the method of· streaming 
! 
peculiar to Newfoundland. 
. ". . -~ . ' 
There was no es~(ntial difference 'in the method of data collectfon 
., ., 
... " 
Academic program who 
The 54 s tudents on' the General progr~ and 125 on' \he ' , . 
partiCiPatedi in ~hiS- study' c~mple~ed ~o-pa~t -, ': ',' ,." 
" 
semantic differential an~ the participatio~ ,in extra-curricular activities 
.'-," 
28 
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"l '; , 1; queEiti.onnair~· and were rated, :l,n mQst cases,. by Jee different teachers'. 
Other a:spect~ of the .. design of 
i 
subsequent'sectioris of this chapter. ' 
'. 
the st~dy are de1in~ated ·.±n the ' 
THE SAMPLE' 
A discussion of the method of sample selection and a detailed ~ 
description of the sample ' are given under the above heading. 
oSelection of the Sample 
The lIfethod of sample selection . ..employed' in this research is. a 
. 1. • 
variatipn of simple random sampling. . The sample consisted of all the 
., 
Grade 11 students present in three schools, rather than individual students 
• 
.. ...... .. .............. .. .. ...... fxom . a .. largt! .. number. .. 9f: schools. 
. ~ ., .. ...... -.. . , .. . .. . ... .. ...... . 
.. - , ,' .. ... . 
Butcher referred to this type. of sample 
.. ' " '. 
selection as . c~ust~r s~p1ing an~ s,t3;te? that 
-
. .••• although this (cluster sampling) has disadvantages 
compared with a simple random samP.le; it preserve~ the random . ..  
principle on which statistical inference depends, and at the ,--
same time a~lows a desi~n'that is within the powers of the indi-
yidual research worker. ' 
As will be evi'dent in the de~criptions presented later, the commu~ 
p 
nitiea in .which the three schools are locat~d are different in ~s8ential 
w~ys and represent'three Gommon types of communities foupd in Newfoundland • 
• ' - j 
Furthermore, the sample inclu~ed the twq types of Newfoundland high · schools 
Central and Regional. r! , In the light 'of the above considerations, it was 
. ' 
felt that the schools included in this study may be considered somewhat 
1H• J. Butcher, Sampling in 'EdUcational 
Manchester University Press, 1965), p. 13. 
j. " , 
2I~id. 
, . ' . ~. 
.'-;1. 
\ 
Research. {Manchester: 
q' 
, 
) 
, ' 
30 
, comparable to other similar schools ' in this province. 
, 
Description of the Sample 
f 
For ,reference purposes and to ensure the anonymity of the reBpon~ 
dents who participated in this rese~rch; 'the three schools will ,be desig-
nated as Schooi A, ,'School B, and School C. Following are spe~i£ic descrip-
, 
tions of these schools and the communities , in which they are situated • 
. 
,t: 
School A. 
'I 
This regi~nal high school is located near and serves 
tour sm~ll fishing communities which have a total population of about 4,000. 
The,school, with a teachi~g staff of 10, accommodates approximately 200 
students in Grades 9 to 11. Of the 50 Grade 11 students registered at the 
'. 
s~hool, 44 were present at the time of the data collection. The most 
3 
common extra-curricular activities in the school included: Sports, Student 
\ Council, Red Cross, Yearbook, Graduation Commit~ee, GI'ee , Club, and Chess 
Club . . 
"School B. ' School B, a central high school with a student p;pulation 
h 
'of about 450, is situited, .ip': ... a commercial center with a ,pop~:ation ~f I 
a;ound 4,000. A ~taff 'jG 25 , ~'~'~'~h~rS '''instr~cts 'Grade~, 7 to '1:l. Th~ree 
Grade 11 classes in the school contain a ,to tal of about 100 students. Of 
these, 86 too~ part in the study. The extra-curric'ular activities offered 
. 4 
, ,to the students in this schoor' included Sports, Student Council, Yearbook, 
~ I 
Drama Club, ~hoto Club, French Club,. Camera Club,. and Graduation Committee. 
.. 
, 3 
',-The sports available in School A were: ice hockey, floor hockey, 
table tennis, baseball; soccer, basketball, volleyball, badminton, ~oftball,' 
shuffleboard and dances. 
, '" 
4 . , , 
Students in School B 'could choose from the fol1owing: hockey, 
table tennis" basketball, volleyball, badminton, softball, dances, "cross-
,country, and wrestling. ' , 
. "C 
" 
" 
, , 
\ 
( 
' . 
..,' 
.. 
School C. A mining arid logging community ' of , about 3,000 people is 
t~ite of School C. 
425 students in ,Grades 
Thi~ ceptral high scho~l has a total enrollment of 
7 to 11, and a, teaching staff of 18. The two Grade 
, .,' ' . ,j 
11 ,classes contain a total of about bO students. At the time of the data 
, ' ' \ 
collection, 49 Grade 11 students were present in the school. Students 
could choose to participate in any, of the following e~tra-curricular acti-
I 
5 ' / 
• vities: Sports, Student Council, .yearbook, Science Fair. Graduation 
/ 
Committe~, plus other less ~fmm9n activities. 
I 
;' .--The following table, gives $1 breakdown of tlte sample by school,' 
I ' 
, course, and sex. 
'/ 
/ 
TABLE I 
-" -. . ,. 
·'BREAKDOWN OF THE S~LE BY ,SCHqg.L ~ . _<:OURSE AND SEX 
, " I / ' ' . 
Academic General 
School Totals 
Male Female Male Female\ 
A 16 16 ' 5 7, .. .. 44 
'B 35 11 6 86' 
G . 8 13 12 49 
Totals 59 ' 29 25 179 
TED VARIABLES AND INSTRUMENTS 
.. 
" 
Data ' concerning e variables being considered in this research'were 
collected by means of a 6 . questionnaire completed by all Grade 11 
-
" 
5S<;hool C offered or hockey, table tenni.s, soccer" basketball, 
volleyball, badminton, dances curling. , 
6 Appendixes E and' F. 
. " 
" 
, ' 
. 
..... 
. . 
". 
,-
, , 
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.... 
students present in the three schools at 'the time ,elf the data collect±on, 
·7 
and a ·ten-point rating sc'ale on which teachers evaluated the students. . 
" , v·-;-;o, ' 8 
. The instruments' :were adapted from thpse used by Hiscock. A more ~pecific 
, -' 
" 
description of the instrumentation ·follows. . 
The Semantic Differential 
To measure attitude toward school and attitude toward self of the 
4 • 
. ' 9 
students in this study, a tw~-part semantic differential was used. The 
o . 
design 'of this instrument, its reliability and validity, ,and its use in 
this research ~ill now' be discussed . 
Structure ' and ~urpose , of the semantic differential. The s~mantic 
. ,. 
\ . 
differential, originally des~gned by Osgood·, has been eltJployed by. a ntnnber 
I 
of researchers ~ 
.' 
,Essentially, the .instrument 'cgnsi'Lts of a list o,f bipolar adjec~ives 
betwee~ which the subject indicates the ditect~on and degree ~f his aSso~ 
;;:-':ciatioll with these adjectives, usually on ' a seven-step scale. The seinc{ntic 
- . \ 
. 
,'differential in this study contained · a five-step scale. There are no 
~ standard ' concepts or scales; these depend , on the nature of the research. 
, ' 
" 
( 
~ 
The instrument has been used to measure various' concepts, including 
\. , 
: ' 
-' 7 Appendix G. 
' " 
_ 8R. N. Hiscock, "Personal-Social Adjust~ent and Soc'ial Participati~n 
of Transported and Non-Transport~d Students1,'. (unpublished M.Ed. thesis, 
.~eniorial University of Newfoundland, 1972). 
. . I ) , . 
9 I . '~ 
Appendix E. 'f ~ 
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, 
. . 10 
attitudes. Kitcnem stated' that, "the 'semantic differential' is 
. .-
considered an objective and .va~id means of stuQy.ing the "'value systems and 
. . ' ,,11 
attitudes of young people. In the sam.e .. vein, Warr and Knapper" i!l- their ..... , 
, . ~. ....... 
.. comprehensive reyiew of the semantic ,differential, assessed it as ". • • 'a 
" . 
very satisfactory measure which can fruitful1~ be used ' ~o ,measure 'a wide ' 
, 12 
variety of aspects of person perception." Thus, it app~rs, t~at this I 
instrument is appropriate' for the assessment· of the atti~s co~sidered 
. in this study. 
I I 
> , ' 
t' 'Reliability." T~e (reliability 
1 
investigated by a number of authors. 
of the s~mantic.. differential has' been 
atti t ,ude, , Tannenbaum 
Using the differential tQ measure 
13 
c'a1cu1ated a mean t~st-retest· reliability of .91. 
,.-----
Jeni<:ins, Russell ,and Suci reported a cor,relat.ion of 0.97 between mean· 
, . 14 
J responses on 20 s~a1es. Investigation by' Di Vesta and Dick 'revea1ed:a 
.. 
test-r~test corre,lation of 0.86 upon innnediate 'netest and 0.77 after four 
, 15 
weeks. 
10 ' . -
See., for exampJ,e, G. T. Evans, "Use of the Semantic Differential 
Technique to Study Attitudes. During Class m Lessons," Interchange;' 1, 4 
(1970),96-100; and T. R. Husek·and M·. , g~ Wit ck, "The Dim~nsions of 
Attitudes Toward Teachers as Measured by' ·the Sems Differential" Journ. 
of Educ. Psych., LIII, 5 (1962), 209-213. 
.J 
I 
llRonald D. 'Kitchen, "The Semantic Diff~rential and Value Judgments 
of Student Teachers," Educe Res., XII (February, 1970), 150-153. ' ~. 
12 . , 
Peter B. Warr ,and C. Knapp~r, The Perception' of People and Events ' , 
(London: John Wiley and Sons, 1968). 
13 0 • 
, Charles ~. Osgood, George J. Suci and ~ercey H. Tannenbaum, The 
Measurement of Meaning (Chicago: Univer~ity of Illinois Press, 1967), p. 192. 
- ' 
14-
Warr and Knapper,,"op. cit., p. 75 • 
'. 
,r, 
f ' 
.. 
Osgood, ,Suci and Tannenbaum repprte'd a correlation coefficient of 
0.85 when 100 students rated ~O concepts which appeared,twice on a semantic 
. 16 ' . ,differen~ia1. ;, Even higher .values were found by Cassel. He asked 237' 
./ ,. .~ 
subject~ to rate three concepts and reported correlation coefficients 
. '/ 17 
. rangip.g from 0.92 to 0.96, 
As the above studies indicate,'the semantic differential has been 
" 
found to have adequate reliability. 
( 
,Validity. ,As Warr and Knapper pointed out, the validity of the 
;0 , 
" 
semantic differential is' more di'F!icult to eftabli'sh ~'than is its re"liab1li ty. :18 
" 19 Th~y, 'like Osgood, felt. that 'the instrument has reasonable face validity. 
Upon comparison with' the Thurstone scales, validity coefficients 
O ' d 20 of .90 or better, were calculate . Similarly, when the semantic differ-
, ' 
ential was compared with the Guttman scale,'the conclusion was that the 
21 
two instruments measured essentially the same thing. 
' 0 
Hiscock r 'eported a practice run of the semantic differential with 
Grade seven students and found that they had no dif£iQulty in understanding 
, 22 '\ ' , 
the procedu,re or meanings of the a~jectives.. The students in this 
'~ 
16 
, Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum, op. cit., p. 127. 
17 
.' Russel N. Casse:j., "Development of a Sem~ntic Differential to 
~Bsess tne , Attitude of Secondanr· Schoof and College Students," 'Journ, ,'of 
, Expel'. Educ., XXXIX (Wi.nter, i9.70), 10~14, 
18 r' '' 
.Warr and Knapper, op" cit.,. p. 89. 
1~08g0od, S~ci and Tannenbaum" op. , cit., p. l41~" 
~' 20Ibid ., p. 193. 
. ./ , , '. 
22Hi k ' i I 63, ' scoc , op.. ~ t.,-p. 
, ", 
21tbid • . 
, . , 
, 
, , 
., 
\ 
. , . 
, ' 
,-' 
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... ' ? • 23 
pres,ent study were gi,ven specific and detailed instructions prior to ' 
filling out the i~str~ent: In(addition, th~ researche~ supplied' other 
information re~uested by the students. ~ ! ( 
At~tude toward school. .Information concerning how the students 
felt about school was 'provided by thil!l_part of the ~emantic differential. 
By ma~k~ng choices at various points between the twelve pairs of adjectives, 
students indicated how they would describe their school.' The responses 
.. 
were given values ranging from one to five, one being at the negative end 
of the response continuum and five at the positive ena. The minimum score 
a student could receive on this I part o'f the semantic differential was 12; 
' {. 
the maximum was 60. 
Attitude toward self. The second part of the sem~ntic differential 
. ' 
included 13 adjectival pai~ , which might commonly be used to describe how 
a·perscn feels about himself. In a manner similar to that for the attitude-
, e. 
.. 
toward-school scale, students could ' indicate how they felt about themselves •. 
~ , , 
Scoring was done in the same way as "for the attitude-toward-school part of 
the instrument, wi~ the lowest possible score being' 13 a~d the highes't 
, , 
possible score ,65. 
' Th'e Participation' in Extra-Curricular 
Activities Questionnaire • 
I , • 
The degree and patterns of 'student participation in extra~curricular 
., 24 
activ~ties were assessed by means of a questionnaire covering.some, of the 
most common activities such as Student Council, Yea~book1 and Sports. I~ 
~ ____ ~ _________ 2~3~~~ 24 . 
, Append:brD-. -------,-----==~pen~F.-------;-~ 
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36 
addition, provision was made for the students· to incltrde act~vities not 
named specifically in the questionnaire. 
The' Rating Scale 
~J 
, 'Rating scales have been used extensively in educational research • 
.. 
, 
Stewart and Malpass used a rating scale on which students rated instruc- . 
· 25 
tors. Lorber had teacher~ rate students on certain beh~viors : and ,char-
" 
26 
acteristics. . 
Reliability and validity., A number cff researchers have studied the 
' reli,ability and valiaity of ratit-g''''sf'ales·. 
Marsh and Perrin correlated ratings with more objective criteria-
an~ concl~ded' that ". • . ~atirigs of some human traits and performances • 
" ..' I 27 ' • 28 ; ' . thus have a satisfactory, degree , of validity. I Guilford, in 'discussing 
. \ ' 
rating scales, reported Symonds' conclusion that under 0Tdinary conditions 
ratings give re~ults as reliable as those offered by the ranki~g procedu~e. 
, 
29 Other authors' , such as Stouffer; and Barron, Hirsch and Glucksman have 
25 ' - , • 
Clifford, T. , Stewart and Leslie F. Malpass, '.'Estimates of Achieve-
ment and Ratings -of Instructors," Joum. Of Educ~ Res., LIX (April, 1966), 
347-350. 
v 
2-6 Neil M. Lorber, "Inadequate Social Acceptance and Disruptive 
Class room Behavior, tf J oum. oJ Educ. Res., LIX (April, rg66), 360-361. 
· \ , . 
,. 
27 ' , J. P • . Guilford, Psychometric Methods (New York: McGraw-Hill Book 
· Co., 1954); p. 297. 
28Ibid ., p. ,297. 
29 ' . 
,', Samuel A. Stouffer ~t a1., ~ Meas~rement and Prediction" Vol. IV 
.(New York:' John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1950); Bruce A. Barron, Jules Hirsch ' 
and Myron Glucksman, "The Construction and Calibratiort of Behavio~al' Rating 
Scales," Behav. Sci., XV (197~),i2~:",,226. " ' '' ' , 
\ 
. • - .. -t. 
.. 
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.. 
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37 
reported that rating scal~s possess reasonable reliabflit~ and validity • 
.... , 
Bitter offered a word of caution concerning Tating scaies., He 
noted Kerlinger's warning that~ often, rating scales based on observatipn 
.. I I 
, " 30 
run ' into dif~ic~lty because ~f the fallibility o,f the observer. Af~er 
considering some of the shortcomings of the ,scales, Bitter recommended that, 
-' ~...- , 
" ••• more than7 0ne ' rater participate when, rating scales are used as an 
;" ~ . . 
" . 31 
aid in'decisi,on-making, and that ratings be interpreted with caution." f-
Generally, the~, i( certain ~t~ons are ·taken, ; rating scales 
I '"" . ,.,. . 
can serve as , satisfactory/instruments for determining ho* people view other 
I 
,·individuals. , 
-' 
r ' 
The rating scale in this study. The scale employed in this research. 
\ 
,l 
. 32 con~ists of a list of 10 items arranged on a five-point frequency continuum. 
The !highest po,ss' :isbl~ frequency allowed for ' ~n the rating ' scale was giveh a 
score of fiv~, with scores decrea~irlg to a minimum of one as the ~requency 
. 
of tnt specified behavior decreased. Thus, the lowest tota~ rating 'score " 
a teacher could give any student was, 10; the maximum was 50. 
In vie~ of some of the linri.tations of rating scales, and considering 
• 33 Bitter's ' recommendatiQn that the services of more than one, !ater be us~d, 
it was decided that each student in this study would be rated by ,rh~ee 
different tea~hers. , This was done in most ,cases; a limited numbek of 
, , 
stugents were rated by two teachers. In all ,instances, more than one 
. 
t~acter ~ted the subjects. Thus, the application of the rating scale in 
. . . . 
30 ' , 
' James A. ,Bitter, "Bias Effect on Validity and ' Reliability of a 
Rating S'cale," Measureme~':and Evaluation in Guidance" III (Summe~'; 19?0) , 
70. 
31 " ibid., 'po? 74. 32 ".' Appendix G. 33 ' ~itter, ' lac. cit. 
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',.'''' . .i .... -
this study snould 'help increase 'the possibility that ~he\resuits have :. t---,----,,-
, .. . ' .. 
. reasonab Ie ,!,al~di ty " ~ 
~' 
: DATA- COLLtCTIOU 
I") , 
This part, 'of t.he chapter dfscribes ., the specif~~ p~ocedu~es qnvolv~d 
in collecting data, for ,tpis resear~h. 
I 
/ 
Preliminary Arrangements 
• 
.... 
The first step in arranging tlie.'da~a coil~c,tion involved writing ·a ., ..... 
.. ' . 
34 " '.' . ' pre~iminary letter to the District Superintenden~s 'and Principal~ , 
::. . " • <> , , 
responsible for admi.nistering the three schools 1n this study,. Permiss'ion 
' '' . ) 0 
to ,conduct research was obtained from all offi'cials contacted. 
The inittallet~er ~as f~l1owed up by other" c·o~es·ponderice. A 
, w, t -
.Jetter confirming the. specific time durfng which the 'da~a would be collect.ed 
. . ' .' . 35 ' 0 
was sent · to all: school pr~nCipals involved. In addi t'ion, eacfl. Grade 11 
•. ~ '. !. ' . : " 
. ' .. -- ". • , . . , ". . 36 
: ,teacher in the ~~ree .schools receLved a form letter,. explaining t~e basic 
idea of '~he study and 
,the dOata. 
. . 
requt'!eting' the teachel" s co-'\!)pel'ation in collecting ~ 
. . ," , . . ' ~ 
~ 
Upon arriving at each school, the researcher talked .with the 
principal. ~!!..d · ~eachers, gathering specific ·information . on . s·uch matt~rs as 
• --- . ---- , - ---..:.. . • • 0 - ~ .' 
o . I •. • 
,the extr~.cllrricular program in the school. The teachers ~nvolved wel'e 
, . 37· ' . " 
, \ 
.. 
given. a s.et o~ iri'structions dealing ~ij:JLilie-instrUIJlent to be co~pleted 
. bY' th~ s~dents, ~~,well ' as ' ~ating'f~~~ on W~i~~' to' evaluate the studentS~ l 
~. 
• < 
~ A more sp~cific description of th~,admi?i~tratio~ of these instruments 
--- .. _--_._--... _------- ... - ... _---- -;-~-. ~-
~ .. 
34 '· . 
Appendix .A, 
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:follows. 
• ' • • _,1 A 
, 
,": 
Administration of , the: 'StJdent Questionnaire \ 
U~. '.\',. ' 0 
As ,~tatea p,revi'ously, ;tn e~ch school the help of ' ti!~chers , wa~ ' " 
" 
',enlisted 'in adminbtering the 's'tU(f~n:t 'q'Uesiionnalres 8,c.cording 
. .. . . ' . .' . . r . . ,)' .. • • 1'. • 
standard set ' of inst~uctions. In ftd~~on, the' autho~ visited 
.q • • ,0 
to the e~cC ~l,a~s- " ; 
. " 
" " .,., ' . ) 
room'wh~~e ' quest~onnaires were bein~ completed, offering ,necessa~ expla-
" 
, 
nation !ind, a~swe,r~ng questions posed by stu~ents. After , completion~ ,the' 
questionn~ire~ "we,re, col1~cted and scored by, hand. , 
• .G • JI':. 
, " 
, , 
' Completi~n 9f the Rating Scale 
. 
, . ~
" ... -,;. .. : 
'- " 
At the tim~_~hen most of the 'data were collected, in each school, ( , 
, , , 
" -. 
, onet~acher from each ,Grade 11 class was givert ;~tirig forms ' to fill'out 
. , . . ... ,. 
IJ ~ ~ ". .' • 
$i" con'ceTIli:n~ ' the ptudent:~. The :teachers were allowe<J adequate ,time to 
compl:e,t~ ' the ra~ingSc. ~ About, two weeks ;Later, two other teachers of each 
, , ' 
'. 
class" rated the same s t;udents. The ('teacher r8;ting forms were scorea 
maniIally. 
" 
, . 
" 
< " 
'\. -.~-~ 
_- • f STATISTI~AL 'PROCEDURES " ~ 
~Jr ,,' 
.. ~ . 
l> , 
rating fo~~ had be'en 
\ " '0 
,/' 
•• J. t 
o After tqe ~~'~tlden-t ' -questioniia.i.res and, teacher 
• G -. • ~ . ' 
, s~?red; ,'the' data were' transferred ,to computer coding sheets and.subje¢te~ 
., 
to ~ ,computer program ~o~.~t~tf~tic~i' analysis. A discussion of 'the various. 
stafi~tical:procedufes applied to the Jata is present~.d in , this section ' of 
the chapt~r. 
, , ' 
.' 
", 
, Descriptive "Statistics " 
• (. • • ,- 0 ~ ~ ... , ~ 
" ". F~f both ,~l'otips (Acad~c 
, " ,. 1 0 , 
s.ta\ldal'd ' deviations ~ere calcu,lated f.o~' the data obtained" from the semantic-
0', ". . 
-. 
and'Ge~eral), th~ means, medians ,anq 
, . 
, ' 
' , ' . 
, , 
" ) 
" 
'. " 
. , 
", 
' . 
40 
differential, the p,ar'ticipation in extra-curricular a~tivit~~s, cfuestion-
' 38 " , , na~re,. and ~he student ~a~~ng scale. Also, fdr t~e total sample and 
within the cour~e divis,ions, coinparis~>ns were made between males and 
~ 
femal'es. In the case o~ 'student pa;ticipat:Lon ~ri activities, a comparison 
'4> 
was'al~o made between students ·froci the town in which the schQDl'was 
lqcated and'!hose residing outside the town. This' w?s done to see if 'any 
,. . : ' " " -' . l b ' '--' ' .• • ', 
" differ7nces might be' attr,ib,u_ted, , even in part ~ to whether "the student lf~ed . 
. -, 
in the particular' 'coUllilunity and thus probably had a good chance to parti- , 
. ' ,l ~ 
cipate in activities ·or~as . transported from an~ther.~ommunity, in which 
c~se he mig~t not have had the same opporturlitles to participate in acti-
vities. 
" , 
(/ , \ ' 
irequency polygons were constructed depicting the .dist,ri!?utions of' 
'. 
the data obtained from the different parts-of the research ,instrument. 
Sampling Statistics, 
,Acco'rding to Ferguson" ','statistical proce'(Iures' u:=;ed ~ t,he' drawing 
of inferences about the properties of populations from sample :d?ta ' are' . 
f,r~q~ently" referre~ J' ." t . a~ sampling . 39 - ' :/ st.atistics,. II T~is part. of Chapter 3, 
deals· with s~pling or 'inferential statistics provided by the computer 
pt;0gr~m. , 
-, < -. 
Significant diffePences. To ,test the significance of any dif~er-
~ ences between students doing the Academic pr~gram and those doing the 
'. 
I - ' / ' 
38participation in extra-c~r~{cular activities was further divided 
into pat'ticipation in sports~d non-sport~ activities.-
39Georg~ A. ' Ferguson, Statistical Analysis in Psychology(~nd' 
Education,' 3rd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book C~., 1971), p. 10. 
"" 
-' 
" I 
, . 
, i I 
" 
.' 
I ' 
-" 
- , I 
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41 
General program, F-rati~ statistics 'were calcu1a&eQ for each of the 
(I 
variables studied. Analysis of variance figures were a1so obtained ' for 
, r -
males versus f~ales,- and, in the case of,student participation, -whether 
\ . . . . 
, 
the tst~~ent lived 'fn", or w~s transported to t,h~ town in which the 'school, 
, " 
was located' was examined for s~gnifl.cance. The differences between corre-
,lations ~were also exami!t~d t~ determine their significance. 
Correlations.-. toward'school, attitude toward 
'. 
self, p,articipati'on in 
T~e mean at~itude 
ex~~curric~r activities, and student rating 
- - \ ' 
sCores were correlated with each other uSi~the_ ,Pearson P,rod~ct Moment 
formula. The correlations were calculated for the students on the' Academic 
".- , 
program and 'those on the General program. , ' 
.. 
Correlations were also calcdlated among the three (in a few cases, 
. 
between two) 4ifferent ratings of each- student with a view to examining the 
o 
consistency with wh~ch teachers rated students. 
SUMMARY 
, " 
The discussion in this chapter has concerned various ~spects'o£ the 
research desi~n and proc~dures employed -i~ this research. ' , 
. , 
This- comparative stUGY of students enrolled in) the 'Academic and 
General programs in three New~9undland rura~ h~gh schools ex~:i.ned the 
iaitt,tudes :oward school a~ self,. partlcipatfon ,in extr<;l-curricular acti-
vities, 'and- the rat:l;ngs of students by' their teac;hers. 
" 
The ~nst;.ruments used were a two-part semantic diff~rential, a 
" . 
\ , ' 
The data, were ~o11ected through~field . " questionnaire and a rating scale. 
- - . -0 
resear'~h conducted ~r the ~uthor, utilizing 'the assistance of s~hool 
, I 
- I 
.0. 
l 
.. 
," 
/ 
.f'" 
CHAPTER '4 , 
ANALYSIS OF ~THE DATA 
• 
The 'computer program yi:&,lded descriptive and inferenti'al statistics 
from the data collected in this study. 'An introduction to these statistics 
. , -
'was presented in the pr~ceding chapter. The data and statistical analyses 
• 
'. 
are more specifically described in· the present chapter, ~,rganized under the 
fO~9l{ing subhead{ngs: (1) ' Overall Descriptive, Sta,tistics, (2)' Results from 
Specific Parts of the Research Instrunient, (3) Relation~}1t?S 'Among Vari-
ables, and (4) Summary. 
. . ~,' ~: :~. ' 
0" rOo 
OVERALL DESCRIPTIVE STAT'ISTICS. 
In order to present a ·general overview of ,the .result-s .. of the study, 
this sec~o~ ·of . the present chapter gives some basic statistics accordin~ 
to the course of study (Academic or General) and sex of · th'e respondents. 
" 
The three participation scores were also ana1yze'd according to the trans-
. ' 
portation 'status (transported or non-trav.sported)" of the students. The 
.. mE!ans, standard "deviaJions ~ and ana~is of variance sc;ores are presented 
~ 
for each group. -N~ comprehens~ve discussion of the results will be under-
, ; 
taken in t ,hiS sect~on of the presen,t ch~pter.· Det~¥ed 'diSCUSSiO~ will be 
included late~ .dn relation : to specific variab1~s. . 
, • : The O~~l1 res~lts are , pr:.ented 'in a series of tables in this 
divi~ion ·of the chapter. Fpr I'£onvenience and .necessary brevity, certain 
variables are represented in the tables by abbreviations. 
, 
The following 
key is included in order to expla~n these s~ortened representatipn_s. 
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ATS = At ti tude Toward School 
ATY = Attit~de Toward Self 
NSP = Non-Sports Activities and Organizations 
SPR = Spot"ts and Related Activities 
,TPS = Total Participation Score (NSP + SPR) 
MTR = Mean'Teacher Rating of Student Social Activit~ 
, ' 
The Academic -Group 'Compared with 
the General Group 
Table II'shows the means, standard deviations, and analysis of 
, 
'43 
variance scores for both the Academic and G~ner~l.g~oui>s. ,It can be seen 
, , 
1 .. 
" that there were statistically significant differences between the two ~l ' 
curri~ular groups on two variables. The ~an number bf non-sports 'activi-
ties in which the Academic group participated was significantly higher than 
the number for the' General group. Also, students on the Acade,~c program 
received significantly higher mean, teacher ratings than did students doing 
the General program. No other significant differences were ,4\oted between} 
, 
the mean scores of the two groups. 
I 
'" 
Males of the Academic group and males of the "General group. Further 
analysis of the results is' presented in :r'able itI, which compares ma1es on 
Academic program with those on the General program," Males enrolled in 
tpe Academic course took part in significantly more non-sports activities 
( 
and ,received significantly higher ,mean teacher ratin~s than did .their. :J 
. . 4f;" 
counterparts ,from the General group. In the case of the o~her' -villaJ>~~s , 
, 
the differences were not significan~. 
II ' 
P < .05. This figure is the, probability level use,d throughout t~e 
study to determine statistically significant 'findings. 
,-r 
, , 
44 .' 
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TABLE II 
'" ... . . 
, . 
, 
., , 
"\ ' 
\, 
, 
Females of. the Academic group and females of the General group. 
\ ) 
Table IV offers a comparison of the mean scores of females on the two 
'\ 
45 
curricul~r' programs • . While females doing the Academic cour~e took part in 
\. 'i 
. ~ considerably more extra-curricular activities than did females \ on the 
\ 
\ 
General program, the differences were not significant. But, it can be 
, 
seen.that teachers gave significantly higher ratings to females of 
\ 
the ' 
\ 
\ Academic group. 
TABLE IV 
~S, STANDARD DEVIAT10NS, AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SCORES 
/ 
. OF FEMALES OF THE 'ACADEMIC GROUP AND FEMALES O~ 
THE GENERAL GROUP 
I 
Academic General 
• Variab.le Standard Standard F . Mean Deviation Mean Deviation , " 
, 
ATS "' 44 .. 441 6.954 44.0'40 7.824 .0529 
ATY 49'.712 6 / 494 , 50.680 5.914 .4296 
NSP ' 2.051 2.063 1.360 1.823 2.1025 
SPR 3.000 3.543 1~ 840 1.886 2.3716\ 
TPS ' ,.. 5.051J. 4.666 3.200 2.769 2.5722 
MTR 39.432 ,- , 4.506 32.327 6.048 35.4025* 
, , 
5 . 
'. 
,J • 
Males 'ComEared with Females 
A more detailed examination or th~ results was obtal.ned by dividing 
the' total sample' into male and ,famale '· gr,oups. Tables vi,' VI arid VII 'give 
this breakdown. , . 
" 
Males and females of the total sample. 'A comparison of males and 
females in the who~e sample is provided in Table V. The figures ,indicate 
that the females participated in ' signifi~antly more non-sports activities, 
, ( ~ I 
" 
,-, . 
46 
while the male~ took pB:.rt in a signific~tly larger number of sports and' 
~ , ~ 
related activities. 
MEANS, 
Variable 
ATS 
ATY 
NSP 
SPR 
TPS 
MTR 
" 
TABLE V 
S:rANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND ANALYSIS OF V,AIU.ANCE SCORES 
FOR MALES AND FEMALES IN TIiE TO'I~ .~LE. 
• o(l~. " 
Males 
Mean 
43.968. 
, 
51.621 
0.947 
3.663 _ 
4.611 
35.688 
Standard 
. Deviation 
7.738 
6.6.51 
1.249 
3.527 
4.273 
6.146 
• 
Mean 
44.321 
50.000 
1.845 
2.655 ' 
4.500 
·37.317 
Females 
Standard 
Deviation 
7.178 
6 .• 307 
2.009 
3.176 
. 
4.261 
5.953 · 
.. '
F. 
0.1027 
2.7862 
13.2055* 
3.9996* 
, .0289 
3.'2357 
Males snd females of the Academic group. Dividing, the Academic' 
group according to 'sex, it can be 'seen from Table VI that the female 
• 
students of this 'group participated in significantly mor~non-sports acti-
b 
vi.t'ies and received higher mean teacher ratings· than did the males. No . 
..... e . ..' , I 
"" 
fi17 other significant diff~rences were observed between the means of male and 
, female students doing the Matriculation course . 
." / 
: 
~ ~~'" Males and females-of the General group • Table VII presen~ta 
. concerning males "d fem.ales from the General program. As with their 
. , 
coun,t~rparts in the Matricu~ation gr.oup, females in the Non-Matriculation . 
group part;icipated in significantly m,~re non-sports-relate.d aC,tivities th~ 
di:d the male . stud'ents. In th~ cas~ of -Participation in sports and related 
activiti~the reverse situation was , found, with the males taking part i7 
significantly ~o~e sports than ~id the females. AmODg ~»J'Gene~al gro~p, 
. ( 
" 
v 
/ . I 
'.' : . . . 
' .' . 
'. 
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TABLE VI 
. MEANS, STANDARD· DEVIA~ION.S, AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SCORES 
Variable 
MEANS, 
Variable 
ATS 
ATY 
.NSP 
,SPR 
TPS 
MTR 
<> 
c 
.. FOR MALES AND FEMALES OF THE ACADEMIC , GROUP 
Mean 
44.636 
51. 788 
1.136 
?~677 
': ~ . 803 
37.66'2 
Males --
" " . 
Stapdard 
Deviation 
5.8'59 
. 6.t'76' 
1. 346' ' . 
3.852 
4.763 
5.003 
-' 
, ' , 
Mean' 
44.441 
, 49.712 
. 2.05 i 
3.000 
5.051 
3.9 ~ 432 
TABLE VIr . 
t •• 
F.ema1es 
Standard 
Deviation 
6.954 
. 6.494 
2.,063 
3.543 
. 4.666 
4.506 
F. 
.0289 
3.3489 
.8. 76~* 
'1.0000 
d , 
.0841 
4.2025 
. \ .. \
......... :~ .  
. ~" .; ., 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SCORES 
FOR MALES AND FEMALES OF THE GENERM GROUP 
Males 
• , 
Standard ' Mean Deviation 
42.448 10 •. 858 
51. 241 '., 7.731 
0.517 0.871 
·t ss 2.703 
'.112 2.892 
31'.195 6.063 
Mean 
44.040 
50.680 
1.360 
, ",,];..840 
.: . 
3.200 
3~. 327. 
. 
-
Females 
Standard 
Deviation 
7,.824 
5.914' 
1.823 
'1. 886 
• 2. 169 
.. 
6.048 
. 
. 
F. 
\ ' 
~31Ql ·. 
.0900 
4·.9284* 
-----
7 .9524* 
1.5876 
.4624 
.. 
, . 
. ,t 
,. ' 
" 
... 
" 
"t.Pj::~ /1" , " . 
fi.7~>'9;1;"" ~ • 
'; -;p:,. ~ 1 
... ~ ' oA.~~-";t",., 1/ 
. \ ' , ' 
" 
, 
. tf~i " , ~ 4'8 .,, : : .. : ..... 
par~~;t·'·:,"· .' : .. 
mean scores of males and ~females ' on the rem.ai~ing 
" 
instrument did not diff~r s.:lgnificantlY. 
. " () 
Transported Students Compared with 
Non-Transported Students ' 
... /",, '1 
r 
" 
As can be seen from , Table' VIII, when the' three participation scores , ,0 
. , ' 
. were analyzed accordi.ng' to whether the student ,was or was', not transported, 
no significant differen'ces were found ,aetween the ,j:t:ansported and non-
r-:, 
transported groups. 
, ,\ 
• ~. 1 
.' 
:tmANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS" ~, ANALYSIS OF , VARIANCE' OF THE 
Va\able 
NSP I 
SPR 
TPS 
SummaEl 
This 
PARTICIPATION SCORES OF TRANSPORTED AND 
NON-TRANSPORTED STUDENTS 
" I , 
Transported Non-Transported. 
-'Standard &tandard Mean Deviat-ion " ,Mean Deviation 
1.2714 1. 36~ . -1. 5287 10, 999 
3.4022 3.355 .2.9655 ',3.44-2 . 
-
4.6196 4.068 4.4943 ,4.4'69-
":'-
section of the current chapter has presente,d by 
.... 
F. 
1. 488~ 
0.73?6, 
0.0400 
course of' 
study 'and sex ,of the ,students the'me~ns, s 'tandard, deviatio~s and analysis 
of variarice scores fo'r the various groups, con,prising the sample. \7 The 
results are described in more detail in the remainder of this chapter. 
I 
" 
I. 
.. 
. . 
. " 
\ , 
• c 
, 
. " , .. 
..... 
, . 
" 
" e' " .. _, .. H'''''' 
,-.I"¥ I ... •• 
.1,"'" 
.• ,.,l l ... 
, .. " , ." , .. , .. , " ,. . 
\ " ' 
.... '. 
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RESULTS 'FROM SPECIFIC PARTS OF THE 
RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 
, , 
The attitude-toward-schoo1 and attitude-toward-self parts of the 
. , 
semantic differential, the, questionnaire dealing with p~iticipation i,n 
extra-cu1:'ricular activiti~s, and the scale ~n which teachers rated students 
. each yielded its own unique results. It is the aim of this -section o£"···· .. .. 
Chapter 4 to pres,e~t a more det~led analysis pf these t"esu'lts, examining 
the findings from each part. of the research instrument. 
.. 
Tpe resul ts were 
a~alyzed with 'respect to the course in which the students 'were enrolled as 
well as the sex of the respondents. 
Ai:ti t'ude Tow;a'rd ',~school 
. .. ~ . . ' 
Data 'concerning attitude toward school are· represented in Table IX, 
and Figure 1. , 'These representations offer a £omparison of the attitude-:-
. . 
toward-school score distributions of the Academic and General groups. 
Score 
12-29-
21-30 
.31-40 
41-50 
51-60 " 
TABLE IX 
ATTITUDE':'rOWARD-SCHOOL SCORES OF THE 
ACADEMIC AND GENERAL GROUPS 
I ',' '.~.f 
Academic. General 
(69.8% of, Sample) (30.2% of SamR,le) 
Number of Percentage Number of Percentage' 
Students of Total Students ,. of Total , 
0 . 0.0 2 100.0 
5 71. 4 2 28.6 
22 {i1.1 14 38.9 
." -. · · .. t~ '. 
" 
79 74. ~ 27 . I-.. 25.5 
. 
19 • 67.9 9 32.1 
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I 
The Academic group compared with thE! General group. As can be seen 
, ' , , 
from Table IX, with the exception of the ' two students from the General 
, ' 
gro\lp. who scored in the 12-20 ~ange, the relative percentages from e~c,h 
group sco'ring within the' various ranges were ~ot very diff'erent 'fr'om the , 
~ 
, overall proportions of each curricular group in the, total sample.' ,Figure 1 
) 
supports this observation. 
" 
The range of , 12, to 60 for the General group was considerably wider ', . 
. , 
" ~han that of. 27 to 55 obs,erved for the Academic group.. Howe-yer, although 
v ' \ • .. 
the lowest, score of any student on the General program wa~ 12, compared 
. ' . . 
with a low of 27 fo~ the~Ac~d~mic ~roup, it is worth' noting that only two 
'I students from the General group , obtained a score of 12; the next lowest 
. 
score in the , Gen~ra1 group was 25. Thus, the scores were dispersed in a 
~imi1ar manner for both groups,. " I 
' Although the mean attitude-toward-school score of , 44.544 for 
, Matriculants was higher'than the score 0'£ 43.185 ' discovered among Non- '1\ 
Matriculants, the difference between , the two' scores was not signific~nt, 'at 
• ,0 
the accep ted level. The medians of the two curric,41ar groups on the 
attitudk-toward-school data were also very similar ,r with the median for the ', :', 
Academic group being 45.571, s~ightly higher than 'the figure 'of 45.000 for 
t , 
students doing the General course. 
'\ 
'-' Comparisons between male students of the two curr:icular prog,rams, 
, ' , . 
as depicted in Table lIt, page 44, r,evealed ,t,hat ma~ on , t~e Ac~demic 
, 
program obtained a mean attitude-toward-school score of ,44.636, more than 
. two."points greater than the meap. score of 42.448' for males doi~g the. 
~ .. 
'::-:,:~eneral course~ The difference "between the mean a~ti't:~de-~oward-school 
, scores of females in 
-,/ . 
the two groups, while in the same direction "as for the 
' / 
• ~re8, was not as gre~t. The mean of 44.441 for female Matriculants was 
I 
o r , ' 
, ' 
" 
-, 
, " 
'. 
,c?, 
, ' 
) "0 ' 
,: ...' , , ! ' ) 
'only sl~ght1y'hig~er than t~at of 44.040'forj female Non-Matriculants. 
, 52 
~ , .' . .' " 
The J.owest mean ,attittld~-toW'ard,-school score' ot: any ~roup' in the 
: .... w 
s,tu(Iy, was, 42.448 for' ,males of' the. G~ner~l group, somewhat lower than the 
, . 
• • ... fI )', 
next lowes t meap gf 44.040 for· females of (t:he saine group, " as. can be seen 
-
in Table VII, ,~age 47. /. 
' w, !l 
, ' I , 
" Males compareu with 'females. When the. results were further ' , 
o -
'analyzed according to .the' se~ pf the respondents, fi:: was' ~ound, that, for ,~ ' 
the whole sample; 'as shown in Table V, thE!, 'mean attittid'e-t;~ward-schoo1 
-. 
. , . 
score of 44.321 for the females was slightly htgher than the mean of 43.968 
, , 
• ' I' V)' 
for. the maJ.es. .:Y'? 
, " , , ' 
Among, st;udents on the Academic pr?gram, the mean score on the ' 
~~titude-toward-school part of 'the semantic differenti~~ was 44.636 fQr, the 
~ . • .1/0 
~ales. slightly higher than that of 44\ 441 for' , the femal~s. This can he C 
, "'" '" -. , ' ", 
• 0 
seen. in Table VI. tn contrast with th~'Gener~l gr~up, as Table VII shows" 
this situation was 
r 
reveJ;;sed: 
, I . 
!' - ' 
, ' 
_# ..;" ,I 
o " 
The mean attitude-t~ward-school' sco'te of~" I 
44'.040 for, females of the .General group,.wap considerably;' although not 
" I , . 
+~~\ .. 
~ignHica~tiy", "higher than tlr~ mean' 'Of 42.448 observed among the .ma~es ~ 
. '~.. " _,":~ '4 
. ,
" 
, d,', ~ Summary. . 'There were no significant :dif'fex:ences ,b'e~een \he attitude;.. 
, / " \\ '" ' . 
... ___ /1 I t -,. _ 
. 'toward-school scores, of ,students in the Academic group and those in the 
• ' II> • • ; 
, ,1. '\ 
General group. Nor, were the~ score distributions noticeably different'. , " 
) 
. , Same-se~ comparis6ris betWeen the Aca~emic and Gene~al groups 
.. I I • 
tP . revealed diff,erences, although not significant.' Both males and females 
,II. . :.. :. t ;, '". '!,.. • ~ I • 
enrolled in the Acad~mic cou~s'e ,obtained higher, mean attitude-toward;:-school ' 
~ r ~ I" .. ), , 
C , • .. • 
scores than did tb,eir 'c~unterparts in the Genera.1 group. with the d1ffer-' 
. . 
' . ence, between the mples being greater than ,t~e difference between ·)the. ,females. 
. '. 
-, 
.. ~ .... -
r' 
-, .
o· , 
J 
.,' , 
" 
" 
'. 
. 
. 
. 1 
, 
:.. 
t. 
'. 
. . . 
• 
,I , 
' .. 
, . 
• 
. . 
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• 
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· b , . • .~ .~~n·~Iftal.es ~nd ~emaie~ . w~re' compared, diffe~ences, although not 
,.. 
• • ' ., • ' I'> . ',. • I ' , 
s'igQif~c'ant at , the ' .05 · le~ei,. were .4is~ove·red • . 'Th~ fem~les had ~. general).y 
~ ' ' . ~ . :~ a • . • ' '" , .', ." " '., . I ..... .' I . 
. ' ~igher, 'att1t~de-towa~-school score' tlian . di.d the. 1I!ales •. This diffe~~nce: 
.. In the'':Acad~ndc 
. . ' 
. . 
was also found for students doing the Generalco~rse • 
, 
. . II} :' , • " . _ . , ' . . r 
group, the a.i,fference be~een ·, the mea!l scores of t;he. two 'sex~s was very 
~ ·.oJ .... , .~ , '" 
" " \ 
.. slight, with th~ m~~es recor.di~~. h;i.g~e:r score. ' f 
I 
: . . 
ASti tude Toward·. Self~ 
• • I .. •• I 
.' . "··'l;he ~elative' score' dis'tributions ' of th~ two 'curricular g~oups' on 
, . . p . ' , . " " . . .... ' 
'. the at.tit, .. uie-t'owar:d-self part .of the seinantic differential are ~illustrated 
J 
, 
, . 
in Table X and Figure 2., . • (J 
" 1 
. ~ 
.. \ 
. 46~5.5 
56-65 
". TABLE 'X ' ( . 
. t· 
. ATTITUDE-TOWARD-SELF SCORE'S OF THE . ' 
ACADEMIC ANP GENERAL GROUPS ' 
I 
I 
\ -
, Academic . 
(69~8% ' of Sample) 
NunDer of 
Students 
·1 
" ,\ I 65 
... I '. I 
32'-
( 
" 
.-
,'-
Percentage' 
of 'Total 
50.0 
"-a ..... :).! 
73.0 
. ... 
. , 70.7 
'. \ 
'66'.7 
6 
-
Genera1 
." (30. 2% ' of Sample) 
Number of 
·Students· 
1 
1'0 • 
27 
1.6 
I 
,. 
. Pe'i:centage" 
of Total' 
, 50.0 
27.0 
29 '.3 
33.3 
.. '. 
. '\ . 
... 
. , . . . . " ~ '. , 
.' The Academic group ' compared with the General ~roup. . The~ ·we,re. ~o 
- ' . . . " ',. : \ ',: . .. 1 
\ . 
outst.and7~gi devil:lt;,i~ns ,f~o~ '~xpected s~ore ,p~~tems fO.r the Academic and 
.. i. ;:" ~eoer~l -grO~p8 'as shown · in . ~able X,. 10 the .~a';e of ~he , 215 ioterval, ~he 
: ' . fac~~hat only one indivi~ual . frpm eac~ group. sco'red' at this point, sugge,::;ts 
, 
J 
. " \ '. ... ~ .. . " ~ . ' ., 
': _ that the re1iltive percentages of : ,50-'50 trlght not be >very· meaningful. 
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. , . 
The 'attitude-toward-self scores were distributed in much the same 
• 
~ " 
way for students in bqth cur.ricular -streams, as can be seen from Figure 2. , 
The ranges for, bpth groups were very similar· (35 to 64 -fo~ the 
. , 
'Academic gro~ ~o~pared' with '30 to 65 fat the Gen~~al gro,up). ,: The ~media~ 
.' ~ . ' ." . ' . 
Score of·51.688· for. the Matriculation groUp , dift~red only slightly from ~he 
, - . . 
Non-:-Matriculat~on group"s median of 51.000J~ 't', Likewise; the mean ' ~tt:itude-
, " 
'. I J ~ • • 
toward-self s'co:~s of; ~he two g,roups were ,ndt significantly diffe.~e~, with 
. . 
the' meari score for the Academic group calculated at, 50.808, and.- for the 
~0.9~1, as shown in Tabl~' IIf H9w~ver, tltere I General ' group, was a notiqce- , 
c-
aple difference between t~dar scores of " Matriculants and Non-Matricu-
I 
lants. T~irty-two perce.?t of ·t ,he students on the Matriculation program 
scored w,ithin the modal range of 51 t.o . 55 for that group, whereas, about 
26% o{ the General g~oup obtai~ed a score which fell within their modal '· ' 0 
-
'" range of 46 to 50. This information is contained in Figure ';2. 
Apart from the modal frequencies, the~e were no ' outstanding differ~ 
ences between ,the Academic ·an~ General,., groups in relation to distributions -
- -
and .de~cripti:ve '~ta~istics :deri~ed 'from the ' attitude.-:toward-self. dat,a ,. 
f~- ' Mean attitu?e-to~ard-self scores . for stude~ts of the s~e'~ex ' on 
.the two: curd,cular programs were not. significantly different. Table III 
shows 'that males' on the Acadeudc progr'a:m" ' obta~ned a mean attitude-toward'- / 
self sco~e 'of .51. 788, while the ~ean for males enrolleq in the General /, 
. "" . . , . . , " 
course' was 51'.241. Tne opposite was true in the case ' or ,~h'e females, as 
indicated in Tabte IV. 
~ . 
The ~ean score of 49.712 fo~ females of the Academic 
group was slightly lower tliaI\, t ,he mean of 50.680 for female students. on the ' 
I 
Gen~ral program. 
.J-
, . 
" 
. " 
. .... 
" 
, , 
, - \ 
, I 
i 
Males compared with females.' As Table V shows, the mean attitude-
, ' 
toward-self scores of males and females ' in 'the total sample. did 'nab differ 
.. ~ -'-\ .-.. 
sig~ificantly, although ~he mean of 51.621 -for, males was noticeably, highe'r 
(.~ 
l~'~ t \-, than the mean 'of 50.000 observed for females. 
, ~omparing ,the"scores' 'o~ 'maie~ and fema~,~s, within': each, cur~icular 
group~/ pat~erns similar to thpse for: t~ sample ~re found. In the 
- / " .. 
Ac~d;mic group, as depicted in' Table V't; the mean attitu e-towalcl-self 
. .. 
score of 51.788 for the males was considerably higher than die mean of 
49.712 ' tyr the female students. The Gen~ral group exhibi~ed a similar 
trend, as shown in Table VII, with-a mean of 51.241 for the ma~es, compared, 
with 50.680 for the females; 
\ ' .or 
Summary. , The two ~unicular streams did not di~fer 'significantly , 
, I 
with respect t~ mean attitude-toward-self scores. The median for the 
" , 
Academic group was ' slightly higher than that for the General grouR. Most 
• I . ,.. , 
, ' 
of the students on the Academic program scored at the 51 to 55 ra~ge; the 
~ode for the General group was a little lower, at 46 to se: 
No significant differences w~re, 'd.iscovered when males of the two ' 
programs were compared. The mean for males , on th~ Academic 'program was~. 
only s'lightly' higher than the mean f~r males doing "the Ge~eral course. 
situation was reversed for females', with "female students of the General 
~ having the higher me.~n. . <. ' 
In the case of t~~ whole sample, as, well as the two curricular 
groups, males obtained higher ,attitude-toward-self scores.than did their 
( " , 
r.J 
The 
female contemporaries. The -differences, however, were ,not signif~c~nt at! 
the ~ccepted, level. 
L 
. . 
I 'j 
J 
, 'l. 
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~artici?ation in Extra~Curriculqr Activities 
, • 2 ' The last part 'of the student questionnaire contained questions 
dealing with participation in variou's types of extra-curricular activitiel3. ' 
,'Each student's total'participation score (TPS) was d:termin~,d by the number 
f' 
~f extra-curricular activities in which he, participated plus the number of 
offices he helq. The 
• 
TPS was equivalent to the 
the !n......gports act~vi.ties 
sports -and related activi-
'ties (SPR) score-plus (NSP) s~ore. ~ 
, 
, To facilitate a closer investigati'on of the results bbtained from 
.. , , -.-/ 
the participation questionnaire, separate scores were comput'ed .'for parti- /' 
cipation in non-sports activities as well as for participation in sports 
, -
and related activities: The .results are here discussed in relation to 
. . 
_ part~cipation in non-sports ,activities, participation in sports and related 
activities, and participation in various types of extra-curricular activi- ,. 
! 
ties. 
" J , - '. 
, 
...... , 
Participation in Non-Sports Activities 
, This division of the present chapter provides a 'descrip,t'ion of the 
. 
. patterns of, participation' {ri extra-curricular acti vi ties other 'than sports. 
The relative proportions of students ,from the two' groups ~aking Rart, iQ' 
~pecified numbers of activities are given in Table XI. Figure 3 shows th~. 
" 
'percentages of each group partic1pa~ing in these non-sports activities: 
Q 
. 
The Academic group compared 'with the General group.' Some outstanding 
contras~s were discovered between these two groups with respect to partici-
pation in n6n-sports activities. 
iro'~ram did not take part in any 
, 0 , 
2 ' ' 
Apt'endix F. , : 
, , \ 
':> ' 
, 
Abou t 59.3% of tbe 's ttiden ts on the General 
." 
of these activities. In comparison, only 
', ' 
.. 
/ 
" 
.. .. 
, " 
; -
'"Y 
" . 
.... 
., . 
,!'" • 
. ,.' 
. , ~ 
" . 
'I " ~ 
:, oJ 
" . TABLE XI. 
, .RELATIVE, PROPORTIONS OF IHE' ACADEMIC AND GENERAL GROUPS 
PARTICIPATING' IN NON-SPORTS AGTIVI~I.ES 
, . 
.' . 
. l\cademic ' \. 
, 
·(69.8% of Sample) Number of 
Actlvit1.,es ~umber of ' , Nunib~r ' of Perc~ntage 
Students: of, Total Stu'dents 
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32% of the Academic group participated in no-nan-sports' activities. A 
simil.ar pattern was noted for vario~s numbers ~f ,these activities. For 
, ~ , 
example, ' only '15% of the General group P~lticipated in one non-sports 
59 
activity, cpm~ared,wi~h-about 30% of th~'students on the Academic p~ogram. 
~ ' ,J ' 
Simi~rly, greater percentages of students on the Academic program · tha~ on 
:. 
. ... 
, the General-program took part in 2 to 3, ~ to 5, and 6 to 10 activities . 
... The ~aximum number of "non-:-sports ac'tivities ~n which any rtudent on the 
General program pa,:ticipated was 6, in comparison wi th a higlt of 10 for-
o • 
students enrolled, in' the Academic course. These comparisc;ms are illus~ 
. trated in Table XI and Figure 3. '. 
As Table II shows, there was quite a difference between the mean 
I 
participation in non-sports activities (NSP) of the Academic and General 
groups. Students on the Academic program took part, in an average of 1.568 
, , 
6£ these activities, while the comparab!e figure ,for. 'the General g:r;oup was 
0.907. This difference was found to be' ,significant at the .05 leveJ.. 
,. • J '. 
From Table III it can be seen that 'males doing the ' Academic 
. . . . 
progra~ had a significantly higher mean NSP sCJfre ,(1.136) than that 
found for males in the General group. In comp\rison, Table IV shows 
, . 
th~ ' mean non-spor~s participation score ~f 2.051 for females of the 
U ' 
(,0.517) 
that 
Academic group was considerably, but not significantly, higher than ' the 
fig~re of, 1. 360 noted for females doing the 'General course • 
7 
rio 
Males compared with females. For the whole saniple, the female 
students took part in a 'significa~tly greater number of non-spo~ts activi-
- .. .. 
ties than did' the 'les. Tabl~ 
-for the 'female, "~;'lOUt -twice 
v shows : that, the mean NSF score of 1.845 
as high as the mean of 0.947. found for 
" , 
,-
~ I 
lI-. 
o 
.: 
I 
, , 
, c-' 
60 
males. This same trend was 'discovered within the two curricular groups. 
, ) , . ' \0 ' 
As indicated in Ta1?le VI, I for th~ , Academic 'group, the mean) f. 2.051 for 
the' females was 'significant'ly higher than the, figU~r;:r.136 noted' for 
the males.' -f'.$ can be seen in Table VII, ·students enrolled in the General 
I 
F~urse ~~hibite'd the same patte~n. A significant differen,ce was found 
,betwe~n ' the ,mean NSP (ore of 1. 360 
students. _ 
~ 
for the females and 0.517 for male 
Trans orted students com red with non-trans orted students. No 
, '" . . .. 
significant difference was found be~een the"mean NSP scores of ,the trans-, 
" 
ported and non-transported groups. T~ble' vrq, page 48, indicates that 
the 'meaQ NSP score of 1.5287 for the non-transported students was slightly 
. , . .- .. , 
higher than the mean'jof ,I. 2714 for the ~ransported group. 
. ~ .. 
, ' Summary. Gons:i.dering both. curricular groups coll~c,tively, students 
, . 
doing the Academic ' course"topk a more active part in non-sports activities 
p : 'than did students in the General group~ The difference between the m~ans 
.. , 
'. 
of the two groups was' significant ~t ~he .05 level: ' 
;) 
Significant differences were also discovered' when students of the 
• € ' ~; 0, I 
same sex ~nrolled in different courses were comp~red. ~1ales of the Academic 
group participated in significantly more non-sports 'activities than did 
-.~~.:-" . 
their count"erparts in the General group'>,·.· ~lmilarly, a ' greater degree of 
.... ... ; fl.::.. " . • 
par~icipation in n~n..:.sports-related a,ctivi,ties was found among females 
,~ , 
,: doing t1;le Academic course' t1;lan among those enrolled, in the General program~ 
. . . . . 
. , 
al,though the difference was not-~ statistically significant 'at th~ establis}:Ied 
level. ' 
, . 
IIi' the totai 
,, (~ '.: 0 
s~lInpl'e, and in both curricular streams, tYle females " . , 
: . 
", 
~" 
'" 
........... 
) 
'participated in sign~ficantly more activities of the non-sports variety 
than did the males. 
I" 
',1 A ~ompariso~ or. the' tra~sport'ed and non-transported students . 
.' 
reveai~gnif~cant differen~e betwee~ these two gro~ps with respect . 
. .' 
'to participati?n in non-sports activities. 
.... 
Participation in Sports and Related Act~vities r' 
I 
• q 
A ready comparison of the ' num~rs of students in the Academic and 
~ ,,~... ', .. ' . ,~ 
General groups taking part in sports and: rel,ated activities is presented 
, [' . ~ . 
in !a~l,e. xuL Suppl~m~ndng th.e r tab.u~~~·r\ "Hlus tratio~ i.~~ ~igure 4 which, 
·shows· the relative patterns of participatl~n in sports-type activit'ies. 
The Academic group compared with the General group. THe pa~ta~i-
~ 
. .. 
,pati'on patterns obserVed C"i)ncerning s{>:o.rf's and related activities were in 
. , 
marked contrast to those found in relation to non-sports activities. Table 
• t 
XII shows that. ~he .g~eater pro~or.tion 6f s ~udents\ot participating in any 
. ' 
sports-type aGtivities were from,the Academic group. In contrast" a 
greate~ p~rcentage of students .fro~ the Academ~c group took part in one 
activity. At the 2· t9 3, 4 to 5; ~nd 6 to 10 intervals, a ' greater percentage 
of t,he General group th.an would be expected a~rding-- to their representa~ 
. . . 
r • tion in th~ total sample' took p~rt in sports-type activities. 
• I ~ , / 
, . ',' The diff~r.ences 'be'twe~n the two streams are ac~entuated in Fig~e .. 4. 
A gre~ter percen~age (~O%) of the students on the Genera~ program than on 
. . 
the Academic'program;{70%) participated ' in spo~t~-type activities. However, 
the. greatest number of ~ese activ~ties in which a~y of the s~udents on the '. 
Genera'! 'program participated was 9, 'with only one student (or' 1-.9% bf th~ 
) , 
. . 
u,General group) taking part in that n~mber. In ~ontrast, almost 13%. of the 
) . 
students doing the Academic course took part 'iTh 9 or more sports-type 
J 
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Activi'ties 
o 
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Academic 
, .' -(69. 8t, of Sample) 
NUmber o.f Percentage 
Students of Total 
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" 
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9 100.0 
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, \ 
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. 
(30.2% ~f Sample) . 
" ~umber . of, Percenta'ge 
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activities, with the maximum for anyone student being 14. More stud~nts 
frQm' the General group (53%) than from the Academic group '(29%)'partici-
o 
pated in 4 to 10 'activities of the spq'rts type. t' .. 
, It can be seen from Table II that the mean participation in sports 
and . related activities (SPR) 'scores of th~ Academic and General groups were 
, 
different. The mean SPR score for the Academic group' was 3.352, compared " 
wi th 2.815, for the General group. The dif fere;nce between these scores, 
although ~onsiderable, was not significant at the pre-established pro~a-
bility level I ~ 
W1ien,males enrolled in the Acade.mic course were compared with thoSe! ' 
cene¥,program. no ~~gnificant difference betw~_en the mean SPR 
was oeserved. This is'' illustrated in Ta,ble III. Male Matr,iculants 
on the 
scores 
. ,. 
obtained a mean SPR score of 3.667; thei'r counterparts in the Non-Matrlcu-
. lation group had a comparable mean of 3.655. 
. 
Among. the females, those in 
the. Academic group had a mean of 3.000, not : significantly higher than the 
score' of 1.840 for females in the General group. This difference can' be 
" 
Males compared with females., A compar1son of the mean SPR scores 
of males and femf1les .. given in Table- V shows that there w~s a significant· 
difference between these scores. 'The males took part in an average ~f', 
.,. . '-3.663 sports ' and related activities, compared with 2.655 for the females. 
Comparing males and females of the AC,ademic group, ,there was no 
" l·· •. 
significant differen~e between their mean SPR scqres. 'But, again, as, Table. 
VI shows, the mean of 3.667 for the males ~as higher than that of 3.000 
calculated for the females 'of ,the group. In contrast, within the General 
.. 
-.-
• 
" 
,~ 
.. 64 
, 
group, the mean spa score for male students was 3.655, ,significantly higher 
than the females' mean of 1. 840, as carl b~ se'en in Table VII. 
1 
. 
, Transported studen'ts compared ' with non-transported students. The 
" mean SPR, score (3.40'22), of the ~ransported group was no~ ~ignific:antly 
, , 
, dHfere,t! from that of 2.9655 found f 'or' the non-transported gro~p, as 
~ '" .. . 
indica,ted\'R ~ VIII. 
Summary=. The llatterns of participation in sports and' rel~t~d 
actiyities ,were',very similar for students of ' the Acade'l'.ic and G~neral r4 
groups. Although the A~ademic group had a higher ~ea~ SP~ score, th~ 
.. , 
differe~between ,the ,means of the ,two group~ was not significant. -
There was no significant difference between'the mean SPR scores of 
males in the two curxicular groups. Similarly, the mean for females on the 
n 
" 
• AcademiC. program '~a~ _ not significantly higher 't~an that ,obtained by females , 
?-of; ., '" 
, ' 
·ooing the General course., 
In ' the sample .as a whole; 
obtained significantly higher mean 
- . 
and within the Ge~er~.v ~ gfo~p' r'~he 
sri ~~~~ , ~' th'an did ~he fe~~les. 
II ~s ,. In" the' 
Academic group as well, a higher mean score was noted for th~ male students 
t,han for the females': 
No significant difference was noted between the SPR 
transporte~ and non-transpo~~ed groups. 
P art;i.cipa Hon in Both Sports and 
Non-Sp,orts ' Activities 
\ .... . I-
) " , ,;: I , ' -
scores 'of the 
\ !< 
'Tfi~ following two illustrations compare the'total participa~ion 
. 
scores of the Academic and General gr~up5. The total pa~ticipation score 
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RELATIVE PROPORTIONS OF.[ mE ACADEMiC AND GENERAL GROUPS 
- 'P ARTICIPATING tfN BOTH SPORTS ANn 
~ON-SPORTS ACTIVITIES 
, - , . 
Academic 
(69.87- of Sample) 
General 
(30.2%_ of Sample' I 
. 65 
Number Of! { 
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Students 
J.Y.e..rce~tage , 
. of'- Tota1 . 
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, 'I (TPS) of each student cpnsisted of the tot,a],. of the nop~sports (NSP) acti- '; " 
• f . 
~id.es' plus thtr spgrts and: related (SPR) activities _ " r 
,\ <.::: 
The Academic ,grotp Comgared with the General group_ Certairu 
""" I 
outst~nding differe~ces ,were noted be'tw.een the total particip;t~Qn scores 
of ~he ~ademi·:'and Gen:ral groups. ,Only 13.6% of the students on the 
~ Academic program did not participate i~ ,any extra-currieular '~ctivities a • 
• 
• " .0 
.compared with 22.2% of the .students in the Gen,eral group. More stude~ts 
. . . , ~ . 
. " #" • • • 
from the Academic group than from the ' General group took part Din 1, 2. or 3. ' ' . 
• , t .... • \. t f' ..... 
. (1 .'. . r' ' .~ • '. : ~ . . ~ .. •. 
,activities.' On the other hand, about 54% of the General group 'participatad 
. . ,~ • t 
. . . ~ . _.... , ~ .. . 'I 
i,n 4 to 10 'activij:ies, compared with, approximat;.el,Y 30% "of the Academic - ' 
. ... . "\ 
",., , o . 
. group. It is also interesting ,to note that, whiiim.o student on the Non-
, . , l. " , . 
Matticulation program took part in more th~n 9 ~tra-curricular activities, " 
/ -
more than 18% of the Matriculants participated in fro~ 10 to 19 activities. 
~ ; .,' 
, In Dcompari~~.~ wt'th the ~ean total participa'tion score (TPS) 'of 
3.7~2 for the Gener~l gr~up,. as Table I~ i~dicatres, the mean ~PS for the 
~Academic group was', co~,~iderably, '.although not signifi~ant1y, higher, at ' , 
. , .' 
4.,920 .. Thus~ there was- no significant difference ,between the mean tota.l 
, . ',P ' • .3 . ' , 
"participation scotes of' the two cllr;icular streams. 
. " As presented in Table II!, the 
• ---::! "''' I -, 
(4.803) of 'males of the Academic.,group 
; , 
me~ to~al Df.articipat~Oti ~core_, 
was not signi'ficantly different from 
that (4.172) calc~lated for males in the G~neral gro~p. For , the' fE7m.ales, ' .. .. 
. ' o · . . 
. " ~ , 
the difference ,was still in the sa~e direc'ti.on, ,but much greater. ' Never- . . , • 
~ 
' . 
e ~~heless, the mea~ ' TPS. of 5.051 for females · on the·~cademic program was not ,. 
, .. 
,Significa~tiy higher than the , figure of 3.2~0 found for females e~rolled , 
in the General course. These figures are contained in Table IV. " 
. ' .\ 
.' . 
" ' . r·· . 
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\ M&les compared with·£emales. When males were compared with females ( a 
in the tot~l sampie, no ~ignificanr,difference'between :the mean total 
...... , ,. 
,part;lc~pation ,scores 'was found. 0 As shown ' in Table, V; the.ove):'all mea~ 'TPS 
, . 
of 4; 61'1 ' for the males was only slightly higher than ,the females' mean of' 
" , . 
, ~. 500 ..• 
A 'simi1~'r, s.i~u~tion 'was ,discove'red in both ·curricular groups. 
Table' 'VI shows tha~ the 'difference' between th'e me'~n ,):PS of 4.803 for males' 
, \ 
'"" ' 
:artd .S.OSr,for femc:lJ .. ~~ on the A'c-ademic, program was not significant: Within:. 
" ' " \. 
the General 'group'. as indicated .in Tanle: viI the di'ffe;ence betwee'n the, 
. me;n~ ~for ~ai,es and fe~ales~ although g,reater than.t~at found in ' the 
, ,\ " "., 
,, -Acade!llic group, was found to be not signifi.cant. The mean of ,4.172 'for the 
, , . 
' . • • , ~I 
I. 
~ .. : ma'les was :onsidel.'ably . higher "~h~n that of 3'.200 :for temales on 'th~ General 
'. o 
, 
pl;'ogram. , 
' r 
.', 
, ~ 
'Tianslwrted students compared"with 'non-transported" stud'ents. When 
; I 
the mean tot¥, pa~ticipation' ~cores of 'transported and non-toan$ported 
; . ': ~ . ,..; .. ) • . - '. • • J 
students were compared~ no significant difference was found.. The, mean of 
~ t . . • I • 
, .. , 
.. ~ . f" . ... • ~ ~ . L.. 
4~ 4943 for tl1e non-transport,E;d, ;&~C?~~ waS slightly, lower 'than tlie figure of 
*'.,' . . 
, ' ~' ,I 
4.6196 for the ,transpo~ted ~tud~nts: as' shown .~P Tabl~ VIII. \ " 
, ,.' 
0' 
" 
, ' 
'Summary.' The score dis t:tib'utions ot .parti,cipation in Qoth sports 
" I .., • 
a~d non-sports aqtivitie~ ~e:t:e cons'~derably differ~nt'. for t1:!e. A~ade~ic and. ' , 
• 0 ' • "II, . ." I , 
G~neral groups. ,There was a gen:erally ,higher "degree 'of 'particip4tion :<" l. · / ' .. " 
kmong ~tudents en?ootlerl in the Acad~mic .pr<;,.gram~· How~ve4, t;he mean, total' ---
. I , \ " , 0 
. , ' , I '\.. 0$,. r 
Ipartic!pation,sceres 9 f 
, , tl):I':O ~urric ~1 a r g ro~vs "<tld" no ~ d<~ f e ~ s ig,iii i.) " ! \ . 
," / cantly., " 
, 
! , 
\ 
" ' 
, ; " 
" 
,, \ . ' 
, There 
li 
was 
.' , 
... 
• .. • ' ; " • 0 _ 
significartt' differenc~Q betwe'en' the~rq~'~n total p'arti~' ': 
, )' '" , " • " , •. ! 
'l • 
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... ' , CJ:e~iion scores ',of males ' iIi :' t~e two curri:'cu1ar~ stre,ams, 'as was ~ also the 
, ' 
case with the females. Fem~les, of ' the Academi~ group obtained a'consider-
, 9. .." 
~ :ab'ly higher mean TP~ than did thei:!; counterparts in the' General group. " 
q " ' , I 
For the total sample, the males obtained a higher' mean total,. " " 
, • ,_ JJ, 
, ' 
~~rtiCip~~ion s~ore than did th~ females .• ' This 'was also the case wi~h the 
., ' , . . 
General 'gr~up.. However'~ "among s t\1dents on the Academic 'program, the ,. , 
female's had' .a sl~ght1y higher mean TPS'. 
, '. Th,~ total participation s'cores of ' transpo~ted 'and ,non-transported , 
, , 
\ .q -,' v • 'I • 
'9tudents were not significantly. different. 
, Teachers ' I 
The n 'of s tuden ts in , each -curricula'r g~oup, ob ~aining mean 
~ 3 • 
teaching ~ati~gs ~ithi~'specified range~ are g~~en in Table XIV. The 
distributions of ,ratings '~,9!. the two groups' are comp~red in Figure '6. 
(' 
I 
< ' 
.j, 
The , Academic group compared wt'th the General group., From 'Ta,ble 
, . 
, -' 
XIV it can be ~een thatf;'Students on, the General program received ,'noticeabJ.y 
,. .;" , \ 
.. "' ~ , 
lowet mean teacher, ratings than did students of ,the Acad~mic ,¥roup., Jhe' 
General gro,up, obtained, 
'in 'the categories f'rom 
a 'disproportionate1y large p,:r~entage of the"ratings 
~ ~ , 
16 to 35. ' I~ comparison, the Academic &roup ,we~e 
..... 
given ~he , greater proportion of t"he 36 to 50 ' rat.ings ~ 
~ . ~ 
" " 
, ' Figure 6 also ,shows tha~' the distributions of mean teacher ratings 
I 
were considerably lower for students of the General ' group ~han fo~ ' those ' 
, .. 
enrolled in the Academic course. T,ea~hers 'gave studen~s from ~~e Gene!a1 
, , 
classes mean "ratings ,ranging from 16.33 to' 42.67. In~ compari~on, students :" 
~, , ' " , . 
on the ACpde'mic progr~ re'ceived ratings of from 23.00 to 49.00. , While 'no' 
. .., . " . _. " 
\ ' 
student in the Academic group re¢e~ved, a .rating C)'f less than' 2·3~OO, over 
1~ '\ 
7% of the ~tudents in the,Generaf group were-given ratings lower than this 
. ~ ~ 
. ~ .. , 
'. 
" 
, " 
j 
. , 
, ,. 
!, 
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: ~ ; . \ ~LE XIV . '.-
. : ~LATiV~ ~AN;{EACHER' RATINGS OF THE 
'ACADEMIC AND GENERAL GROUPS t 
" 
.. 
Genera! Academi c' 
(69.8% of Sampl~) 
"' 
-(30.2% . of Sample) 
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Hean Teacher 
Rating Number of 
_ Students 
. Perceiitag,e 
of Total 
Number· of Percentage 
. t 
16~20 
21-25 ' 
. . 
26-30 " 
31-35 
36-40 
/+1;"45 ' 
45:.50 
,35 ' ,--- . 
30 
P. is · 
E 
' R 
C. 
E 
N. 
T 15 
A 
G 
E 10 ' -
o '~ . 
- 1 ~ 
5 
29 
40 . 
40 ' 
10 ' 
" ,: 
• :.' . -r ..... ,~cademic· 
• • " i-• • ~ ... . 
- ..; ~ ~ • ,Ge~era:l' 
Ii ' . 
-' ", I 
~ .' I 
J ' 
' .. 
" 
~ 
, e 
~ ~ .. 
I." ,'. -~.....-z. 
I , 
. " , 
. 
a 
0.0 
16'. i 
2-7.8 
60.4 
. 
75.5 
·95.-2 
100.0 
I 
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,I 
,. 
., 
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I 
, 
I 
~, 
I , 
I 
J ' 
I 
I , 
, 
, 
" . 
Students 
I . 
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13 
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of Total 
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70 
figure'. A1s~; the hig,best mean teacher rat:LI1g of, studentj in the General 
, (l " 
group was 42.67. For(students in the ~cademic group, the high was 44.,67,', 
with 11%" of that ' grcup 'getting mean teacher ratings higher than 42.67. 
. . 
An inv7st~gation 'of the m'e~n MrR's presented in Table -n, page 44, 
! 
a st,atistically 
ThJ mean.' MTR of 
I ' 
/ I • ~ 
signif:i!cant difference b~'tween 'the two··curricular , 
, / _ :' '/ . 
38.497 for studentlit, of the Academic group wa~ 
. I· I · ( 
co sidera?l:J-y higher th~n the ~corre~p~nf.ng .£d.gu'~e of / §1.179· for students. 
, . l ;, / . 
n the dneral p'rogram., I ~' Thus, teacher~d' gave h~gh,r.r~tingS to students in · , I' ' 
the Academic 
/ 
group. than t,o s.tu~e~t~ 'doing the General course. 
, .'. ' / . ' .J 
/ When students of' the same sex from th¢ AcademIc and Genera~ groups' 
. . I, . / . . c. 
significant' differences were discovered betw~e~ the MTR' s. 
" ' 
Table III shows that the mean MTR of 37.662 for males' of the Academic group 
.' . ~ . . 
was 'significantly greater than-;pe m.ean of, 31.195 'for males ,in' the· Gen~ra~ 
gro~p. Similarl~, as can be ~een in Table IV, females doing the A~~demic 
course received. 'a mean MTR qf 39.4,32, significantly· hig~~p~than the figure 
,of 32.32'7 observed f~r ~m~ies doIng: ~h~' General pr~~~~~. . . 
. ' . ~ 
Males compared with females. Table' y g~ves the. comparative mean 
teacjler "ratings '(MTR's) of males and females, irrespective of cour.se of 
study •. Although the mean MTR for the 'females (37.317) .was considera~ly 
higher th~:m thaft of 35.688, for the males, ,this difference :vas not signi-' 
" 
.. -
\')1 
, . ' 
," 
, .. 
. " 
.. 
..... 
~. 
, 
.' 
~ • 0" 
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<.! • 
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, 
for the rn~l.es. . As can be seen in Table VII this difference was not signi-
i'-" 
ficant at the .05 lev..el. '- , . 
~ . 
'Summary, , 'Examination of the mean teacher ratingi: showed that · ,there • 
were difte~'ences" between the distribution~' and. m~ans for the tw~ curricular 
groups, with students of the Academic group getting significantly higheu 
ra~ings , 
o 
,. 
.In the case of. same-sex comparisons, both· ma~es and females in the '0' • 
. .
Academic g~oup .were given significantly higher mean MTR's ~han were their 
co~nt~rparts it;l the Genera1~',~roup, 
,-
The difference bet~een the mean MTR" ~ of males and females in "th~' 
,. 
total sample was' n~t significant. But the females did receive a cons;d-
, . 
o eraoly higher ' mea,n MTR than ' did the males . 
. Within ~6th curricu.1ar groups, -femq.le~ <>btained higher m~an MTR' s 
• <I 
'than did the males'. For the Academic 'group, this difference ,was signifi-. ' 
cant; within die .General group, the -.difference, 'alth~ugh conS-id~~able', was 
~ . . 
'not significan~. 
\ 
- , 
Genera'11y~, st.udent$ of the Academic group received higJ:1er mean 
- ' , 
.' , - , .. 
teac~e~ r,~~ did students of the General group. Als;o, .. :eemales 
obta~ned hi~er r;atl,ngs than the. males in "the total sample and in both 
curricular. 'groups: , 
.RELATIONSHIPS AMONG VARIABLES 
Cor~el\aefons w~r~ calculated..J!.ffiong the attitude toward' school, 
I • !.." . . ' 
att.itmde tc>ward 'self, mean te;gcher 
, ',., " 
. , 
ratifng an&':the three par.~ic:f.pat'ion 
. ' . <.' ". I '" • 
sc~res for ~'oth curricular groups', In addition, the sf'gnific·ans-e. o~ the 
,. \ , , . 
:. ,. . , 
/ . 
' . 
, .. 
". 
. . 
. " 
" 
' .. 
' .. 
" 
, \ 
; , 
, \ 
. ' 
I 
. . 
," 
. 
, , 
dIfferences , between correlations for the two groups was d~termined , as- well 
as correlations among the three teacher ratings. 
q 
'~I, 
'Correlations Among the Diff~rent Variables 
) , 
. ' , 
The Pearson PrOduct Mo~ent c~rrelations amori~ aetitude toward 
school' (ATS) , attitude toward self (ATY) , mean teacher ratings (MTR) , 
, , ' ~ particip~tion in .no~-sports ac~iviti~s (NSF), participation in sports and 
related activities (SPR) , and the total participation s~ores , (T~S) are , 
,:pt:"e,sented in Table XV for the Academic group .. an,a 'table XVI for the General , 
.' 
Correlation's f6.r the Acaoemic group.' 'Table' XV giv~s the ' correla-' 
tions caiculated,for ~tu~ents enrolled in the Academic program. 
" 
Variable 
.. ATY " 
NSP 
, SPR' 
, ' T1>,S 
MTR 
TABLE XV 
'PEARSON PRODUCT MOMFJIT ' CORRELATIONS 
, FOR THE ACADEMIC GROUP 
ATS ,\ 
0.4475* 
0.1949* ': 
o ,,,Q6 79 
ATY 
o 
0.1904 
0.16076* 
0.12, 72, '0.2042* ' 
',I' , :- f\, 
\ .0.1707* , ': 0.12$ 
. ~ . ~:~ 
NSP 
" , 
" 
0 
' .. , . 
0.393'1*" 
0.6880* 
, . 
, 0.5791* 
SPR 
0.9378* 
0.4447~ 
. ,
TPS 
c 
f " ' 1 , 
L 
0.5697* 
Significant co~r~iations~ere found be~een tqe attitude-toward-
t; 
c' 
:school and ·attitude-toward:':'seif. scores' 'of st4dents in the Academic group. 
-. 
The att:Ltude-toward-6ch~o1. scores also cor~elated s'ignif:lcantly with the 
• • , . ~ I 
parttcip.at:io,n 'in .n,on-sports activities scores and, the . mean teacher rati~gs • 
. ' ' 
0, 
~ '. . ' . 
, . 
, \ 
'c' 
o 
" , 
" 
• 'f 
-, .. . .,~: 
, , 
. . 
.. , 
, . 
, t~' 
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, # 
In a~dition to their cO,rrelations with the atti~ude-tow~frd-schooJ,,, 
scores, the 'B:tti tud:-toward-self scorrs ~liowed significant I~orte'lations 
, 'with t~e participation in sports an'd r~la'ted activities and' the total. 
partic!ipation scores. :rhe yar,iou5 participation scores correlated signi-
ficantly ,with one another as well as with the mean teacher ratings. 
o't:hersignificant c~rrelations were noted fO,r the Academic group. 
~ 
Correlations 'for the General ' group. StJtistics similar to those 
presented in the preceding'tabl.e, are contained fn Table XV! for the 
: . ... 
General group. 
. Variable 
ATY 
NSP 
'.'SPR -
TPS 
'MTR 
\': 
TAB~E XVI 
PEARSON 'PRODUCT MOMENT ' CORRELATIONS . , 
F?~U~THE , ~~,RAL GROUP 
ATS ATY NSP SP~ 
,~.O848 o 
, 0.1042 .0.1610 
0.1956 
'J 
0.1Q78 ... -0.O~,60 
.'0.,225'1 0.1764 O. 474~* 0.8624* 
' " 
0.0693 0.0713 0.3985* 0.0859 
., 
\ L ..:~ _ ,~y 
.' 
O.2774~ 
, , 
, . 
As the aboYe table 'illustrates, ' the total part-icipation scores ' of , 
the General group eor!elated~~ignificantly with t~e par~icipation' in ,sports 
;of, 
.~ I 
.. and participation in non:"sports,'a'ctjvitie~ scores. This was to be expected 
, . 
" since the }PS for each s'tudent consisted of the total, 'of his NSP ~and SPR 
,'. 
seo,res. 
, \ " : " 
. ' 
The 'mean teacher ratings showed significant corr~lations with the 
~ I . , • • • \ \ • ,I 
, . 
NSP· and TPS scores but not with the SPR scores • 
• 
/ 
. ' 
" 
l 't' J. 
.. ..: ! 
.:. 
. '
" , 
, . ' .. 
; 
.' 
'. q 
."~ . 
, -
. "" 
. 
, 
'-
. ' 
.' 
'; 
.. ~,:e~ininl s cor~s "of the General group reveale~ -no other-signiti c~nt -co rr:: 
lations, but it is inte~esting to note £:hat negati~~ C'althoug!"t- not signi-
. . 
vi.c~nt), correlations existed b"etween the ATS a:nd ATY scores, as well as 
between the NSP -apd SPR scores. 
Significance· of the Differences 
Between 'Correlations 
'I.... . _ • 
As a means of comparing ' the correlations observed for the two 
curricular groups, 
~ ... -" ; 
a~d to discover if the differenc~s between correlations 
i were s~ffic-ient1y. significant,. the d&ni'ficance 
' J {:. . >.; .~.-:: ' , .. I. • 
-col~elatiorts was calculated using Fisher's z. 
·correlations are iilus~rated ,in Tabl~ .XvII. 
TABLB XvII 
of' the diff~rences between 
-, . 
The ~ifferences between 
. t 
, -. 
/ 
. , 
DiFI;E~CES BETWEEN CORREI,.AT10N$ OF-;TT'!illim-:-. ------:-~~-~-­
ACADEMIC AND GENERAL GROUPS 
, . 
Variable ATS ATY - NSP ' " SP-R - . TPS 
-' : 
. ATY 3.413* -, 
-
J 
) , , 
NSP' 0.557 0.186 I ' . 
,,,' , 
/ 
'SPR 0.766 0.371 '-2.713* 
..I...-. 
2. 665~' TPS 0.617 0.156 , 1. 982* 
MTR 4.617 0.335 1.425 2. 35~* - 2.192*' 
As can' h'e seen from Table XVII, several significant dlfferehces 
'::J.... 
.. 
., 
were i4entified between the cbrr'(~lations- calculated for the Academic- a?~. ~ . 
General groups; 
, . 
" 
The- two groups diff~red Significantly with reg~rd to correlations: 
~M. .. '.. Q • 
• • ~ - • < • • • • _... - .; , , -' -' 
between ~he attitude~toward-school a~d attitude-to~ard-sel~ scores, with 
As' noted significan'~lY higher' cor/elation. 
. . \ . .' - / - ,. 
. -
the Academic group having a 
r'~ .. 
~/. 
,. 1_; 
./ 
/' ./' 
I 
.f' , - . , .. ~l _ ' , 
" 
, . 
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. . , 
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. / earlier. for the,General ~~oup, a 'negative, altho~gh . insignifIcant, corr~~ 
o 
-, 
• lation was found between the two attitude measures. 
Signlh~ant differ'ences were ~lso :f,dentified b~tween the inter-
# I ., •• ' . 
"correla.tions of' the three participation scores for Doth groups. These ' 
• • ,1 
diff;erences may be explained. at least in part. by .the fact that signifi- ' 
• 
c~ntly more students from the Academic than from the General group3 parti-
cipate'd i ,n activities of the ~on-sports typ~. It ,appears lQgical that this' 
;-. # , "-
difference , w,as also reflected in th,e , total participatJ-on scores, and 
. ·.r~ 
created'the significant discrepancies between cprrelation·s. Also, the 
. , 
significant differen(;e ·obs~rv.ed between the corr.elations br .. th~ total' -
participation scores with !Dean" teacher ratings could ... at le'ast to some 
exten~, be explained by the differences between participatIOn-scores .of tbe- .--------
two curric~J..;r goo up's . 
.. 
" 
CJ , 
"Correlations Among Ratings of Students 
by Teachers 
.' 
, With "a vi~w to examining: , the comparability of 'different teachers' 
, . 
ratings .. o~ students, Pearson Product Moment correlatipns wer,e calculated 
among the ra~ings. o~ . the, same students .by ',different teachers • . T~~ ' corre-
.. 
!liii~~ns' w:~e d~n~ separately f,o~ ea~h , class~ , The c~~r.elations ·among 
teacher rat'ings of students' in the . four Academic and three Gener~l classes 
. ' , \ . 
, (I • .. ' , 
are pr~sented 'in the two' f~I'Iowing tables. 
The Academic group. '. The correlations a.mong the three te,acher 
f: 
"',,/ra~ing~ of,.s foM!\ts in the Academic classes are ~iyen in Table. ;XV1II. 
"'; ........ :.. ; . / ' 
.' . 
.... . , 
3Se~ TabJ,.e 11:. page 44. and Table XI and Fig~re . 3, page . S~3; 
~ .. . 
/ 
I 
.... 
' , 0' 
I , 
, I 
.-
, 0 
., I 
\ 
I 
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, TABLE XVIII ' 
\ 
CO~LAT;rOm AMONG TEACHER RATINqS ' OF 
THE ACADEMIC GROUP 
," 
D 
,f 
Correlated Ratings 
'!J 
Class ., 
,1 with '2 2 with 3 -I with 3 
" 
Al ' o. i267* 0.6447* 0.6090* 
Ai , , 0.7697* ",0.3701* 0'.5249* 
',,,,. , A O. Sf89* 0;6211* 0.3476* ' 
.:r.r;x!Op, ~ 3 
;'.\' ' \' 
, t " 
' ..J,r_ "f '~:- -
0.3755 ':-t-,:~ " • A4 0.0477 0.509l* ', 
" 
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" 
" 
" 
" 
"'A substa~t1al number 'o'f significant 'correlati'ons were disc;overed' 
" 
among the three teacher ratings of s tudents i~ the ' AcademJ<w;;cl..{lsses. Of ' 
~ . ~. . 
the 12 I,correla~ions c,alculated" 10 (83.3%) were signif,icant at the ,estab-
, , , 
-, 
Hshed leve~, indicating that t!,!acbers wer~' relatively consistent in non-
I • •• • 
acadl;mlic ratings of the sa~e st,udent,s . .- ',In each class, at' lea~t two of the 
, ' 
teacher' ratirigs cou.telated s:f.gnifidmtiy , " 
. , 
• .
I, 
-- --
.' 
\ 
" 
, , I 
. \ 
./ 
']7 
As with ratings given the Academic group', teacher ratings of 
, . 
students' in the three General classes were found to 'correlate significantly 
• t> ' , 
in a , considerable number of cases. Table XIX reveals that 96.7% or 6 of 
, ~ 
the 9 ,<r0rrelations were signific~nt, yielgin'g, a slightJy lower degree of 
, ' " " , I 
con~currence among teacher ratings , than was found in the, Academic group. 
, <" W 
11 
SUMMARY 
J 
A 'general outline of the fj.ndings of:.this s .tudy, a discuss,ion of 
o ' 
the r~su~ts fr-om pa~ticu,lar parts of the research instrument, and, an exa~i- . 
" 
, nation of the correlations found ~mong varia'bles were con'sid'ered in, 'this 
, chapter. 
The results showed ,that the Academic and General groups 'did not 
, 
• • ' 1.... . , • 
diff~r signific'~ntlr i~ their attitude-toward-school or attitude-toward-
, " 
self scores. 
', ' . 
Nor were there any 'significant diff'eren~es between ~~ sexes, 
oz: b~twel7n students ofo the same sex i~. different curricular groups on these 
att·itude scores. 
An' exa;ninat'ion of th~ participat~(m patterns reveal~4 that students 
Co' " 
of, the Academic gfoup pafticip~ted in signift'cantly more activities of ' the 
, I • I - I. 
I;lon-sports v,ariety. than did students of the Gener'al gro~p. Females in ' the 
, . 
whole s~mple, and in each currici:t~ar group, took 'part in signilfi~antly 
, ~. .' / 
greater numbers ' of these activities than. did the malee. , Also, ,males of the 
. '. - . " ~ . 
... 
Academic ' group participated in signif;i:'cantly more ' non-:sports activitie~ 
J , 
, 
than did their counterparts , in the General group, 
C~n'sidering. ~ports and rela'ted activities, i"t was ·'noted that no 
. ~ . . . .' . . 
siugnificant differences existed between the mean SPR activities of the 
q '. . • • ·1 
I 
Academic and Gener.al groups. Hpweve r, males of the General group" ~s . well ~.' 
. , 
as of the total ' sampie, participated in sign:i,ficantly more SPR a'ctivities 
, ' 
" 
, . 
, , 
" 
. ~ 
. ' 
... 
\ 
". 
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th'an did the females. Wi thin the Academt'c group, al thqugh the difference 
was not significant, the males had a higher' mean 'BPR score than did the 
,females. No signifi~arit differ.ence ,was found between the mean SPR 'scores 
of mal,es in the two c;:urricul<1r groups. ' A similar result was - discovered in 
-.: .. ~ 
female' groups', the' case of th~ , tv?o 
. , 
'C 
, When the, mean total participation sco~es of ~ Academic and Gene:r-al 
, groups ~er,e comp~red; no significant ~ difference was : discov~r'ed. ,th~ ,same 
sit4ation held true, between males" and females as well ~s, petween males o~' 
.' _ the two curricular streams, 
'I ' 
A;tso, 'female students on t~ ~c~demic 'I?rog~am 
.' ' . '. ,. - "h M ~ . .: • 
did not h,ave a gignific~n.tl~ different· mean' TPS: than, di'd females enrplled 
in the General ' course. 
.' 
1 I"~ , ', f ' 
,A- compari.son of transported and ~on-tran~po,rted stude'nts showed 
that theRtwo, groups did not differ significantly orr any of the th:r:e~ 
~ 
particip a tion scores, 
~' 
The,' mean MTR's of sfudents in the; ,Academic group ','lere ,s~gnificantly 
. '. . ' . . 
higher ,than: the mean MTR' s:received 'by the General group', 
• • • t 
I 
N.c" sign~£i'clmt' 
J 
. .differences' were ' found 1?etween che mean MTIt I S, 'of males ~nd females' 
total sample 0; 'within the General gro:;: '- Ho~ev~r;' fe~af~Of'th~ Academic 
, 
group were giv.;en ' significantly higher meq.n MTR' s th{in,. males of the sarne 
group, When stude~t~ of the same sex in dif,ferent cu~ricular groups were 
.. 
, ~oinpared, in' b~th cases, 
! 
, st~~nts doing t.he , Acad,ernic course recei~ed signi":, 
" I 
, I 
" 6 • .. fica~qy ~,igher rati~gs. 
~~l, 
An examination, of the co.rreiat::ions for' ,the A-;::ade~ic gt:0up- sn?wed, 
• j , . ~ • " • .' , , 
that the. ATS scores .corr~J.ated sigQif.icantly "with the ATY, NSP', and MTR ' 
. ..:,... . . " " 
.:.;.... .. 
'oscores.· , The ATY · scor~s also showed significant correlations -with: the pPR 
.. " 
and },PS scores" All three pa.r.ticipCl;tion ~c~'re's corcel~ted sign,i-~ica.nt~Y 
;, 'I' , ' .. '" • 
'Wi th' oI}e an6ther and ~i th the mean te,acher r.a tings, 
'" ~ II 
r " J 
" 
", 
'" i.f ',' 
:f 4"> 
, ' I • 
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, , "I • ",1, .0\0 , --.. , .. ,--'"'-':~-r'----
", .. ' - -;f .ift:;. . ...... ~~~!'';:.'::' ___ ". .... .:..~-::.---- .... -- , 
,'. 1:: ~,or. the, ~e~er~l gr~uR, while the~NSP and SFR scot;es uicY.not ~corre;" " .,: ' , 
,late' ith, 'each otheD- significari~ly, all other correlations among-\i::he three 
P~rt,~~"ti~nS~q~es' were sid;~can;. In, ~~itiO~, ~ '~nd TPSsco""S 
, , , '., I -' " _" (~ D " 
'correlat~d s;Lgn~ficantly witq the MTR's'. ',.' 
.. , 
, .. 
, ~'n t~e dif~erences betwee~ ~~e correlations 'were calculated, 
I ' 
siJnificant differences were noted , b~~.ween th~ AT,S-~TY cot;relations,' ,as 
~ 
well as between the ~ntercorrelati~ns of the different parti~ipa~iVn'scores. 
I ...... ... ... ,The corT~lat{dns of.th~ MTR 'with the'TPS and SPR scores ~ere'also found to 
" . 
be: s"ignificantly ' different for the t~o cur~icula;- groups., ".' .... 
'b " •• 
The latter par~. of this', chaptef examined 'the intercorre~aiions,:' 
• () \.. • 0 ~ ':. _: . . ' I • 
among the, three. teachsr ratings. Ln the c{lse .of students 'in' the Academic, 
$) e. • ' . ' 
c:)..a,sses, 83.31f of the ~orlielations 'were significant. For th'e General 
'f 
. .; 
the c~mparable tigure 66.7%. ,--,g:roup, was p , . 
, . 
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.. CHAPTER ' 5 
J. . . 
. r 
.• ro. 
~ SUMMARY, CON8~USIONS,AND REc"9MMEND~'TIONS' '.' 
-' . 
o 
" 
, . 
. 4~, 
~urther to the results presented in the preceding chapter ,I this 1 
chap.ter amplifies and , attempts .t~ off~r some' plausible expla~ati.ons·. of· the 
fin~ings of this' study.. The concluding ch'a'pter is organ"ized under the 
.. follow.i?g ~tdifigs: ~ (~) : Sunnn.ary '.of- Thesis, '(2) toncl.u~ions, (3) Im~l~cation~" 
arid Recomme dations. ..'."",~.,;"'-'·4 ' '. ." 
.. " ~ \. . .. 
. '. ~,.. .. ~. .!; to 
: . 
.The basic aim of thi~ study was to ' cO~p'are Grade 1,1· ..,sJ:udents 
-F,." • 
r 
enrolled i::l~ frc~demic 
;. . .". , " ~ .' ....... ;. , 
(Matriculation); prog~am in three '~yral Newfoundl~nd 
hi"gh scho'61~"~'ith' student,~ -eprq}led 'iii :tae General (No~-Mat1.:iC~~?t~on) 
p;.ogram on:att[tud'~ toward '~hO(fl l a'i'~:'s"~f a~. d.fe~iJd b?' a '~eknti~ . 
dif-feren.tial,' parti¢ipation in extra-curricular activities ,.1nd teacher. 
_"' I ' ...... ." 0 l ' 0 .. 
." . , 
. " . ' 
It was felt that this . research ~oui& .. : . ratings of studenr social be~avior. 
I'lo ~I. 
g:1,ve an ~ndicadon ~f ' th~ ' 'relativ:e' adjustment' to yari0lls ,aspects oJ .school 
. \,." \. .. .. . , \ 
.- soc,ial life of :;~udE!!nts in . the tWd . '<;~rdculaJ;: ~tx:eams;. I ~,;-< 
. ~_ . ~ :Gr~de ·. 11 students the three .schools at the .time "of. 
. the .. data! col1ecti~n comp~eted . t,~~ ~. ,'Q-~ ,~~~alltfc di~feqmt~al , and the 
..: 
, 
v 
. - . . ' , ~';esti~nnair.e·"·c9~ceIpin~ , pa~i.c.i~ .,(o~n· ex~r~-:c.~r.r,~CU.l~r. , acti~i .. ~)~. ~ . " , ~ 
AI.so, ,three-t.e?c.hers .. fr~m ~ach c~a5s. of . stude~aking·l?artJn th,e s~ud~, ' • 
. ' ,.., • '. ' . • > " 
ra-ted the st~dents oJ a lO-i tem 'inde~ o~ social, ·be~vior. · After the dat~ 
.. .-/. 
. . \), 
were scored, coded, and puqched on cards, a comp~te~·p~og~am . gav~ des~~iptive 
. ' . , . 
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"'t,:" tis ti~S, ·.·.nal xs is. 0 f ~a riance 'l!ata, ' and, Jo"r'~ia tioni· ;;"on&' variables for 
, the Academic and- General group·~. In addition, some an~lysis Oft the resultp' 
, , 
• . , 0:.. .. 
according to' sex and nome 'town of the students was carried 'out. 
. . . . 
Analysis ' of ~he results obtained from the rese~rch instruments 
. '
, , , 
reve~led : that the Academic rund 'GeneraJ groups did not , differ significantly ' 
I • , ' ~s 
with respect to , .attitude-:toward-school 'and attitude-toward-self daea., 
.' to '. \ , , . • 
Similarly, ,further assessment of tliese attitudes showed that there were no 
.: . . . . ." 
significant differences between the sexes,' or between groups, of the same 
sex enrolled in different curricular programs. , 
Wben 'all available 
'" (} 
s,ignificant difference was 
.. 
'\ extra-c~rricular activi~ies were corisidered, no 
6 , 
found be~ween the total pa~ticipation scores 
" 
(TPS) of the two curricular groups.' Further analysis of the total 'partici-
. 
pation scores showed nd signifi~ant ~ifference; between the sexes, or 
, ", 
" between s.tudeh.ts of ,the same sex doing different courses. However, wl}en 
the extra-curricula~ activities were divided into sports as', opposed to non-
.. \ • • I ' • "" • 
sport~ activiti~s, significan't diff~rences :t'te discov~~ed. :'The Aca~emic ' 
group as a whole had a signifi~ntly' hi~her non-sports (NSP) 's.core th.an did 
the General group. But: whe4e difference was ' significa~t in .. t~e case 
.o~ , the males~ the hi~~r mean NSB scor~ o~ females of ~he Academic ,group 
• " I • • ~ 
'was riot significantly different from the mean obtained by females doing the' 
Genenll course. Within both curricular groups and in the total'sampie,-
females ha,d a significantly higher ,mean NSP score than the males. When 
. \ . ; . . 
• " ', sports and related activities (SPR) were considered ie was found tha~, the 
. ' . 
-'. 
two curricular groups did not diFfer significantly'. " S~e-sex comparisons 
between the'two groups also r~veal~d n9 significa~t differences. -But males 
. . 
in the total ~ample as well as in trre GenJral g~oup had a significantly 
;, 'highef 1I1ean, SPR sC~~han , did .' females • 
• r 
" " , 
.. \ 
t , 
,., 
. " 
" 
, , 
I 
I 
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~esults from'the rating s~ale ~liowe~ significant df.fferentes" 
.. . to: . \ '" " • " 
.. . ~,,!: 
, "I ' " 
between "the mean, teacher' ratings , (MTR' s) _ of' the, two curricular streams,. " 
~ I ', • .. , • , I _ 
. , 
'" . ' . 
with students in the' Academ~c 'group g'et't~ing the' higher mean. 
. ' 
This differ- " 
o • 
, , 
, ' -
ence between student!? in the two streams was ,1:otmd f.ot both males and 
fetl!ales.. Wh'ile. male, students, i~ the totai sample and . with:i,n the G~neral 
'. • / I • • , ... ~ • \.'\. ;' , • :. • • 
group -did 'not d~ffer, , ~ignificanily from ,dleff,.Jemale counterparts~ femlles 
" " 
on the Acade~ic program receivea a sl'~rl.i·ficantl;)i ~higbe~ 'nie~n 'MTR' than did' 
o .... :- •• 
male9. 
, 
, . 
. \ .' . , 
No significant ,dHfe,i:ence was foun"d between transpOrted ,and non-' 
I ' 
, " 
- ., . ' 
transported students 'on any of ehe three participati'on s.cores, 
. , 
, , 
Using the Pearson Product'Moment formula, a number of significant 
,I • • • _ I ,,~ 
.. .' . 
correiations 'amo~& differ~~t var~a~les were found for 'ea~ch curri,cylar gro,up" 
o • _ . ' J • • ',,6 <''''': . 
. 'Wi t~i~ th~'_/ca:e~ic: gj!up ~ "thE7 at ti tude-:-~oward-school S ;ores , c~rrel,a~ed , 
signif~~antly Jith the,?ttitud~~toward-self, pa~ticipation in non~spdrts 
" 
act~vities, and mean teacher rating'scores. The attitude-toward-s.~lf scores 
, 'r " . 
'also correlated significantly with the sports and related activities' and 
' . (. " , 
total partJcipation scores. 
. 
lntercorrelations were discovered among ~~e 
, ' 
-, 
~ , ' . 
three participation scores', which a.1sb correlated signi~icantly with the 
.. , 
U' , , 
~ • • • I!b , . 
\ mean' teacher ratings", In ~he , case :of the General group,· with th7 ~xception 
'" , , . , J I 
'of the NSP-SPR correla,tion, the three' participat,ion scores corre{ated 
'signifi~antly in all ~stances, 
, , 
It was also found that the SPR and, TPS 
\ 
'.,-' . 
scores correlated signific~ntlY' wit~ ~he mean 
, .' ' ~ 
---:--:-differences were al!5o , discov~red 'bet;ween' 'serne "f the correlations found for 
, ' 
teacher ratings, 
, -
Significant. 
- • I 
the two curr;lcular groups, Wl,1en ratin&s of the same students by differ~nt· 
" 
., teachers were . correla~ed, the ' relatiom,hi.ps were significant in over, '76% 
. ' . ", ",..' 
of the cpses, indicati~g a,considerabie'degree of agreement among teachers 
.. . . ~ I 
in rating the soci?l b~~avio~of stud~nts, 
I 
I • ,. • 
, , 
" Fe ... 
,I' 
.. 
, " 
. . 
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\ . , 
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" 
: 
'the dat'a 
, 
. 
From the analysis of follow .. .conclusions', implications 'and .. 
. ,re~onnnendations' , a'll ' o£ which are c~nsidered in the remainder of thiS 
r./' .. , 
, . 
,conciuding chapt~r .• .. 
t;1" , 0 
CO~CLUSIONS : 
" 
Included i~ th~s section of the chqpter , are a discussion-of the ' 
, I 
. (I , • 
, ·resea;rch fquestions posed it:J, t ,he initial chapter, rejections and acceptances . 
~A '.. 
;: of n~l~hypotheses; and other fi~dings'uncoverJd ' by the study. ' '' . 
Research Questions-
Of prime importB:nce in assessi~g the findings of this research is 
a consideration of ~he t~ree research,questions. Discussion of these 
questions offers ,an o,verall comp;r.ison'·of the Academic , and General groups 
, - I.. , ( • • 
<;oncerning th~ ,var~~bles I s tu~ie~. ' Since ~he second researcl) q,uest on is 
\ ~ . . .. 
'. ~ssential~y. an expansion elf ,the first, the tw~' q~es"t~ons .~e 'CO~Si e'red' 
~ol1ectively, ' Later in this section,· the v.arious findings are bro.u 
, perspective in considering rhe implications of this , research, 
ht into 
Research guestion 111", 
I ' ' 
Are there guy significant differences 
), . 
. .' 
Aasdemi~ program 'an~ t;hos,e ~n}oll,ed in the 'between student~ enrolled in the 
Gen'eral program on 
. ~ 
, Research .question 112. 
any or all of the variables -studied? U\ --
!t 
, " 
Are there any particular attitude, partici-
.-
pation, or teacher rating patterns characteris.tic of' one · or both groups'? , 
IQ , The finding of no significant difference between t,he attitude 
-toward school scores of the Academic.. and gen«;ral grfps is not cons~s'~ent 
with , t1'te findings of other authors. . sChaf:r{anci Olexa noted that',non-
' . 
. 
·colle~e. pr~p . (General) ,students, unlike co~le.ge p'rep students, tended to 
.. ~ . ,: .-'" 
.... ;.., 
... > 
" 
.-- ' 
' 0' 
\ 
.' J 
~' 
. , 
) 
, . -
, . 
. ,~ 
, , 
,, ' 
" ' 
, ..... i 
.. 
" 
~ • • • t ~ 
I, ) " 
, , ' 
" , 
. , 
. <J 4evelq" negative ·. atti.~ud'7" ~nd behav,io~ to~ard SCh~01.1 S{m[~ar observa~ ,~ ~,' ,,' _' ,',1'~ 
: ,tions ~ere made by , Chetcuti and Yates. , ~ closer look a~ t~e ' ~ttitUdef '. [:' 
t , 'towaid""school data ~evealed , ; that ' the 'scor~ distribution~' f'~~ 'th~', tW~~~OUPf3 J. P • " 
J. '. . 
-, 
e 
. were v.ery sillli1.ar. 
r . . , 
. ' 
, . ' 
" . Thus, a~cord.ing to' \h~' res11lts . , of this stu~y, stud~nts in the tW~' 
,t? 
cu-rriC~lar gr~ups' did PQt differ, ~ig,nif~a:ttlY on" the atti tude-towa'rd':' 
• schOEn index of ~ocial :adjus,tment.: Th'is suggests th~t , the gen~raily 
" 
. ~ega~ive ,a~t'ftUd~~ ,to~~d. s,chool found ,by ' oth~r ~uthQr~ ~s ': being, ,Cha:ra:c~, 
ter~stic of non-matriculation students .. were non-existent am9ng the ',students 
, 0 ' • 
in this study. Of course" one has t~ conside r th~ problems invol ~ed in' 
re~~at of tliis type.. 6n.: such. problem migh t .. be the re~uctance Sl') '. . 
~tudehts ,t~ be open ~bout their feelings concerning school, even, though , , 
, . 
their identities were 'kept confiden~ial. N~verthele5S; taking, t~e resul~s , 
of the attitude-toward-school s~ction of 
value, it ,mu.s 't be conclu~d that the two 
. , 
, The results c~mcerning stud~n,t attitude towa:r;d self revealed no 
significant ' dif~erence be,tween the m~'an scores' of th~ \c-ad~m1c and .'general 
. 
gr01:lps. Other.researchers have repo~ted findifigs contradictory, to this; 
, 3 
Schafer and Olexa; Yates; and Findley 
/ . 
'. . 
con:luded rha~ s~1l~nts in the 
. "t { .0 I' 
, I 
" t 
1 . .. . ... 
Walter E. Schafer and'Car~l Olexa, Tracking ' and Opportunity 
(Scranton: Chandleli Publishing Company, 1971), p •. 6~. . " 
, . 
2 .. . " -. . 
lower 
F. Chetcuti, ~A Study of the Morale of A' Stream and C Stream 
Pupils {~ SeconQary Schools with Special 'Reference to any Differences i~' 
the Attitude and ,Behavior of Thefr Teachers," Eduoat'ional Review, XIV 
(Novemger, 1961), ?1; Alfr~ Yates"The Organizatiop of Schooling -(London: ; 
, Routledge ' and ~egaa Paul, 1970). t-. 
, '3 ' 
" Schafer and Qlexa,', op. cit., p. 42; ' :Yates, op. cit., p. 82; W. G. 
Fil}dley and M. M. , Bryan, Ability' Grouping, 1970: St~ttls, 'Impact and Alter-
natives (Athens ', G~orgia: Center for Edutational Improvement; 1971) .. p. 3. 
• " 
.. 
,', 
I , 
. , 
r ' 
q, , 
" 
I ' 
, ~ 
. ./. 
, r 
.., 
. ~ 
\ 
.. 
. ....'\ 
. , 
" . 
,~ 
" 
' . { ... 
'" :ser:ea~ reported generally un£avorable self-concepts. 
, 
It i's virtualiy • 
8.5 
./. 
\' i.mp~ssible ~ judl;,e whet\ler ' the aUitude-towa~d ... :;elf scorjas of ·the 'stud~nts 
... ~ .'-
• in this. stud~ were . favorable o'r unfav.oia:t>le. per se. or eve;n," for t:h~t . 
till 
" 
, . 
matte'r·, . a~cu.rat;e. It ~~n. ~nly b~ ~~id that" whEm c~mpare .. d, the' two cti~ri-
" 
I "" 
d, ~ ,",,_ ~ 
c.ular gr(:lUp~' of st!Jdents ~ere not significantly' different in their. at~~tude- ' .'~ 
-... • ," • q, , .. ~ • 
. , 
,toward-'self scores . . Thi~ finding'is similar to those reported by several 
'. • . (t , , 
. ,_ • 'l . _ 1 . . " ' 
other writers: .Dyson came to the conclusion. that there 'appeared, to .be no 
, • f' . ", " . ' '. I ' 4:.' 
relationship between ,ability gr~uping and the self-conc~pt. '~~milar 
. . . 
" . " . 5 fi~dings were , also reported. by Borg. 
, ' . ' Whil~ no significq.nt differen.ce was. discovered between the mean ' 
" . . \', . .' ". ", . " 
total; particip'aUon scores (TPS) ·o.r the spdrts and related ,acdvj,'ties '(SPR) 
L 
s$:ores of 'the' Acadc';Uc. aI?-d General groups'f 'a' significant· diff~~ence 'was 
'. . ' , Rot~'d "betw~en th'e' two groups ~ith regar~i to" pf1rt~cipation in non-spo~ts 
... . ,~ - . . 
<~lc~j.vities.' \Studen~~ on the Ac.a:t~m~c program t90k part·in sign~fi~antly~, ' 
'. -
, . 
. " . 1 
, more activities 'of ,this tYRe than did students' qn the General p):,og'ram. , 
~ .. 
. .' "" .' ., 
, Moreover; the TPS distributions for the two groups were'different in some 
. ." ~ ' .,;' .. ' . .' \ ... . 
, resp'ects., . A proporti(;mally ' higher percentage oj the General , group than of 
,. : '. the:AC~tl~~C gro~p d;l·not participate in any e~r"'t~nicuiar. aCtiViti~: . 
, : what~A~ t'~~, hi~h~ r~ more involved, part~, :~pation' i..eve~s.:, aii o.I'the 
~tudei1ts who took parLin 10 to, 19 ~~tivi~ies came frqm the Academic group. 
. '
, 
, ' 
In the 4' to,10 activi~r ran~ the perce~~age of students from the General 
, 
.' ~ , .,. 4' , :' ' ~ , . 
Ernest Dyson, "A St'udy of the Reia~:ioJships Be~t~een 1\cceptance of 
Self, Academic Self-Concept, and Two Types 'of Grouping' Procedures, Used . ' " 
~!~~'. se1e~t~;~:.ade Pupils.~' Dissertation Abstracts, ~I ~sePt7er., 1~,6~':. ; : 
, " 
, ~~ 
. , 
5 . " , " . ' . ,4 . 
,JS.. Walter R., Borg, Abt'lity Grouping ,l in the Public Schools. , (Madison, 
Wisconsin: De~bar'Educational Research Servicesf Inc., 1966), p. 74~ 
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<to 
, , . 
'. group 'Who parti,cipate(i' ,in both , spo'~,ts ~ind no~:-sP9r;s ,act1:vrn:ies }.las \ ' 
. "., 
, 
" .' ."", . , ' . consid~rably higher · t~a~ , th~t ' group' s r~prese~tatj,on (.3~. 2~) - 'in the whole . 
. 'sa~ple. ' "'" 
, 1\ , __ .:" 
G~ner.<.iliy,· then" althoughl'there was, no significan~ diffet~nce ' 
betwde,n" th,e mean total participatidn ·sco.res ' '0'£ : the' tw'o 'currlculai:: gr~up.s, 
. .,
/ ' 
, ' .. 
, st'udent,s of the Academic group too~ a' mOre ~ct.ive pari? in these sC1:!ivi.ties,' 
, ~ ' .. ( -~ e~peCiall-Y at ' the nighe~' ~evels of involvement ~ . 
"J • • • 
The fac~ that s ~uderits 'of t,he AcadeIlli~' g,roup ' took a ril.l;lch more 
.." I , , 
• • • Irr. • ' • • , 
,. active part' in non-sports activitie!!; than did s tuden~s of the Gerte"ral 
, I 
., group suggests that ',stud~nts on the General program m,ay have, develope~ 's ' 
. ,. " 
, i 
~irtual a~ersion; for' non-sport~, II academic-type"'. aOct:i.~ities a?d, ·as o ethel: ' 
, 
. , 'findings of thi,s ~t!ldy. ~ndicate, ori~nted ·themselves ' toWard sports-type 
activ~tie~. '!hiS appeared ;to be an even more d~stincr ?oSSibi:r~.ty ,in' tfe 
,case of ,male studl!nts. 
., 
..... -
, . Other ~uthors 'have made' no distinction b.etwee~ sports' and non-' 
. 'ii 
. ," 
"" q 
'. sports ' activitie.s. Re£erringto v~riot.i~ ~ype~ , of ext~a"'curri~ular activi-
" ' , , 
. , 
. . ~ . . . . 
' ties, aonks found that higher ability, students tended ' to · take ' ~ ,~6re ' active 
' . , .. .. 
" '6 . ,._. ' ~ : ' ' , , . 
'par~ iri school social life: '~A ' ,~imil?r situation was discovered ,by Schafer 
, , 
' . 
, 7 ' 
>" and Ole~a~eson" on the othe~ h~nd, concluded that ,strong 'recr~tional 
.' 0::' • • , , , ' .' • 
J ' 
interests did not seem 
. ' ' 8 
to characte,:Vize any of 'the' curricular _ grC?ups. · If ' 
\ • • • ' \ , ' < 
" 
.t 
6T~" ·G. Monks, compreh~l}sive EducatIon. in Acti:oh (Slough: N~tionc1~ . · ' 
Foundation for Educiltional Research in England ,and Wales', ~71) ~ p. 148. 
, • • q. '0· I 
\ ' 
7 . " '/. 
Schafer and Olexa, loco cit. 
• • I • ,. 
" 
" . 
"8 " ' ' , .. 
R. W. ~tt~soh, IIEduaatiOnal ,Experiences, A~a~emic Int~'rest~, 'and 
Curricp.1u.m Choices, If Personnel and Guidance' J oumal; XXXIX ' (May, .1961), 
. , , 
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I-
',·n9 disti'Ilction 'is made pe,tween sports and 'non,sports' 4cti~it:l!es, Matt~son' s 
• . " \.) .. .... I , 
, , ~ 
. ',conclusio'n is som.ewh~t similar to ,the 'Undin'g.s of ~~is ' st,udy . 
.. 
~ore . ~nequivocal results were obtained':"in the 'Case of ratings , of 
,,~tucients by: ,t~ache~s, with ' students in -the Ac~de1l;li~ gr~up' receiving signi~ 
. . . ~ , ' - ~ , 
ficantly" higher mean teacher ratings than q.id students of the General , 
g,roup . . I~ other 'words; teachers felt that Mat~iculai:ion- students' were more 
- " '. ~" 1 . 
socially mature and-actiye than Non-Matriculation students. This finding 
~ 'co~cernihg ~ t~a~her ratings is npt surprising" in view of the signifi~ant ' 
~ 
. I' I • , 
correlations between teacher rating,s. and most of the partici:pat;ion ~cores. 
.~ f ~ 
.rh~s~ ~eacher perceptions of student SOC~~l, be~av~~r ~re ~~~e~y consiste~t 
with ~tudents r ' o~ rep,orts of social participation. '0 
.- . ( 
. The finding that teach~ts usually gave ,lower social behAvioral .... . 
. 
;> or-atings- to students in the lo~er .curricular str'eam provides additional 
~ , .' ~ 
support for 
\.... 
the finaings iepor~ed by Chetcuti; a~~ Schafer 'and Olexa. 9 - The 
. . . . 
r,atings 'of students by teachers 'take, on added impo~tance when' the relation-
, , 
'ship of these ratings to ' other factors 'is considered; as will be seen in .. 
. ' f ' 
~he' latir di~cussion of cor~elations. .. 
, a 
, , 
. 
, , R~search question 1/3. I Do~s . .- tP~, General-Academic dichotomy meet' the 
' . . .. . .. ' ~eeds' of. students with r~sp'~ct t~- the 'variables c~nside;ed in this s 't'udy? 
.. 
' This questi?n iS , both t~e most crucial and most diffi~ult to 
., 
\ 
, r 
answer, ,since any instructional pr,ogram sholl;ld be aimed a~ m~eting student· ," 
I 
needs ,and there' can be no 'de'finite 'answer on11 inferences and imp'li- -
u . , 
cations. , ~ 
. 
When the results conc~~in.&. student attitudes were assessed, no 
', ' / / . 
p. ' 51; Schafer, and Orexa,~ op. cit., p.' 46. 9 ' . Chetcuti; op. cit., 
.... 
\.. ' 
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great differenfes were found be'tween th~ 'two. ~urri,cular groups. Thus, botll 
. -, 
,gro~ps of' student,s- app'eared, to pr-rsent similar 
• : ~. ' . . 'w' . . • . ' .. 
~espect to ' a~titude toward school and attitude 
• 
• 
adjustme'rit patterns with 
toward self. On this basis '-. 
it' can be said 'that placement in,a partJcular curricular program 'does not, 
see~ to bear any re'lat'ion tC7' these two attitudes, and neither' of the two 
< • 
,curriCULar stre.ams would appear to' be, more favorable than the ot~ in 
, ",'~:helP1ng st:~~ent~ d~~elop' .. p~s~t~ve ~tti;~d~S toward schoel or' s'el£ J~ ;", 
\ Patterns" of ' st~dent parti~id~ion in extra-curricular a~t~'ties ..... 
~ , 
. .. 
~ , 
J , , . 
can be as.sessed with somewhat: more confidence than' can attitudes 'because 
, . . . 
Qf the m~re,empirical natu~ of extra-curricular par't:ic1patio~: While' the 
• \. , J 
mean total part;icipati6n score was nqt s'ignificantly different for the, two 
curricular groups" s i::udents 'of t'\.e Academic' group ~id take a considerably ~ ' ., ( 
more active par~ in extra-curricular 'activities, particul~rly actLvities 
~f ~he non-sp.or,ts tYF,e. The:two group's ~id nQ.t differ appreciably with 
. 
, . respect,t~ participation in spo~ts and rerated a~iv~ties • 
, I' Several (N:her authors h~ye noted 
, 
.pa.tte;ns ' of different' curricular groups. 
d~~crepanCies in thn: p~rtic~pa~i~ 
S'chafer and Olexa f'elt that the 
", , 
.. 
non-~ollege prep student is apt. to,feel left outsid~ the mains~ream of 
t • I ' 
scnool.social life. Eurthermore, they concluded that students who 'parti-
, (I. 
cipated most in extra-c~rricul~r activities' were more likely to aspire to 
\ 
. 11 10 
, co ._ege. 
, 
study that 
came from 
This latt,er con2lusi~n is supported by the finding of thi~ 
student; who participated ~~st ~n extra:-c~rri~ular a~ti.vities 
the A~~C )~ouP. Similar tinding~ were rep~rted by Ferri; 
10 ' 
" Schafer and 'OleJ1<l, 'oP.', ci.t'., p. 42. 
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. Relating the comparative participation patterns of the Academic and 
"'\ I' . ,. _:_ J 
General groups tp thti 'needs .of. students, . se~ous qu~tioti:s are raised 
CQJ?-ce~ing s~udent pa·rtici~ati(:>n. in activities other than ~ports. 
• . u 
extra-cuJrictilar part:i~ip'ation of students on the 'General progrpm was 
. ~ 
. , .~ 
confined largely to sports.' _. Thus, these students' appeare~ to' be missing 
. o~t in the mo;e "acadend~,\ a're~s of S~ci$l l~~e' suCh', as': vad~u~ c1\bS. and " 
. ..., ." , . " . 
· ..... ·organi2jations. :r:.hi~ co~ld be related to' tlJe stigma some authors'12 contend 
a- " . . ~student~ ~n .~h~· General -t.ra~k p~ac~ on "~cademic-type" activitie~. The 
~ 
Academic group, ,on the other. hand, probably placed. more va,lue on these' more 
-
. I' ~ .-:.~ 1 
, ~ 
intellectual· activities than did the -General': group .~ but s till took. a very 
,0 
. , 
. active p'art in school sports. Considering student particip~t'ion in various 
" 
kiqds of· extra-curricular activities, with special emphasis on the non-
sports ty?e of act'i,vity, whether or not ~~ .s~cial participation needs of 
students in the ~eneral stream were being met appe'ars questionable. This 
, matter will be considered fur,ther in relat;ion to implicati"ons and t.ecom-: 
, 
mendati9ns .. 
t> C • I 
An. exami!1aUonD of the ' ratings of . students by' their 'teachers leads 
~ - . 
, to speculation conce~ning why teachers gave lower social "'behavior ratings 
< " , ~ , 
studen't 
) 
.. 
could explaiI} why 
../ ;. . 
11' , 
. Els,a Fe'rri, Streaming: Two Years Later' (Slough: :National l;ounda-
tion for Educ;ati6na1 ~esearch ·in· England and Wales, 1971), 'po 42;. Mon~s, 
loco cit. 
. \ . -
12 ~." . 
- Schafei: and Olexa, 
.' I 
~ . . . 
. t , 
.~ 
op' • ci t. , ,p. 64 • 
.\ 
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. 
the. ratings were higher for. students of the 'Ac.adem~c .group. 
, " 
, 0 
There is also 
" 
.. " ,. ' 
the possibility .that teachers perceived mainJ,.y the non-sports asp.ect ~f 
~ , ' \, 
'" 
student participation and, as l:t res\llt -~ g~ve mucn hig?er ratings' to stude~ts' 
. , 
of the .Academic. group'- In view a! the :f.~tri~ate relationship discovered 
, between'ratipgs 'of 'Students ' 'an.d actua£~;\~~,~~en~ particip~tio~ •. both o~ whi,eh 
, I .' rJ~ I~li • 
, .' , l.\ • , 
indicate ,' a- lowe! "degree. ~f ~oGial acti.~ , amo.ng st~dents of the' Gen~,ral 
group, the need ' for reassessment of at least the. extra-curr'icular activi-· 
~i~s " ~:t;o~rams ' in Newfoundland hl~~:b~choOl~ is ~bVious. ' 
o .. c' ,>1 ' " 
, " " , I j • .' I 
Null Hypotheses Refections aRd 
, Acceptances 
As a m~ans ' of summarizing the essential find~ngS ,~;; this' s tud~ I 
, , ' 
" 
concrusions concerning the, hypotheses put ~rw8:rd a'r~ here presented. 
.. . ' if 
• 
1 
J ' • 
Null hypothesis ill. There is no dif·ference between lstudents . "~ , 
;n~lled in the Acad~mic program and those .enrd~led , in tbe Gene'~al progr'am, 
on the ,variable' of attit'llde toward school as'measured, by t4e atl!itude- ' 
, , 
~ . • ~ ." . " • ~ f 
to~ard-school part of the semantic differ~ntia1. .. 
.. A comparison of the mean atti tude-toward-school scores. of the 
A~ademic andle ~ra~ groups r~sulted..in ~he 'accfoptance Of, the .above hypo:" 
thesis. Ther was no ~ignificant difference between the mean littitude-(> . 
~ / 
0' 
" 
towa~d-sch~al scores of th\ ~wo groups. 
, 
r Null hypothesis 112. Th~re is no difference bej:ween students , .. . ' 
.. 
. enrolled in the Aaademic program and those enrolled in the ' G~nedl program 
• . J~- _.~ ." 
• .. J - " 
" . 
on attitude toward self as measu~e.d ~ bY ' the .. :t,ti~ude-.t~wrd-Self part' of the' 
~ . " 
J.. 
" , 
semantic differ'entia!. 
1 
, This hypotliesis was accepted based on the analysis of variance data 
c.> 
concerning ,attitude toward self. , 
.. 
, . 
• h 
. 
, I 
. 
-
'~ 
.' 
~ I 
.. ' 
I • 
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groups di'd' ~ot· c;li:ffer S~7iincan£in:' th~i~ mean 
. , r: 
~ . '. 
attitude-toWard-selI 
, I _. \ . 
. ~ . sCo'res. 
" , 
.' . 
" 
• • ,~ 
. Null hypothesis :/13> :rhe.~ i~ ncr difference between the' two curri~ . 
. cular group! in participation" in extr~-6ur.ricul~r at:tivities ' as ~~ertrln~.d'. 
\ . ' 
by the, relevant' que~tionI1-:ire,. 
... , 
'. 
, . 
"i ., 
. " 
. 
", With respect to' the total ~articipa'tion (both spo'(ts and non-fiports 
u , 
activities) . scor~s, hypoth'e~is fl3 , w~s accepted. .H~w~ver, when the 
' / 1, '. ., r-' 
cipation scores were divided into sports and non-sports :scoreS', 'it ., . \' was 
.f 
.. ., -' 
found that students, of ·.the Academic group took part in significantly mo:r:e 
. . ( ' . . 
,~on-s'ports activities tHan.~id students of the General groUp. No signifi-
, . . 
, tant difference was found in 'the cas~ oCI>~orts, and related. activi.ties-: 
" 
" 
Null hypothesis ·114. 
" , ~ . .' ') 
There. is no .difference ,bet~ee{ihe' so~ial -, 
. " .. . '. ,. -. .' bebavi~r ratings t"eacher~ give-~ 'stude1\ts enrolleq in ,the Academic)program. 
-. ",\ ." ,. .. ' . ... ~ . . ',. . ,; . 
and the ratings te,achers give ~tudents enrolled in the Genera'! progrctm:' 
I . ~ • • • • • 
This"fini:il Qyjwthesi's was c~tegoricafry- tejected, ' Studenfs' of the , . 
teacher ratIngs, thim ' did 
" 
, - ? 
Aca4emi/J group ~e,c,eiv~~ ~:!:'gnifi~~ntly hi,~her me:~n. 
students of the Gener'al gnoup. ' -s 
'- ' 
-Relationships Among Variables , 
•• /111 
In ,an ef~o'rt to assit\lilate. the vartous f.inding~ of this st,udy and 
"'-br:t~g tqe~ into perspecti~e~ the corr~latio~s found amon~' d).e variable's ' 
- : ~" ~ 
will now be ~qm;;~dered. The correlations discovered present .a ~omplex I 
_ . fileries of interl:"elations among some.of the. ,variables stu#ed and offer some .. : 
.. -~./- . ~ \. " \. \ ~. 
striking contras ts between the t~o cur~icular groups. 
. l -. 
- ~ , 
The l3~gnific~~t ~e.1:ation~hip betwe~~ the at~i tUde-toward-sf~oo~ 
',. and 'attitude:-toward-self scores of, students in the Academic, group seemed' 
' , ' 
Q , 
.. 
( 
." , 
" 
'po 
/ 
, '"I , ' 
' '''. 'I '. ., 
,f 
- .. 
, " 
: t~ . 
. , 
92' , 
• • : " _ . ~ : .J' p~'. ,. • . tt logica~' enoug~ uI}til. the enigmatic and s'i~1fi<~ant~y differet't negative 
'~ 
'. • " , 0 • .. ,. . ..... t • 
. correlation for tlie General group was Em~o\1ntered. Barring some sampling . 
'. , . ' ~. , ' ' ") ' 
~ . : ( 
e~rori a logic:al ejqllana,ti-on or this' is h~r'd}o,"f:I,nd., unless ~t~dents i~ ::' 
. , 
. the' ~ne~'ar' g'roup were so 'deta'ch~d from , school social life ' that it pid not ' ~ 
play ~n art in ' the ~ormation ' of ' their self-:-concepts" This id'ea 
.. 
, . 
i~ 'view of the obsetvati~n of Schafer and Olexa that appear 
, . 
' nontcolle~e prep students tend t? teel left out of ,most ~chci~l socia,r -.: lhe', ~~,"\ 
\ 
, , 
, ..... ... .. ~ 
Additional support is lent" to, "thi~ 'ide~:by th~ finding i~ th~'s stUdY . that, ',',', . 
j ' " • 
students' on the Ceneral ' program were.1ess a~tive that:t stu.dent~ on. the 
. ' . . ' . . . . 1 '" " • Academ~c pro~ra~ iri " extra-c~rricul~r .ac~'~vities ,)of ,tqlnon:-~?~rts' t~pe, ',' 
Furthermore, whereas the attitude';"'towa!d-seif scor~'s of . the' Academic S~o~p " 
. . . . . . 
, , 
.. t.:;1 .. . • " 
corr~lated ,signHicantl: .with .~oth the ; spor~s . . and ~elated ',~~ti~ities ~~dr (..' " 
total participation ' scores, s,\.l~h was !lot the case with the general group'~ " . 
t ' . • 
The ' ,social inv;olvement of , s 'tudents of the Ge!1er~l .gz;oup sho~ed n'o sign1£i- ' f • ", 
'., . ~ . 
t . • 
.. cant relatio?sl;lip to the students' expr'essed attitudes. 'toward thems:~lves, 
With "stui:lents of ,the Academic ' ~r,oup; it a~pear~ ·~~·at" .active s~cial\nvol~~~ 
. ment may w~11 ha~e. bJen a signifi:cant factor :in determining \h'eir self:'" 
conc~p~s~ ' ~ii~ the a~titude-t~a~d-sch~Ol scores ' cO'rrelated Signif~~n,t1y ' 
.,;. ,:. • " ' , ' t 
' with parti.c;ipation in nr;m-sports ' act.ivlt~e; for the . Academic , group; 'th'is,: /.' 
relationslr1p was , nbt ' found. for the ~nera11roup, . ... , ~ ,~ , ', t , -({,':' 
'" As might logically b~. expected, ;'ii~~fl-~ant cor~eat~o~s,wire found 
, among most of the di,fferent part:lcipatio~ scores. 'The notable exception . ' 
:\" , :- .. 
was lound fot' the Ge~erai :group, wit~in which ,the correlation between: nOQ-
o 0 \ , . ' I ':), • ~' • 
sports and spot:t.s activities was ,negative b,tit not Sig~~fic~nt,l A. far ' 
. ' ~ r " '.: , 
greater' percentage of the s tudeaLS on t" Ge~eral p~ogram took .,part in 
" , 
, ' 
..r 
' 13 ~ 
" Schafer and ,Olexa, op. cft., ' p, 42:, )'; ,--- .... . '. 
t , ' -, .... I . I~ 
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~ . . ' " . t · .. • 
activities than ""in ' non-sports , activities ', The significant. ' " 
~e~e~n t~e ~w~ · curr'~culci'r; grou~' ~~J:h re~:rd ~o ', the i~t~~:-, " 
•• , . ,, 1 • . .: . . ' • , " 
e . '] • ~ .. i 
correlations of the ,three parti~ipati?n scores were ' pro1:ia?~yr.cre,ated ,by- Ehe 
, ~ 
-' . 
sports-:-type 
' & , ; 15/. . 
differences 
:f;ac~ that stude~ts of , tn~ ' G~~~r~1- ' group par.tic~pated .~es~ ,,'in ' IJ:,o~~sports , ...., • 
aceivities' than did their counterparts in the Academ~'~ ~roup, I~ apg~~rs ~ 
possible that there may, hav~ b~n. ':i.n the c,ase .qf the Acad'~mic 'g{~up~ ' ~ ~ ', 
_ \ ," f '! ,,_ " 
complex interaction among.attitude tow~;d~C~bOl. particip~tiod {n ~xtr~-
' . ' D · ., . . ' \ - .: Q 
u, ' ..' .cU'I'r~,cul.~r activities &nd ~ea~h~r. ratings oi s~udent. iP~iaJ. ' beh~vioy, In IL. 
,r, 
other wor~, i 't seeIl\s" lo~ical eo assumel that? a student ",:ho act>i'vell parti~ " ,~ .. 
~ ·ci~at~d in" school act:l.vities was reJ:atively h1Jppy ~i'th ' scho'ol ana 'was:' , ' 
, , , .' . ' . ''\. 
, . "\: p~rceived b:( his ' teachers~ as b~ing well adjusted so~ially, . "This ' possible 
. .. \. - . . . , ' . 
: interact1.ort ,~ppear.~b h.av~. sbe~n ,les~ notice,ab;I.e o:'-mong ~~e ¥en:~ral group, 
,: for which m~a~·~e~ch~~'~ rating;. of st~dents '~,~d not , correl~~e .signifi~~nfltlY 
. . ~, . 
with partiCipation ,in spo'rts" a~d r~lated. ~ctiviti~s ~ o.ut did cort;ela~ • 
" f .',' " 1. ,. 
signific.;lnt'iy with ~he ~the'r part;'8.patton' scores" This, impli~s that " 
. ' . ~., -\ . . ' : ,' . . . 
teachers may have underes~imated , the. degree of participatioThof t.he Genetal 
. ' . . . . .. ~ 
, , . 
group i ,n spor~-:typ~, "activities, creating , a ,c,Ef..se in ",hich 'students' failed ' 
.to l;t.ve lI'down",' t~ 'teacher expectations', 
, , ' , I " ", " , " 
J\;; ' for · the correlations among the ratingSf g·tuden.ts bv different .. 
, I ,, ' "" 
· ~ t.e~chers, the hi~h ,pr~,pord~n' ~r Significa~: , c~rr· a~~~s i~?iC~ed c~n-sid-
erabl~'h~rm;ny among teachers in ratipg the socia behavior of student~, 
,. 
~ 4,
· 
• 
Other findi~g~" , -, 
, Further analysis 'of the results according , ~o the. s'ex 6f .:/hJ 
I • • " 
, \ ;" .. 
students provided additiona-l insight i'Ato ,attitude., partic.ipationJ 'anll , 
. ..' ,." 
so~ial behavior pa~~einS of s,~~~ent~ i~. t~ A~ade,miC' , ~nd .~ene.ral , g~oups. 
~a1es'and females of the .Academic ~~ General groups all appeared 
~ , . '/ 
'. l' 
" 
. , 
'r 
" , 
.. . ' . 
-, . t , .. " . ' .. :' 
r " . ' 
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Th,e same situat'ion was discov~red 
with respect to attitude' towa-rd self., I~ , additio~, no, di#erences', were, 
/ .. ,," , ' . .f " ' . .' Q ,~ ' ~ , 
'found between the attitudes of students of. the same sex enrolled in 
. o./~' " 
. di1;.ferent ~urricular 'prog~atruf. ' .,.r' I 
.. , . 
, ' S'ign{fi"an t d'lfferenf,s" were n<1ted in , the 'e~s'; of p art!gJ.pa tio;' 'in~ , 
\ extra-e~r';icu1a~,a~ti.'(ities. :Fem~?", in 'tht total ~ample,. and In both, ,~" 
, curriculd,l? groqps took part in si'~ificantly more non-sports activities' ' __ 
~~'did th'e , ~~e s't;;ents, while males in the ~ene:al group ·and in' tpe, 
" 
" ' 
.. ' ~ s~ple p~r,tic~pated in m~re sports and related activities. 0 These 1 
" ", 'findings 'concerning s 'tudent s~cial partici~atiop cou'ld well be ,relat~d to, 
' 9 ' « , 
" 
, ' 14 " ' '. t~e sUgg~sS~ons.of various authors co~cerning sex-typing, ,In oth~r 
o ~ 
b?sically non-aggre~sive (non-
a 
wo~ds, females' are expected to take 
sports) act:r.vities, w~i1e males a~~f ~ ected to be,:boisterou's and physj.c911y 
aggreSsi~e. _In. this ~espec~, '~~~~ ears that student::; tena to live 
up to expectations. These differences between the.par~tcipa:ion ~n~rtcies l , 
of males and females were b~rne out ,in the ratings of studel}.ts by teachers, 
with the female!:! 're'ceiving higher: ratings. 
.. 
, ' 
I~LlCAT~NS AND 'RECOMMENDATIONS 
i 
. , 
\ ' 
I " 
The findings of' tI:tiS ..study lead into varipus implications, and 
, subs~quent recomm~ndation~. This section Qf Chapter 
: the" iI1lIllications, ~then the tec~:mimendat1ons to school 
.:. r· ~ 
recommendations for furtper 'study. 
'I ' 
,. 
0' 
"~, 
'-, 
, 14 . , ; , , 
See, for example, T#~ H. Mussen, J,' ,J. eonger, and'J. Kagan, Child 
Development and Personaliby (New York: , Harper and Row, ,1.96,9, pp ~ 339-':34 r; 
,( and L. J. Stone-and -,J. Church, Childhood and Adolesc'ence: A Psychology of 
" the Growing Person (New Y9rk: Random House', 1957), pp. 225-226. ' . , ' , 
. ~ .. 
, " 
, f , 
" 
, " 
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.. 
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Implications" 
.' 
tn view'of the 'results obtained, from the attitude-towara-school and 
I . , -
att~tude-to':iard-self divfsions of th'e sem~ntic dif£~r~ntial, indicating no 
;. .. . '~:.':- t.... . . . '. .,. ~ 
essential' differen'~e:s ' be'tween the -Academic and Gene~~:l , ~ups, it can be 
, .' , " , • Ii:. 
'said thai: placement ,in a particular class appears to ,have no r'elation t9. 
,r ~ 
Whether the4~~titudes of these attitudes as ex'pressed by the'stu'dents., 
. . , . 
. , 'stude~ts' in both 'groups were. "high" or "low" cannot be deternfined and is' , 
• ' I 
, .. ' . l ' , ' 
,of no real con~~rn. Since the basic concern of this study was a comparison 
• ' J 
ol the ' tw.o: ~<ou~ •• ~,h~<e appea<s \t~. be ~~. ;;ai.,.,.~se fo< ~lann with. ~espe\' 
to stu~~~titud~s ,toward school and self as these attitudes relate'to , 
" ,'\ '..... , \ '. 'l' 
s treamiilg. ' 
However, when the participation patterns and ratings of the 
students by teachers are taken into consi~eration, the adequacy of the 
, . 
'General-Academic setup becomes' more questionable. Indeed, since students 
. .;. 
• • " • TO) 
in Ule General classes tookiRar.t in significa~t~'Y fewer non-'sports activi-' 
, .. 
ties ~nd were 'given signifi~antiy lower teacher ratings than students in 
the Academic' group, the ppssibility that curricula~.streaming"as practiced 
c -' I" in Newfo~ndland rural h~gh schools, may have undesirable ~vertones, can be 
, , 
,entertained. Why do these differences' between the two groups exist? 
15 . 
,Several authors ' have suggested a complex interaction among various social 
o " 
forces operating within the schodl environment. The correlations among the 
variables considered ~in this study sugges't that this interaction is a 
" , distinct possibility. '1: 
,,. 
. " T'; su~- up the di~cuss~ in' this. section, the findings of this--
study. offer s'ufficient caus~ for a careful reas~essment of curricular 
.. 
15 
, . See Schafer and Olexa, loc cit'.; and Yates, op. cit., p. 82. 
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. 
streaming in;N~wfoundland 5chool5,pa~ticul~rly in relation to the extra-
curricular participation programs offered by:different 5chool~. The case 
of each individual studen~should~e ,tHoroughly assessed before placement 
, . 
i~, either £tream, especially the Non-Matriculation 'one: is ,carried out. ' 
, • I 
;. • • • " ~ Ct 
l'he' findings oi, this research resulted in the following recommendations to 
I, 
s~hooi personnel. 
. , 
Recommendations to ScRool Personnel . , 
1. A' thorougq assessment"of curricular"strea~i~g,~taking into 
- , 
consideration its relation to the academic,' social" emotional and other 
aspects of ~tudent adjustment is rec.ommen~ed. Es'sentially, every effort 
must be made to ii~tQrmin'~ ,if: the pres,ent curricl,11ar setup in Newfoundland 
.". 
high schools affords students the"opportunity of ,reaching their optimum 
potential in various area~ of personal development. Indeed, one wonders 
, . 
if curricular diff~rentiation i~~necessary. Or is it just an efficient 
. . . , :,. . \v 
organizational procedure, facilitat~ng the inst~uctional routine of 
teachers? ,Curricular programs gear~~ to the needs of individual students~, 
are necessary. Progr~m placement df students should not be,determined 
largely on the basis ,of assumed ability. ~anted, c~ring to the needs 
. . r.~ '" 
of individual st~dents would ne~essitate employing m~re school personnel, 
. ~~ ~, 
particularly in s'pecialist areas, but this step must be taken. 
2~ ~t - is"re~ommerided that the extra-cnrricplar activities prGlgrams 
'. I 
in the schools be enriched in order to provide additional',opportunities for 
, . . 
st~dent involvement. ~ile many ~igh schools iq New{ou~dland of1e~ a 
. 
reasonable number and variety of sports activities in which students may 
partieipate,. the non-sports programs are 'much less diversified. Thus." it 
is apparent that stud~~ts ,should have a ~id~r selection of non~sports " 
:' options . 
.. . 
\ 
... ~ 
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Recommendations fOl Further Sttidy 
. 
• 1. A s,tudy of various aspe~t~ of student involve~~n~ in 'school 
I ' . 
life in Grades' 9, to 11, in r_elat~on to the streaming, proces's, is strongly ' 
, ,; ... 
recommended. Academic, Bocial, emotional and,othe~ , aspe~tB of Btud~t 
~ 
adj.':Ist~ent must be considered. " 
, 
• . 2. Foltow-up 'studies of students after theY :' have graduated.from 
~ . 
hig4 school are recommended in order to comRare the relati~ success of , 
, . ~ 
3. Stude~t aspirations should be studied to see if the~e aspira-
." . . '''' tions are c~sistent'with the ·curricula~ program ih which. the student is ~ 
' enrolled. . .... , 
4. 
{j 
Studies 'of the correlates 'and comparative effects of streaming 
versus non-streaming are recommended. 
r 
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; P.O. :sOX 15 , 
Education Bu~ding 
" 
• 
" , Memorial Un{ve'rsi ty .. , .' 
',' St. 'Jo~n' s. .. " 
February ,27 f 197-3' 
, , ' '; • 0 
, , 
r " 
'. 
Mr. f,,"I. , 
) School Board ' ----~~----~~~re-w~~~o~undlana 
Dear Sir: 
'- .-
, ) . 
: . . ' , 
, .,:, , 1 ,am currently ~ tUdying for ari M. Ed: in ,iciucat~onal Psychology, 
~ Guidanc~ ,a~d Counseling here at' Me~orial, Univers~~y(. , i\s part of the,,' 
, plgnning for my researc~ I, am as~ing fqr your permission to ~ollect some 
'data at' " 
----------.-ti' . 
, My thesis, work will involve a comparis'on ~f :academic ~,and general," 
students on att~tude toward sc*ool, attitude toward self, participation in' 
,extra-curricular activitieij and' ratings ~y teache,~s. 
'0 " • 
" 
, The data wiii be gath~red by ine~~s of a questio\lnai're to be f.ilied 
out:, by all Grade 11 'students in, the school. This questionnaire can be , ~ 
comp~ted in a s~ngle class period. Als'o, tea~er~ :W!-ll be ~sk~(ff.to ~at.e', ", ' 
students on ~rtain.traits 'and behaviors. I.w.lsh to , emph'asize that ' ' \ , 
's,tudetfts and teach,ers pa'rticipating in the study will ,remain an~nymous ~nd 
a:ll ,informat~on gathered°lo1ill 'be strictly guarded. ' ' " 
, " ~.. o· ~ . 
I anticip,ate coming to. I, " to collect'my dat.a during~ the 
mopth Qf April.', The exact date will be a~rang~d:~ater. ' 
" 
. . ,.' 
, ;, 4' , 
'f If you wou,ld like further infoIlI!8tion c·~il.(;~~ing' this;. I ,will 
g~'adly supply it.. , , 
. , 
r. 
. 'I look forwa7d. to hearing f~om you. ,Thank:you.'. 
. ,' ' - Sincerely, 
. ',' ' .. 
- i 
Calvin Coish 
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P. 0: 'Box 15. ', , ' 
Education Building': : 
~moti~l . university . . : . ... 
, , . 
, -
.. ., 
.. 
'. ,: .. 
-~· ·I . .,,' 'Mr'· . 6' . • l)' 
I' 0,' • ---,----:....-..,... 
• r .r ' ··~rincip~1 ' 
/. .. . • High S~~ol ' ' 
. j' ...,.,...." ____ =--__ " Newfoundland 
" " . · .t 
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St. ' John" s' ' 
Mar<;~ .26',. 1973 
- , 
,.-
:\ 
.. \ ' ~ r' 
" : 
. 
, , 
I" ... '. 
. \ , 
" 
Dear tfr •.. _.,....-____ _ 
. r . "' .. .' f \' \ " .....!" 
.. 'I.. I . ' ~urther tb. · C?ur . eariier co~re~pondence, c~n:ce~ing mY proposed':' ·' 
: L' ·research ~pt YO~~/~~i!~ i!. ~!;n to ~o'1lect. fmy' d
1
ta at, YQur .. , school on' 
......  '~ ... : I',: sonta.ct me ah s~on a::r p.ossible. pr~~le~: ~on~~.r:i g this d.ate, "plea: e ~ 
.',. . 
\ . 
.,' ...• /. . . :~,' ~. WOii!d l~reatlY ~ppr;.ciate It'. i['y~u wo~ld forward a copy of the 
. ,<~. ': ' .1 " eJlc~o~~re ~o ,ea?h< Frade 1I, .~e,:c~e~ ~n ~ou~ SChOjl. i 
.- '~IJ " ~. , .Thank you fQr your. co"'bp·e~ati·on·. ·f I 
I. ' 
.' .. 
..... ( . ' 
.... 
... . 
'. " 
C • I' 
.. ~, - ' '. . .. .. ' Sincerely , y.ours , . 
~ I (, ~ , , , t " ' '. ' . .- , 
i :. .' . , ", I 
I -' !' ~ . , , 
-I ".,., . . "J. '. " .. I .' /~; Cal~i~~ Cpish 
',I,: . " . \ 
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Dear Teacher: 
P. O. Box 15 
Education Building 
Memorial University 
St. John's 
March 26, 1973 
I contacted your principal earlier and received permission to 
conduct research at your school. I am now asking for your help in 
conducting that research. 
My research involves a comparison of academic and general students 
on the variables of attitude toward school, attitude toward self, parti-
cipation in extra-curricular activities and ratings by teachers. 
I will be distributing a questionnaire to be filled out by all 
Grade 11 students in the school. This questionnaire can be completed in a 
single class period. Also, classroom teachers will be asked to rate 
students on certain traits and behaviors. Students and teachers taking 
part in the study will remain anonymous and all information gathered will 
be strictly guarded. 
I will be collecting my data at your school on 
------------------
Thank you in advance for your co~operation. 
Sincerely yours, 
Calvin Coish 
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STUDENT QUESTlqNNAIRE INSTRUCTIONS . 
. ,~ 
. .." 1. . Exp~~in t\lat this. qu~stionnaire is , part of a survey being' u~de~tak~n 
by ' Calvin Caish, a graduate student at Memorial ,University. 
2. PaJ;s out questionnaiies. 
. ,-
Information will be confidential. ) . 
~ , 
Give each student designated number." Remind 'each ,student to put num"ber 
in appropriate space on front page. 
'Get students 'to 'fi';r in ~ info~:tion at t~p of front page. 
• w •• <. " 
, 5. 
. 8 ., .', . '\ 
.Skim th~augh questi\l~naite, explaining appropriat~ parts and words and 
answering students.' questions,' It might be necessary to explain terms 
- passive ~nd active. sodable and unsociable". 
6. , In the last se.ction on extra-c6tri~ula~ activities, students may' • 
i-nciuoe any activities they deefu appropriate. .Not necessary to fill , 
in information at top of second last page as ~t is already on front· 
page. . -l ..... ' 
7. Make sure 'each student has fille~ in appropriate information. 
'8. Collect questionnaires. 
". 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
" . 
. ~School' : ._.,.-_ ....... ________ ~------ crass: " Academic 
Stud~nt:~ __________ Number General 
~ ",,!, 
, --,0 _______ S~x 
" 'Home Address: 
Following are, some words .whfl can describe hOw yay feel\ about :certain . 
things. At the top fof each' section ,you will 'see the item you have- to '. 
~ _ consider -- YOURSE~ff or Y9UR SC~OQL. 
• Note that there are two words betwtn whi~h are 'five blocks. 'You are -to :. 
put an X in the block whisn best d cribes how you feel. Let us consider, 
, the following example to describe o~ s~hoQl. ~ 
GOOD 'CJ . CJ .CJ BAD 
{} " 
If you feel your 'school is really good, ,then plac~o an X in the block \. 
nearest 'GOOD. ' 
QJ- "'c=1 . CJ 
f o f 1 1 h lk '1 y u eel your sthoo is really.bad, then p,lace an X in t e b oc . 
nearest BAD: ' , , ' • 
...,r-
r CJ CJ- IT] GOOD": D , [=:J BAD -X' more- good than ' bad, If you feel y~ r school is t;hen place an ·X in the 
se?ond block rom GOOD'. 
.J . ,. 
GOOD q o .GrJ CJ I 1_ eJ' BAD 
If you f~ei your school l iS more bad than good, then place 8Jl .x in the 
second block from llAn. , 
. ' 
'GOOD' , CJ· CJ BAD 
'0 
If you do ' not know how you feel about your ~chool , then place an, ~ in ' the 
center block. I -: 
GOOD 
• 0 
'0 ' 
V I 
\ ' 
CJ 
\ 
, . 
P \ BAD ' 
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YOUR SCHOOL I 
, I [l _ 
,(" 
. 
,Put an X in the block which best de.scribe; hEr, !OU feel aboyt 'your SCHOOL. 
. , 
MOSTLY 'MORE, A. DO NOT ~ 'C B IfOSTLY 
A THAN B . KNOW , , A 'B 
COLUMN A COLUMN B. 
. ' 
.. 
.- PLEApANT 'CJ Cl , C] . LJ' CJ UNPLEASANT I 
,PASSIVE 
'CJ c=J C], CJ CJ' ACTIVE t.. 
~ 
EASY CJ CJ CJ CJ c=J DIFFICULT I 
UNFRIENDLY ' CJ CJ 0 CJ CJ FRIENDLY 
\ CJ LJ' CJ CJ CJ FA1R UNFAIR 
.... ~. 
Q 
,.. 
" 
) 
,.uSELESS a CJ W LJ CJ CJ USEFUL 
. \ 
. , 
c:J c:J: CJ . CJ CJ BAIY 0 , GOOD 
.. 
, ' 
" 
AWFUL CJ " 0 cr CJ CJ NICE 
Q 
0 
INTERESTING ' CJ' 'C], .C] D L) ,' CJ 'BORING 
• . . 
, 
\ \ 
\ CJ CJ r::J, CJ CJ • UNCOMFORTABLE COMFORTABLE 
6 " RELAXED CJ t=J LJ CJ TENSE 
-: -.' 
0 
CJ~ " .... -0 ~ . I LARGE CJ c=J" , c:J SMALL ~ 
I 
, I 
~ 
. . (, 
l/ 
" 
, 
"-
~ ... ~ 
~, 
" 
'-
1', 
---.;;' 
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" 
YOURSELF, 
-
" 
"-
Put an X :J..n the block which,. best describes how y~u feel about YOURSE~F • . 
• • ",,' III I . " . . ' . 
-
, 
. ' 
. \lOSTLY MOm A .. DO NO'!' MORE B MOSTLY 
A , .THAN B. t ' KNOW THAN A B 
COLUMN ·A "" rI ' COLUMN B . 
~ , CJ c::J Cl ·0 CJ WEAK STRONG .. , . 
. ..... ~. 
SOCIABLE I~T c=J O· CJ· 0 .. UNSOC1ABLE 
-- CJ C3 c=J~' 
. 
. C]' CJ " KIND . CRUEL 
, , 
.. 
----ACTIVE 
~ 
CJ CJ ·. CJ CJ. CJ PASSIVE 
., SAD CJ CJ ' CJ I I CJ · HAPPY 
. ~ 
BRAVE' 
.' 0 0 U ' E] 'CJ COWARDLY 
,< 
Ji". 
<J TENSE CJ CJ CJ· CJ c=I RELAXE~ 
, . ' 
~OMFORTABLE. C3 CJ CJ CJ CJ UNCOMFORTABLE 
r 
a UNIMPORTANT CI ~W CJ I .' I 0 IMPORTANT 
~ 
1 , 
CJ '" CJ ' CJ I . I CJ HONEST Co ' DISHONEST 
). 
UGLY CJ c=J. CJ I . I LJ BEAUTIFm. I .. , . u , FRIENDty diCl a q 0 0 . UNFRIENDLY. I f 
, I . 
STUPID CJ '.c:J CJ J ,0 r=:J ' SMART 
. 
to 
<1 .J.I 
"' ../. 0 :f 
., , 
. . 
'\' 
.. 
" 
1 0 
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PARTICIPATION IN EX'ERA-CURRICULAR , " 
, l QUESTIONNAIRE .. ACTIVITIES 
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. PARTICIPATION 'IN EXTRA-CURRICULAR 
ACTIVITIES QUESTIONNAW 
, , 
\ 
'Schoo1) ~ __________________ ~~ ________ ~ ____ _ Class: ,Acadeioic 
,'-
Student: Number 
----
General " ' ~, ' ,', 
___ .....:... Sex 
. 
C> Home Address: --~----------~~--~' ~" ----------
, 
1. Name aU the sch'ool organizations antl clubs of' which you are a member .• 
t 
2. Do you' hold an office in any of theseJ Yes 
If yes, name them. 
' q 
,No' 
. , ',.-..-
Organi za tion \ Office Held 
, . 
3. Do "ye1i' take part in school sports, other 'than during regular gym 
/ ' classes? ,Yes No ' 
,If yes, which SPOl1'ts? 
" 
, " 
, , 
--
.. L 
4. Do you play on- any school sports team? 
If yes, which spott.s? 
, 0 1 
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Yes No 
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. " 
5. 
,. 
7. 
'8. 
, 
I 
f 
.  
= 
" 
li 
, \ 
Were' you elected this year . to ' repres-ent your class 
or project,? Yf!S __ No 
If yes, which o~e(s)? 
Did you work on this year's school yea:r~oo~?'Yes 
If yes, 'What 'was yout;, work? 
,v 
, No 
. 
--~~----~--------~~-----------------------------------~ 
" 
\, ' 
Do you help publish a school newspaper?, Yes 
If yes, what (.ls your 'work? .. 
',' 
;-' '/ 
.~ 
" 
('.. l 
• 
./ () 
Do you attend after school or evening functions spon~ored\ by the 
school? Yes No 
If yes, which so'cial ev~nts? 
, . 
". 9. If you take part in any oth~r , school clubs' or aC,tivit'ie.s not previously 
lll'entioned, please lis t them here . 
Activities Offices lteld (if ,any), 
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RATING 'oF ST~ENT BY TEACHER' 
. 
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School: ' --------~~------------~----~~--- Class: Academic 
, I 
" Student: 
------1.( Number " "" . 
~ , 
General , 
f' 
, ' Sex ' , . 
-~-- I J ~o~~ ,Ad!ress ?~' S~ud~~t: _-:-___ ~ -, ________ .:...-_"'_-:--__ " /_,: _--.,.~,a.;/I-,_ 
By "comparing this student with oth~~ " in the class, how would you rate bi~ 
or ,her on ' the ,following items? P~ce, at.! X ill; :the ~ppro~riate block" 
~~ , 
· 
-
, o, , , 
, f 
' \ 
ABOUT 3/4 'ABOut ALMOS'I , 
. 
MOST OF ll2 ABOUT, 1'/.4 
, , 
. 
THE TIME THE TIME 'TIlE TIME THE TIME NEVER 
\ , 
1.- TS A' FRIENDLY, OUTGOING , , r 1 PERSON ' • , .. I . , 
· 
" 
. . , 
. 
, , . . 
' \ 2.' DOES NO'!' LISTEN WHILE t ~ .. " . . , " , ". OTHERS TALK '" 
. . 
.. 
3.,~AKES , PART IN EXTRA- " ' .. 
. 
CURRIC~ ACTIVITXES '. . · . , .. 
. , . . 
A ' , 
. 4 
4. SHOWS A LACKj OF - - •• .I't'" • ~ " 
CONFIDENCE . .-. . , 
. 
SltARES, HIS ' 4~ .', 5. OR l1ER INTER-
" 
-
. 
.. 
... .... . G 
ESTS WI',rR, THE GROue .. .. '7' 
, 
. 
\ - If .. 
d. NOt, 'VOLUNTEER' FOR .. . . I DOES . . : , \ SCHOOL PROJECTS ......... . . , 
. . . ~ . . 
. . '
'7. IS POLl-TE AND tON SIb- . , , . . 
ERATE 'OF OTHERS 
8. DISLIKES TAKING PART IN • . 
STUDEm.: GATHERINGS , 
, 
\ 
9,. WORKS AS WELt: AS HE,OR 
'(' 
'ABLE .;., ' r SHE IS , 
,10/_ 'DQE., NOT, FIf WELL' INTO _ 
GROOP ACTIVITIES ' 
,- . 
," 
., , 
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